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THE PARRICIDE.

PART THE FIRST.

Perhaps, the strongest feature of difference

between the really good, and pious man, and

him, who, without being actively flagitious, is

yet animated by neither moral, nor religious

principles, is, that the one resigns himself to the

inflictions of adversity; the other invariably

rebels against them.

Nevertheless, even now, I cannot justly blame

myself for a neglect of this duty; I knew it

not ; I was in ignorance of its very existence ;

for, it is one that can only be learned either by

tuition, or by experience of the futility of resist-

ance. When therefore, misfortune assailed me,
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2 THE PARRICIDE.

unconscious that it was incumbent upon me to

yield, I struggled beneath the blow, and rose

violently, and turbulently against it, as I would

against an enemy; in the full conviction that it

was a \trong and an indignity, and that I was

the victim of the malice of man, and not the

subject of a trial ordained me by heaven. In

this solitary, but grave error, originated almost

all the calamities of my subsequent life.

Animated by the feelings I have previously

described, I entered my father's chamber. He

raised his head, and regarded me with a remark-

able expression. There was much in it that was

inscrutable; but, its pervading and most pro-

minent characteristic was a singular union of

sternness, and scorn. For an instant, I perused

his countenance in silence ; yet, it presented,

as ever, a mystery which 1 could not entirely

penetrate.

"Father," I said, "you know the cause of

my presence ?"

" I suppose that I do, son," he replied calmly,

and contemptuously.
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I considered him intently ; more so, perhaps

than at any previous period. He was a little,

slim, dry man, the composition of whose frame

seemed to be solely bone, and muscle. In spite

of his paucity of stature, he was evidently pos-

sessed ofmuch strength, and of very considerable

powers in the endurance of fatigue, or rather,

of the causes of it ; for, his iron frame appeared

to be incapable of submitting to any of those

consequences which usually attend great and

prolonged exertions. One could look at him

and almost fancy that he might indulge in per-

petual locomotion, during the remainder of his

days, yet never require rest. He had a small,

quick, penetrating grey eye, which roved inces-

santly; and tended infinitely to strengthen the

idea of his exemption from all necessity of sub-

mission to that periodical suspension, and cur-

tailment of existence, sleep. Altogether, there

was something in his figure, at once so nervous, so

slender, and so supple, that, undignified as is

the comparison, I yet must say, always strongly

B 2



4 THE PARRICIDE.

reminded me of the nature of the eel. He

seemed destined never to have a grasp laid upon

him ; or, if he ever were accidentally attained, to

be able to extricate himself from it, the instant

that it was imposed.

Disturbed, and excited as I was, when I en-

tered my father's presence, it is strange but

true, that almost these very thoughts, with

sicarcely a variation in either their order of

succession or in their distinctive features, passed

through my mind, during the single moment in

which I was engaged in considering him. I

narrate them, because they shew the tendency

of my passions at the time ; and the secret ex-

pectation I must have latently possessed of the

possihility of our interview terminating in per-

sonal violence. When 1 had completed my

examination, which, during its occurrence, I

ought to state was almost unconscious, I sank

on one knee ; and said,

" You see that I approach you with the re-

spect, and allegiance of a son to a father ; and I
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trust therefore, that you will be generous enough

to repay me by the entertainment of respondent

feelings."

The old man slowly eyed me from head to

foot ; and his countenance assumed a darker

sneer. After an instant's pause, I continued

;

" Why, I know not, yet I believe and hope

that the fault is not wholly mine, but, since the

earliest period of my recollections, we have been

divided, far as the poles asunder, though living

beneath the same roof. In what cause, has

arisen this disunion, even now, I can neither

thoroughly understand, nor conceive. I have

never been to you a knavish, or rebellious son ;

nor have you ever, hitherto, been to me an

oppressive father. No doubt, the state of

mutual apathy to which we have at last arrived,

has been induced by a series of mutual misap-

prehensions ; but, the primary source of their

existence is both beyond my memory, and my

comprehension. Perhaps, were we both to tiike

an impartial retrospect ofour conduct, each might

discover some actions which he would wish
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recalled : perhaps, I might learn that I had

never been to you, an assiduous, and a zealous

son ; and perhaps, you might discern that you

had not allotted me a sufficient share of that

natural affection, which a child expects, and is

entitled to receive, at the hands of the author of

his being. There is however, worse than no

utility, there is positive mischief, in recurring to

the grievances of the past, except in the inten-

tion of preventing their continuation. ' With

this object, therefore, I now address you. At the

present moment, it is in your power to preserve

me from a doom more hideous than I dare to

depict, scarcely imagine ; it is in your power, to

give me, happiness, and yourself, a son ; a son,

who will feel that he not only owes to you his

existence, but his regeneration in righteousness,

not only the creation of his body, but the puri-

fication of his mind. This deed is in your power;

it requires but a word to realize it; speak that

" word, and I will bless you !—Speak that word,

I repeat, and, mark me, as long as I live, in

weal and in wo, in health and in sickness, I
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will never cease to attempt consistently, labo-

riously, to repay you, for the inestimable obli-

gation you will have conferred upon me !"

Never had I expressed myself with greater

sincerity. I did not utter one syllable that I did

not feel ; and my heart, and my tongue, acted

in mutual and perfect concord. I was confident

that there existed within me the power of

executing all that I had promised ; but, mingled

with this conviction, was a lurking and painful

apprehension that I should never be subjected

to the trial. One glance of scrutiny at his

inflexible countenance, suggested to me, that

such arguments as I had employed, would have

but little avail with my cold-blooded father.

After a pause, he said :

" You are very dutiful ; I approve your con-

version; you seem to have been suddenly in-

spired by a sense of the course you ought always

to have followed. But, pray to whom am I

really indebted for this very unexpected de-

ference to my paternal authority ? To my son,

or to his less unscrupulous mistress?—Has his
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obedience arisen in his own spontaneous im-

pulses, in his own sense of right, or in her

duteous suggestions?"

—

He spoke bitingly, and significantly; I felt

his sting, and writhed beneath it. I saw that

there was no ruth in him; and that I might as

hopefully appeal to the mercy of a famished

wolf, as attempt to excite his charity, by humi-

lity and contrition. I rose from the ground;

and, as I was now fully conscious of the futility

of the tone I had assumed, and would neither

condescend to affect to have misunderstood his

question, nor to submit to the indignity of

uttering a falsehood, I replied,

" You are not wrong in your conjecture. To

(Enone, solely to CEnone, you owe the heavy

debt of obligation, which you apparently esti-

mate so highly. / would have married in

defiance of your prohibition."

"You would?" he echoed rather sharply;

and then resumed, in his usual voice and

manner

;

"You carry your head loftily, my young
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cavalier, considering that you are a dependent

upon my will. But, you are singularly in-

genuous, and, as ever, exemplarily filial. Then,

^ou really would have made a bride of your

cousin, in spite of my opposition?"

—

" I would ! " I replied, in a tone of no super-

fluous audacity, yet, with undiminished decision ;

but added, " Perhaps, however, in reward oHier

obedience, you will grant to her, that concur-

rence which you are eager to refuse to the re-

bellion of your son?"

" Then," he demanded, with a slight appear-

ance of relenting, "you are convinced that she

will not marry you, unless I previously declare

my sanction of your union ?"

—

" Most certainly !" I eagerly replied; "such

is her sense of honor, and of duty, I feel that

there is no power on earth that could induce

her to become my wife, until you shall have

previously pronounced your concurrence, and

full approval."

" Good creature," rejoined my father, almost

kindly; "I am really abundandy indebted to

b5
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her; for," he added, while a sudden gleam of

triumphant malignity flashed transiently across

his countenance, "that approval you shall never

have ! Therefore, you may as well at once resign

yourself to your fate, and go and seek some other

quarry ; when, if the new damsel should prove

equally conscientious, perhaps, I may again let

you down the wind, a haggard hawk to prey

at fortune ; if not, you may even mate together,

and

—

starve"

Oh, how my blood boiled beneath this in-

human obduracy ; but, I felt that my all was at

stake, and I retained sufficient mastery of my-

self to reply,

" I have painted to you the gratitude, and

the affection you would have excited in me, by

a compliance with my prayer ; I have told you,

that 1 would have made the remainder ofyour days

happy ; that I would have devoted my life to the

liquidation of the debt you would have imposed

upon me. Now, look upon this picture. Re-

fuse me my intreaty, and drive me into de-

speration, and I will be a thorn in your path,
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as long as the power of offence remains to me

;

as long as I* can raise an arm, or utter a de-

fiance. And when I can do neither, I will find

a proxy to execute the injuries which I will

solace myself by inventing. My peace will

have ended irrevocably ; and think you, that I

will allow yours to endure? *The law of re-

taliation is of divine imposition ; I reverence it

;

and, in obedience to its dictates, ivill have " eye

for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot

for foot ;" even unto the very letter of the in-

jury, I will repay the aggressor. Think you

that I could walk along the earth in the know-

ledge of my eternal desolation, and suffer my

destroyer to exist in quietude, simply because

he is my father ?—Lay no such fond deception

to your heart ; the consciousness of our consan-

guinity will be but an additional incentive to my

vengeance. From a stranger^ I could patiently

have suffered the infliction of many a grievous

wrong ; but, to be withered, blasted by him at

whose hands I was entitled to demand all the

best gifts of affection and charity, is a thought
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that can never fail to stir me into an immortal

implacability. Delude not yom'self therefore;

look to receive from me such offices alone, as

eternal, unmitigable rancour can suggest: as a

dead body will I be tied to you, during the

remainder of your days ; you shall not act, nor

move, nor breathe, nor think, but you shall feel

upon you the baneful weight of an all-encom-

passing, palpable malignity!— Now, consider

how such a spectacle will appear in the eyes of

an edified world ; how your friends of the court,

the senate, and the camp, will regard and

approve this exemplary strife between a parent

and his offspring ; and give me your deliberate,

and final answer. Decide, decide irrevocably,

whether I am to be a miscreant, a contemner of

all laws, and a violator of all ties, during the

rest of my days, or a fond husband, and a

grateful and obedient son."

He regarded me for a moment, with a

countenance of ironical admiration; and then

replied,

" Excellent ! by my paternal love, a filial
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youth ! a virtuous, duteous child ! an affec-

tionate scion of the parent stem !—And all

this profuse expenditure of malediction, all this

awful and prophetic denunciation of impos-

sible retribution is awarded me, simply, be-

cause I will not suffer you, a baby, to unite

yourself to a doting, old woman ! a very Jezabel,

who deserves to receive at my hands, the fate

of her illustrious prototype, the regal jade of

Zidon,—to be thrown from the window, her

blood sprinkled on the wall, her flesh eaten by

the dogs, and ' her carcase to be as dung on

the face of the field, so that they shall not say,

This is Jezabel.'— Foolish, sorry, ungrateful

urchin! down on your knees again, thank

me enthusiastically for my rejection of your

petition, and consider my conduct on this

occasion, as an irrefragable proof of the vigi-

lance and extent of my discriminating affection."

I started ; I may almost say, I leaped into

the air. I had expected to be exposed to

contumely and provocation, and thought I had

clad myself cap-a-pie in the armour of insen-
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sibility ; but, each of these fiendish words found

a crevice, and crept through it, Uke the red-

hot sand which the fierce Tyrians hurled upon

the veterans of the Macedonian madman, and

ate into the very marrow of my bones.

" Father, father," I exclaimed, " beware

:

do not tempt me too far ! I feel that within

me, is some of your blood—the blood of the

tiger."

And my own speech, to my own ears, sounded

like the hiss of the serpent.

The impassive old man smiled.

'* Father," I said, " revile me, as you please,

I will endeavour to endure in patience, and in

submission; but, dare not, dare not to assail

with your foul obscenities, a being of an order,

and a state, exalted above even your compre-

hension—who stands in contrast to you, as an

angel by the side of a moral lazar-house. Limit

then, your ribaldry to me ; and dare not even

to allude to one, whose very name you ought

to feel your own unworthiness to utter."

" Dare not !" he repeated, excited for an
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instant, into an emotion of natural anger ; but,

immediately relapsing into his habitual apa-

thetic sneer, he quickly added, " and why

should I not utter the name of my venerable

guest ?—Surely, such full grown virtue as hers,

which has existed through, heaven only knows,

how many winters, and summers, and is sup-

ported too, by all the illusion of an antiquity

almost traditionary, cannot be polluted by even

the most insulting gibe, which I can fling

against it?— Fool!" he continued, pursuing

this theme, for he had seen with the eye, and

the feelings of a gladiator, the effect of his

thrusts, " the woman's years qualify her more

to be your mother, than your wife, and"

I interrupted him.

"Will you," I vehemently exclaimed, my

limbs convulsively trembling beneath the domi-

nion of the direst passions, " will you consent

to my union with CEnone ?"

—

" No !" he replied, in a voice of thunder.

I was in the act of springing upon him,

animated by an irresistible impulse of diabolical
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wrath ; and heaven alone can tell what might

have been the result ! But, in that very instant,

recollecting that there still existed the possi-

bility of CEnone's concession, I savagely me-

naced him with my uplifted arm, and rushed

from the apartment.

When I entered the presence of my pri-

soner, I observed that she was pale, and

agitated ; and looked searchingly into my face,

with an expression of increasing alarm, and

anxiety. But, I allowed myself not another

moment for reflection.

" My stern father has refused me," I ex-

claimed; "do you still purpose to persist in

your determination ?"

—

She made no reply : but regarded me stead-

fiisdy with an expression of blended commise-

ration, and apprehension.

" My father," I repeated more vehemently,

" has denied me his consent : what course do

you now mean to adopt ?"

Again, she returned no reply: but, casting

upon me an affectionate, and pathetic look,
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arose, and slowly walked towards the door.

This, was her sole, and too emphatic answer.

I was mad; the darkness, and the heat of

madness were on my brain ; I was sensible of

their pressure and their fire; I knew that I

was under their influence
; yet still, I could not

control myself.

For an instant, my eye wandered over the

weapons that surrounded me ; but, as rapidly,

this thought vanished ; and, instead of indulg-

ing my thirst for blood, I rushed past her to

the door, and closed it : then, confronting her,

stood towering in her path. I felt my whole

frame dilate beneath my frenzy: my eyes

seemed bursting from their sockets ; every

nerve was tremulous, and tumid with emo-

tion ; and my muscles prominent and rigid as

ropes, like them, quivered in the fierce tempest

of my dire, and delirious wrath.

" Will you," I said in a voice in which was

concentrated every passion that can disturb,

and defile the human heart, " will you, or will

you not, yield to my prayer, and abandon
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yourself to me, as my wife ?—Answer me

solemnly, Yes, or No ; and may all the grave

responsibleness of a negative, rest solely on

your own perversity !"

—

Astounded by my tone, and by the trucu-

lence of my gestures and aspect, CEnone gazed

scrutinizingly for a single moment, and then

firmly and proudly replied,

" Think you that, as I have proved in-

exorable to your intreaties, I shall not scorn

to yield to your menaces ?—How little do you

know me ! What a libel have you perpetrated

on my heart and nature ! I tell you now, with

scarcely a regret, boldly, and explicitly. No !

I will not unite myself to you, without the

sanction of your father : and by all that is

most sacred, I swear, I never will depart fi'om

this pledge !

—

Now, are you satisfied ?"

Instantly, as though a torch had been sud-

denly applied to the mine that was within me,

the vast madness of my suppressed fury burst

forth in one long, loud, infernal yell ; and

then, rushing upon her, in a dire diirst for
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vengeance, and for havoc, which, during the

suspension of all reason, was purely ferine, I

seized her fiercely by the throat.

The moment I felt its slender column fully

encompassed by my iron grasp, its tender flesh

yielding beneath the strong pressure of my

fingers, I expei-ienced a new, and indescribable

emotion. At that instant, as though suggested

to me by the malice of some ireful power re-

solved to effect both my earthly, and eternal

perdition, the recollection of Cupid tormentimj

Psyche, unnaturally arose within my distem-

pered mind. Fierce, and fell was the commo-

tion it created ! a thrilling sensation of ferocious

joy shot with a lightning speed, and heat,

through my throbbing, and glowing veins ; and

every foul passion rioted and reveled within

me, as though hell had been holding its carnival

in my heart.

With a demoniac exultation, I handled and

compressed her snowy neck ; wound, and buried

my strong fingers around, and in, its unresisting

surface ; occasionally shifted the position of my
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grasp ; and increased and diminished its pres-

sure, according to the indications which her

countenance afforded of tlie state of her powers

of respiration : thus, procuring for my disor-

dered, and loathsome mind, pleasures that might

have dishonoured a fiend !

" At length," I huskily, and triumphantly

exclaimed, in the atrocious delirium of my in-

fernal transport, " at length, the doubts of my

youth are resolved ; and I have learned that

cruelty can confer upon its votary, delights

worthy even of a god !"

What induced me to spare her, I scarcely

know
; perhaps, the respect for the dignity, and

admiration of the courage, with which, even in

that moment, she insensibly inspired me. Not

a word did she utter ; not one struggle did she

make for emancipation ; but stood motionlessly,

passively, in my deadly grasp, though the stag-

nant blood, the swoln veins, and the darkening

hue of her features, displayed at once both her

sufferings, and her peril, ^^'hen I relinquished

my hold upon her, her powers of endurance
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were evidently exhausted; and she staggered

to a chair, and fell upon it, in a state of

almost utter senselessness.

At this moment, my eye caught that of the

poor fawn, observing me with a remarkable

expression. It was so replete with intelligence,

and apparent comprehension of the eternity of

guilt, and dishonor, which I had, in one brief

minute, incurred, that it seemed to me almost

supernatural. My heart sank within me ; and

I quailed for an instant, beneath this feeble

animal's reproachful, and piteous glance, as

though I had just discovered that a rational

and a powerful being had witnessed my crime,

who would proclaim it to the world, and

secure to the criminal, his well merited meed

of punishment, and infamy. But, in an-

other second, my spirits rebounded with re-

doubled vigor from this sudden depression

:

again my passions were fired ; and seizing the

heavy iron bolt of an ancient cross-bow which

lay on a table at my side, I hurled it at the

head of my supposed reprover. The poor
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animal received the fatal missile full upon its

brow; and, without a groan, or a murmur, but

with another ineffable, and ever memorable

look of seeming reproach and monition, which

thrilled and chilled my very soul with a super-

stitious fear, laid its bloody head on the earth,

and tranquilly expired at the feet of its scarcely

less unfortunate mistress.

In spite of her exhaustion, and the violence

to which she had been subjected, CEnone had

yet retained sufficient sense to be capable of

observing this sanguinary and dastardly deed.

During the moment that elapsed between its re-

ception of the blow, and the extinction of its life,

she watched the luckless animal with a counte-

nance of intense horror and anxiety ; but, when

it breathed its last, drawing a long and deep

sigh, with one slight shudder, and an expression

of concentrated suffering, which all my cruelty

had been unable to elicit, she covered her face

with her hands, and turned her back upon her

murdered favorite, and upon me. Ilien, from

the irregular and convulsive motion that per-
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vaded her frame, though I could not detect the

faintest sound, I judged that she was vainly

struggling against a grief which, in spite of her

utmost efforts, had found a vent in tears.

At this sight, all my wolfish fury again arose

within me. I rushed upon the unfortunate girl,

and, tearing her hands from her face, forcibly

turned her in the direction of the slaughtered

animal. But, she closed her eyes ; and thus de-

fied and defeated the inhuman malice of my

intention.

"What!" I cried, in the madness of my

morbid and jealous wrath, " though for me you

have a heart of granite, though you can view

my woes without even the semblance of a tear,

your perverted and capricious sympathy can

awaken in a flood for your pampered minion ?

Would that the brute had a life which I might

slay before your eyes through every minute in

the year ! Is this your exalted charity ?—This

your boasted benevolence ?—This a specimen of

the virtuous excellence which you have so am-

bitiously arrogated? / am, doubtless'y, a bad
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man, a knave, a villain, in your philanthropic

creed ; yet, I can exclaim with sincerity, heaven

defend me, from the possession of your fitful,

vitiated sensibilities ! But you, you who can

callously sit, and ruthlessly, remorselessly award

a fellow being, the decree which shall entail upon

him despair in this world, and damnation in the

next, are yet so humane, so exquisitely tender,

so daintily sympathetic, that you dare not even

cast a glance upon the carcase of a wretched

fawn. Oh, how I loathe such accursed self-

delusion !

"

I paused for a moment; and then suddenly

added in a startling voice of imperious passion,

at the same time savagely attempting to fulfil

my inhuman threat,

" Look—gaze upon—intendy consider your

murdered brute, or, by all that is sacred, I will

teach you that my behests are not to be slighted

with impunity, that I have an arm which can

secure submission to the dictates of my tongue!"

But her eyes still remained closed.

*' What ! you are too timid, too humane ?
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You will not voluntarily obey my mandate?

Then, by heaven, I will try whether I cannot

discover a mode of forcing your compliance !

"

As I thus spoke, retreating a step, while with

one hand I confined both of hers in a crushing

grasp, in the hollow of the palm of the other, I

caught a portion of the blood that was still

copiously flowing from the wound in the fawn's

head; and laying it upon her neck, suffered the

contents to escape.

The moment wherein she felt the moist

and warm touch, the effect I anticipated was

realized; and, with a faint start, she instan-

taneously opened her eyes. But, when she dis-

covered the atrocious cause of her anxious

suspicion, saw the deep crimson stain with

which she was polluted, she uttered a shriek

that might have awaked the dead, and sprang

electrically to her feet. Then, with a convulsive

struggle, so sudden and so fierce, that for an ini

stant I was staggered, she succeeded in extri-

cating herselffrom my grasp ; and, flying across

VOL. II. c
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the chamber, snatched from the wall, the Assas-

sinieri dagger; that very object of my truculent

admiration, which, but the previous day, while

regarding it with a grim satisfaction, as the pos-

sible redresser of my wrongs, I so little deemed

that she would ever raise against me. Confront-

ing me then, and erecting to its fullest height

her stately figure, she exclaimed maniacally,

with a power and volume of voice which was

both startling and thrilling,

" Dastard ! miscreant ! demon ! approach

but one step—dare to move—to breathe—to

look, and, as there is a God above me, you shall

feel to your cost, that, timid woman as I am,

reluctant as I may be to witness the slaughter

of an inoffensive animal, I yet have courage

enough to look unflinchingly, remorselessly,

upon the color of a monster's heart's blood ! "

—

The keen, and deadly instrument glittered in

her grasp ; her long, flowing, and white gar-

ments were smeared, and dabbled with the

sanguine stream from the unfortunate fawn

;

her attitude was that of a demoniacally inspired
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Pythia ; and her eyes glared with a more than

mortal horror, fury, and defiance. A spectacle

so impressive as that, which she presented, it is

not possible to conceive ; and for a moment, I

was disturbed, and arrested. But, the darkness

of madness was still upon me ; a mysterious and

irresistible impulse to wrong, still controlled

me ; I ground my teeth, and beat the earth in

a paroxysm of ferocity; and exclaimed in the

husky voice of sanguinary wrath,

" Woman ! when you saved my life, you

saved the life of a tiger—and now, I will requite

you, by taking yours !"

As I thus spoke, I was rushing upon my

prey, when the door of the chamber was sud-

denly opened, and my father and sister hastily

entered.

At the sight of this unexpected succour,

GEnone cast from her the dagger, and threw

herself into the arms of her affectionate, and

startled friend. And then, the sluices of her

heart were opened; her fiery, and unnatural

passions deserted her; her bosom heaved con-

c2
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vulsively; and the large tears streamed in tor^

rents from her eyes.

As I gazed upon the intruders, I felt that the

course of my facinorous fury was impeded : but,

I was still under the dominion of the fiend ; my

heart was not softened : and I folded my arms,

and awaited in sullen but boiling wTath, the

result of this detection of my infernal outrage.

For an instant, even my father's advance was

arrested by the surprise, and perhaps, by the

horror, of the spectacle which presented itself;

but, rapidly recovering himself, he sternly ex-

claimed, regarding me grimly,

" The knave ! he has verily been attempting

the murder of his own mistress, his own kins-

woman, my sister's daughter ! The venomous

worm ! In sooth, for the sake of others, I must

raise my heel, and crush him—or, at least, draw

his poison-teeth !"

—

How much of this speech arose in natural

humanity, and how much in antipathy to me,

the heart of the speaker could alone determine ;

but, I believe, that the former was little con-:
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cerned in its origin. While however, he made

it, he advanced to seize me. I started from my

fell lethargy, and seizing the oriental axe which

I have previously described, raised it menacingly

in the air. Still, the intrepid old man continued

to approach ; my sister uttered a fearful, and a

thrilhng shriek of horror, but, transfixed to the

floor, by the very excess of her apprehensions,

attempted no intervention. Then^ therefore, I

should have been a parricide, had not CEnone,

fearlessly defying the risk of encountering the

impending weapon, rushed rapidly between us ;

and, in the transient strength with which the

agony of her terrors inspired her, compelled my

father to recede.

This last trial, and convulsion of her feelings,

infinitelymore than the personal danger to whicli

she had been exposed, combined with the inevit-

able conviction of the eternal desolation, which

the incidents of the few previous minutes had en-

tailed upon her future existence, wrought her to

a state of excitement, which lifted her far above

the consideration, and observance of all mortal
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fetters, and distinctions. The dam of artificial

construction was then suddenly overthrown by

the flood of Nature; the scales fell from her

eyes, and the shackles from her tongue : and,

for one brief moment, the liberated woman, free

and strong as mountain air, awoke within her,

and, unblinded by prejudice, and untrammeled

by doubt, spoke with the voice of Truth,

clearly, forcibly, and majestically.

" Touch him not !" she exclaimed command-

ingly to my father, "touch him not ! dare not to

lay a hand upon him—sufficient already are the

wrongs which you have committed against your

son!— Unfeeling being! guilty parent! ob-

durate to man, and ungrateful to God ! look

now upon the result of your omission of your

duties. See, in the spectacle around you, the

consequence of your neglect of the claims of

your child; of your sacrifice of them, to the

indulgence of your own frivolous, worthless

gratifications : of the devotion of every faculty

of your nature to yourself alone. And think

you, that no punishment will attend such selfish
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indolence, such guilty activity? Think you,

that because, with your own arm, you may have

committed no action of positive crime, that you

will escape all retribution ? As surely as that

you now stand impenitently before me, callous,

remorseless man, atonement, for the outrages

which have this day been perpetrated, will be

required at your hands, hereafter !

She then turned to me ; and, as she addressed

me, both her sentiments and her tone arose to

the level of a prophetic denunciation.

" And you," she said, " you, who wear the

mask of humanity, and conceal beneath it the

bloodthirstiness of the tiger, the attributes of the

fiend ; you, degenerous being, who might have

caused my heart to burst, but that my sense of

your utter unworthiness, your profound debase-

ment, has extirpated my love and raised me

above regret, straightways repent ! and expiate

your deeds, or dread the career you will be

doomed to pursue. Unnatural son ! treacherous

lover ! sanguinary man ! tremble—tremble at

your own passions !—Unbend—descend i'roni
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your pinnacle—prostrate yourself in the dust

—

pour ashes on your head—pass the remainder

of your days in contrition, and in submission,

or I see reserved for you, in the long vista of

the future, such a career of anguish and humi-

liation, as mortal being has never yet experi-

enced. Believe my words; mine are the lips

that utter them; but, I feel that the impulses

which suggest them, emanate from no mortal

source. Be warned then, sinner ! and attend

to a prediction, which arises in a mercy, and a

charity, superior to my own. Henceforward,

you will be to me, as the dust, the dirt, which I

trample beneath my feet; I rescind for ever,

the ties that have united us ! Flatter not your-

self that one stray particle, one solitary vestige

of the affection, I once bore you, will lurk in

the minutest crevice of my heart ; it is gone

irrevocably ; routed, dispersed by a manifestation

of atrocity, of a profundity of turpitude, which,

in the inoffensiveness of my own nature, I never

could have believed that aught which mortal

could even have conceived."
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Every word was a wound ; and, when she

had concluded, I felt as a serpent may be sup-

posed to feel, whose body has been scotched

throughout its entire length.

" Son," said my father coldly and sarcastically,

for, even this scene had failed to rouse him into

excitement, "you are a knave; and your mis-

tress is a shrew. I think that I ought to retract

my prohibition, and allow you both to marry,

in order that you may prove a Messing to each

other. Yes—such shall be my course: gende

youth, I permit you, to wed this fair lady:

timid maiden, I request you to accept my

duteous offspring as your lord. I cannot say

that he possesses all the virtues of his sire

;

but, so good a child must make an affectionate,

and faithful husband. However, I apprehend I

scarcely need intimate that I hope you will not

condescend to make my poor mansion, the arena

of your gladiatorial, I mean, connubial^ blisses

;

but, reverse the miracle of Joshua, and hiiihl

elsewhere, to the sound of trumpets, and

c5
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Other appropriate instruments, your nuptial

nest."

" Oh father, father, forbear, I implore you !"

exclaimed, suddenly interrupting him, in a

voice of intense agitation, my terrified sister :

whose cheek, during this fiendlike harangue, had

repeatedly varied from the brightest red, to the

coldest white ; and whose eye had never ceased

to wander alternately from me, to the sneering

and malignant features of the savage and unna-

tural being, who was thus ruthlessly, and deli-

berately striving to excite a weak and always

morbidly wrathful son, into the entire loss of

his too feeble powers of self-government, and,

far more basely and maliciously, calumniating

his virtuous, and unfortunate niece.

" Brother," anxiously continued the affrighted,

and foreboding girl, " brother, leave this spot

instantly, I beseech you ! grant this one favor

to the supplication of your sister."

But, my only reply was a fierce, and menacing

scowl.
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" Leave this spot," she repeated, " I intreat,

conjure you !—stay not another moment, to

expose yourself to the risk of being compelled

to reproach yourself with having wantonly

occasioned another strife; the consequences

whereof, may bring eternal, and intolerable

shame, and sorrow on your guilty head !—God

in heaven sees that here already you have per-

petrated sufficient evil
!"

I turned upon her, with unutterable fury,

again excited into madness by this reproach.

'' What !" I cried, and I felt the daring, and

desperate spirit of the fiend towering within me;

" what ! you all assail me !—But, tremble, for

I am Wolfish—I am thirsting for blood !"—And

I clenched my fingers until the nails penetrated

the flesh, and ground my teeth, and stamped

maniacally upon the earth, in the very exube-

rance of my fell wrath. " And think you,

that I will retreat, save, at my own good time,

and pleasure ?—I am like the foreigu beast that

knows not liow to recede—ye may cut me to

pieces, but still I must retain my ground. Yet,
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begone, I will—never to look upon one of ye,

again ! Before however, we separate, the ' veno-

mous worm,' my tender parent calls me, will

leave a portion of his sting behind him."

I gazed, for a moment, with an extent of hate,

which no words can pourtray, upon my ruthless

destroyer ; he retorted with a glance of mingled

scorn, and defiance. I turned towards CEnone

;

she was still supported on the couch, whereon

she had fallen, in complete exhaustion, imme-

diately after the conclusion of her last speech.

Her energies had been unnaturally excited in

that effort; and the consequent reaction was

proportionate. Her face was hidden in her

hands ; and her whole frame indicated the ex-

cess of lassitude and prostration. That the

physical machine was utterly unwound, was

most evident; and, if one might have judged

the disposition of the mind from the appearance

of the body, I should say that, altogether, she

then seemed as though she were conscious that

her game was done, that her part in the tragedy

of hfe had been played.
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This Opinion is the result of my subsequent

reflections; at the time of my observation of

her, I received a far different impression.

" Woman ! I cried approaching her, " to

you, I owe all this desolation ! but for you^ who

now sit callously, carelessly, spectatress of the

ruin you have made, these deeds had never been

—but for you, I had never incurred a guilt

which an eternity of regret could not expiate

—but for you, I had never sunk alive into the

deep grave of infamy which these desperate

hands have dug ! Solemnly, I forewarned you

of the result of your decision—I told you that

my fate was in your hands—that you might

make, or mar it. And how did you reply?

You loved your own repute, better than my

salvation, and— behold the consequence ! I

stand before you now, a broken, shattered man,

ruined beyond redemption, bowed beneath a

guilt to which I will not yield, a conscious, but

an impenitent, sinner ! This, woman, is your

deed, and may But I will not bequeath you

my blessing piecemeal ; take it therefore, in the
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aggregate, and share and treasure it among ye,

when I am far and eternally removed from this

detested scene. Hear then, father, sister, mis-

tress, your son's, your brother's, and your lover's

parting and final benediction—May the curse

of the great Ruler of heaven alight upon ye all,

for ever, and ever, and ever
!"

And uttering a wild, fierce howl of mingled

hatred, and defiance, I rushed from their pre-

sence, never I hoped, and believed, to look upon

one of them again.

When I arrived in the open air, a winter's

sun cast a faint, and frigid glare around. Feeble

as were its rays, I writhed beneath them. I

felt oppressively conscious that my deeds would

not bear to meet the light ; and experienced a

hurried, indefinite impulse to conceal myself

from the eye of heaven. After wandering a

short time, tormented by this feeling, I perceived

a cave, and entered it, there, to abandon myself

to my ruminations. And bitter, oh, how bitter,

was their torture ! At first however, I was too

excited, and exalted, to be capable of entertain-
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ing a regret for the crimes, I had perpetrated,

or even to be conscious of the full extent of

their heinousness; but, as my indignation sub-

sided, as the cloud which the passions had cast

over the brain gradually faded from before it, I

became slowly and painfully sensible both of

the evil I had done, and of the situation to

wliich it had reduced me.

Scarcely three brief hours had elapsed, since

I was comparatively guiltless ; and was in posses-

sion of the love, the truest, most devoted love,

of a being that, without an hyperbole, might be

said to be an honor and a glory to her race, to

consecrate humanity by her virtues. I had too,

a home, and a dear and affectionate sister ; and,

if I was not then, justified in looking forward to

a life of supreme happiness, or, at least, in ex-

pecting to attain it immediately, for who can

determine what patience, and the future, might

not have ultimately procured for me ;
yet, then^

was it wholly in my own power to have averted a

career of misery, and dishonor. But now—what

wjis now, my present, and eternal fate ? Mistress,
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sister, home, I had lost them all irrevocably,

love, affection, domestic tranquillity, I was never

again to experience the last, or be the object of

the others. Where was I to turn ? how act ?

whither seek shelter ? I had neither wealth nor

friends; and, if I had possessed the latter in

numberless crowds, would rather have linger-

ingly perished, than have sunk from the rank of

their equal or superior, to that, of their depen-

dent ; the thankful, humble, solicitous object of

their capricious and eleemosynary bounty. How

then was I to sustain, and to pass, the existence

that remained to me ?—Concession ?—Should

I return, and implore the forgiveness of those

whom I had injured; should I sue at their feet

for the pardon, which I could implore in con-

sideration of my youth, its inexperience, and

the violence of its passions ; and pledge myself,

with many a tear, and many an oath, to devote

the rest of my life to an attempt to atone for the

crimes of the past ? Should I adopt this course ?

—My answer was but too quickly returned : I

would rather starve,—die,—and rot into a por-
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tion of the slimy surface that at that moment

sustained me, than ever meet again, except in

open and unmitigable hostility, the beings who

had sunk me to my present state of crime,

necessity, and degradation

!

I thought upon CEnone as she was in the days

of our happy intercourse ; and I loved her pas-

sionately. I represented to myself all the differ-

ent scenes in which we had been involved : I

fancied her in her chamber ; in our walks ; and

buried beneath the flowers in lanthe's garden.

I recollected her pale cheek ; her sudden illness

;

and the melancholy omen which she had ex-

pressed and which had been but too fatally

fulfilled. I recalled innumerable instances of

her kindness, her tenderness, her constant self-

sacrifices, her ever active desire to gratify me.

In these, and similar thoughts, I indulged until

the tears gushed into my eyes ; and I cursed

myself in the knowledge that this happiness had

terminated for ever.

Then, I thought upon the CEnone of my

parting meeting ; my opponent, my stern anta-
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gonist; the inflexible, the ruthless; she who

had asserted, and maintained a will of her

own ; had scorned my prayers, and viewed the

future solely in relation to herself. In my

imagination, then, the QEnone of the past, and

the CEnone of the present, became two utterly

diiferent beings ; the one, I loved, adored ; the

other, I loathed, detested. I could not per-

suade myself to consider them identical; they

were possessed of a mutual repulsiveness, like

that which is said to belong to some chemical

elements, and it was beyond my power to make

them unite.

But, what was the result of these reflections ?

A determination to succumb to my destiny, to

bow my head before the inflictions of Provi-

dence, and to attempt to merge the memory of

my crimes in a career of unexceptionable con-

duct ? No ; their chief consequence was the

excitation of an increased hatred against those,

whom I believed to have solely occasioned my

downfal. I was perfecdy sensible of the mag-

nitude of the outrages I had perpetrated, and
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of the indelible infamy they had entailed upon

me; but, I felt little compunction for their

commission, for I thought it had been forced

upon me solely by the faults of others, and that

they consequently would be justly doomed to

bear the entire responsibleness. Never did it

enter into my mind to imagine that the violence

of my own passions might have produced the

catastrophe of which I was .a principal victim.

I judged not myself, but my opponents; I

viewed their conduct sternly; but I possessed

not the power of submitting my own to an

impartial investigation. In taking a retrospect

of the past, and considering the various causes

which had conduced to the final, and fatal

result, I saw but the actions of others : I was

not blind to my own guilt; but, I implicitly

believed that my dereliction had arisen, step by

step, in the previous delinquencies of those who

had opposed me; that their sins had per-

petually preceded mine, and that mine, there-

fore, whatever their extent, were only the

natural, inevitable, and venial consequence of
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theirs. I said to myself, " I feel that I once

entertained the wish to walk in the right path

;

the love of peace, and the desire of tranquil

happiness were in my heart. Then, whence

has arisen my deviation, whence the expulsion

of these virtuous sentiments, and the substitu-

tion of the ireful passions which now control

me ? In the agency of others, not in my own

devices."

This, was the process of moral and mental

delusion by which I arrived at the conclusion

that / was heavily, and wantonly aggrieved;

and fortified both the obduracy of my rebel

heart against the ordinations of heaven, and

my sentiments of animosity to those, who were

the supposed authors of my downfal. And in

the madness of my wrathful nature, I vowed to

pursue them with my vengeance, even to per-

dition !

During these reflections, the restlessness of

my mind had communicated itself to my body,

and I had strayed from the cavern, in which I

had sought to conceal myself. Insensibly too.
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but Strictly in accordance with my present feel-

ings, I had selected those paths, which extended

in an opposite direction to tliat of the mines,

and to all the haunts of men.

As I advanced, my mind completely ab-

stracted from the observation of surrounding

objects by the interest of my meditations, the

day gradually closed, and the night approached.

At last, my attention was excited to my bodily

state, and situation, by the intense cold of the

atmosphere, which, as the light had disappeared,

had reached an extent that was intolerable.

And now, as ever, the sufferings of the physical

being, triumphed over, and dispersed all the

hurricane of the passions; and every thought

became devoted to the consideration of the

means whereby I should protect myself from

the evils I was enduring, and from those which

I had to apprehend.

I have read in some old chronicle, of a

monk, and a nun, whose love having been

detected, their crime was considered so heinous

by the bigots that judged, or misjudged them.
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that they were sentenced to be thrown into a

subterranean dungeon, therein to starve, and

perish together. During the two first days, in

spite of his intense sufferings, the male captive

still preserved the feelings of a man, and a

lover ; and assiduously devoted himself to the

consolation, of his feebler partner in his horrid

doom. But, on the third day, the physical

agony, and weakness so subjugated the moral

strength, the brute so conquered the man, that

the cannibal sprang upon the defenceless woman,

whose terrible fate he had himself occasioned,

and wolfishly fastening his fell teeth upon her

shoulder, ravenously rent from it the mean of

momentarily appeasing both his hunger, and

his thirst.

Whenever I have heard others, or have detected

myself, vaingloriously exulting in the supposed

unlimited dominion of the powers of the mind

over the infirmities of the body, this anecdote

has involuntarily recurred to me ; and I have

endeavoured to imagine what might have been

my conduct, fierce, and sanguinary as I knew
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myself to be, if I had been subjected to this

terrific, and almost preternatural trial. Then

too, I have thought, with apprehension, and

self-misgiving, how horrible must be those pangs,

which could induce a man to descend from the

dignity of human nature, to assume that of the

m.onster ; solely in the base hope of transiently

allaying them, and in d^efiance of the certainty

of thereby only ultimately prolonging the term

of their duration.

An effect similar to that which I have nar-

rated, though in a far less degree, was produced

upon me by the corporeal evils to which I was

now exposed. All consideration of my moral

calamities was wholly suspended ; and hunger,

thirst, and cold became the predominant sen-

sations of my existence. Yet, where to turn

for assistance I knew not; but had it been

within my reach, I should have been too

haughty to solicit it. My third day was not

yet arrived; the sufferings, and privations, I

was enduring, were great ; but the torture and

jnadness of their acme, were still far distant.
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From the icy gusts which assailed me, even

with the keenness of a weapon, I sought refuge

in a cavern ; and therein, I passed a loathsome

night of memorable, and seemingly endless

misery. Winter was then in its mid career;

and consequently, many were the hours that

really elapsed before the return of light; but,

they appeared to me innumerable.

As, however, that first insupportable bitter-

ness of my physical pangs, which arose in their

novelty, somewhat subsided, I became in a

degree familiarized to them ; and my mind

naturally once more recurred to the considera-

tion of the moral calamities I had sustained.

Then, in that thick, and lingering darkness,

enveloped, as with a humid, and oppressive

garment, in the dense, steamy, and noisome

vapours of the pestilential cavern, my ireful

passions again arose, and again I writhed be-

neath their malefick influence. From that

moment, not a lagging hour in that accursed

night, but I self-destroyingly occupied in cease-

lessly pacing the dank and slippery floor of
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my loathsome lair, invoking, with the tones and

vehemence of a maniac, eternal maledictions

upon the heads of those who had reduced me

to this dire condition of bodily, and mental

suffering

!

At length, a few sickly and timid rays ap-

peared in the lowering sky ; and day gradually

approached. I sallied forth from the den

which had proved aught but a resting place to

me, far more enfeebled by the mortal conflicts

I had endured, than by either the absence of

sleep, or my exposition to the biting cruelty of

the elements.

Hitherto, in my description of my medita-

tions, I have mentioned QEnone, and my fell

oppressor, conjointly, as my opponents ; a mode

of expression, which may have implied that I

possessed for them an equality of hatred. But,

it is impossible for any words to convey the

superior extent of the antipathy which I bore

to the latter ; and the deep, and painful sense

.which I possessed of both the injustice, and

inhumanity of his conduct. I looked upon my

VOL. II. D
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cousin aS'Only the secondary cause of my miser}',

and delinquency : in my father's cruel, and

unfounded prohibition of our union, had arisen

the first, and real source of all the calamities

which had ensued. I thought upon him with

loathing ; and, as I summoned before my mind's

eye, the image of his form, and detested fea-

tures, his sardonic smile, his sneering glance

;

recalled, and depicted to myself, his splenetic,

disparaging, and malevolent nature; his habi-

tual asperity; his inhuman obduracy; his nar-

row, sour, yet self-satisfied disposition, I thrilled

with an emotion of blended malignity, and

disgust, and wi'ithed beneath the scourge of the

very vices, the existence of which I was repro-

bating in him. And, since those days, I have

become convinced that, in the great similarity

of many of the leading features of our evil dis-

positions, originated the primary causes of our

dissensions.

During the morning, a winter tempest of the

fiercest kind occurred. I was on the summit

of one of the chains of hills that intersected the
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district, and nowhere could I find shelter. My
face and hands were bruised by the violence of

the hail ; the excessive cold pierced into my very

bones; and all Nature seemed to conspire to

impose upon me its severest inflictions. As the

day advanced, a slight thaw occurred, when

the rain fell so heavily that my garments were

drenched. Towards the evening, the frost re-

turned with redoubled vigor; and the surface

of my clothes was converted into one entire

sheet of ice. Under the excitement, and ex-

haustion of this intolerable cold, my hunger

became excessive; and thus, the principal sources

of bodily pain united to torment me.

When the second night arrived, I was com-

pletely overwhelmed by inanition, and fatigue ;

and I fell into a state of stupor, during which,

some hours must have elapsed. At last, I

became conscious of the stagnation of my blood,

and of the utter torpitude of the extremities of

my limbs ; an almost invincible tendency to

sleep heavily oppressed ;ne ; and I was sensible

that Death was rapidly approaching. With a

1)2
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vast effort of the mind, as well as of the body,

I sprang suddenly to my feet : stealthily, and

treacherously, had the insidious fiend already

encompassed me in his icy grasp, and I felt the

foul chill even to the very core of my inmost

heart ; but, I resolved to struggle for my exist-

ence, and not to yield ingloriously.

During the day, I had found a fragment

of iron, and another of native sulphur, and had

also collected a few dry sticks ; but, had neg-

lected to avail myself of the services they might

have afforded me, in consequence of the de-

pression which I have described. These, how-

ever, I now prepared to devote to the purposes

for which I had preserved them; I therefore

rent numerous branches from the firs with

which I was surrounded, and strewed them

upon the earth, in a circle of some twelve, or

fourteen feet in diameter. Intermingled with

this more damp material I placed my dry wood,

and, striking a flint against the iron, directed

the sparks that it elicited upon the sulphur,

which immediately ignited. Then, entering
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the circle, I applied the flame to the sticks,

which instantly kindling, gradually communi-

cated their combustion to the large branches

of fir.

Thus, completely surrounded by a cheerful,

vivifying fire, I lay myself upon the ground in

the hope of restoring sense to my torpid limbs,

strength to my frame, and fresh vigor to my

mind. But, I was no Antaeus ; and the earth

proved no mother to me. The cold, the fatigue,

and the agitation I had endured, seemed to

have entered into the very sources of my being

;

and I was the hopeless victim of a depression,

that weighed upon me like an incubus. In

vain, I attempted to emancipate myself from

this thraldom ; in vain, I strove to gather solace

from the sparkling rays around me, the fiend

had gained too sure a hold, and no principle

of elasticity remained within me. After a few

more ineffectual struggles against this invisible,

but irresistible dominion, I passively resigned

myself to its endurance.

" And why," I thought, " contend any longer
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against the cause of all these secondary suffer-

ings?—Why submit to existence itself when it

has become a bane ?—There is but little use in

combating with hydra-headed evils which, as

soon as one is vanquished, generate a new,

and more potent substitute. When the tree

is diseased to the very core, we waste not our

time in lopping the twigs, but we seize it by

the trunk, and eradicate it. And what is to

die ?—A less evil than to be born. To live^ is

to endure an apprenticeship to Grief, to Strife,

and to Wrath ; and to die^ is but to cancel our

indentures to three stern, and tyrannic masters.

Then why should he who comprehends the

nature, and feels the burden, of existence, not

anticipate the shaft of Death? Why should

he not be his own usher to Eternity ? why be

forbidden to play the hangman on himself?

—

It is but spontaneously pulling down the for-

tress which, some day, we know must fall, per-

chance, when most we desire its duration ; it is

but throwing up the cards when we are sure

that the game must be ultimately lost. And
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yet, is suicide deemed a crime. By whom ?

—

By those who lie on beds of roses : the ivretch

will never thus vilify his sole refuge from des-

pair. But, is there any real guilt in the act ?

—

Fire is a useful agent, yet when it seizes on his

home, a man extinguishes it, if he can. Then,

why should he be commanded to witness lin-

geringly, passively, the combustion of himself,

when a fiercer flame seizes on his own heart ?

—

Life resembles the fire ; and is a useful, and a

valuable agent in the general service of Nature;

but when, like the Oriental serpent, it turns

its own fang against itself, surely it becomes

both a duty, and a charity to smite it ?—It is

as a sword, which is beneficial, or pernicious,

to its possessor, according to the degree, and

nature of the dominion which he exercises over

it. When our abodes of brick, and stone,

become distasteful to us, we prefer to suffer a

stipulated penalty, rather than not violate our

tenure; yet no man blames us. Why then,

when the harassed, exhausted soul boldly as-

pires to a glorious change of habitation, should
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it be considered criminal to remove it from this

ignoble tenement of mis-employed clay? Who
may reply to my argument ?—Is it capable of

refutation ?—I know not ; little need have I lo

heed the answer !—What boots to me now, the

commission of one crime more, or less ? The

marks of blood are still upon my hands ; and

if it be not human, I fear that I must thank

my want of power rather than my want of will,

for its absence. Secure in the magnitude of

my iniquity, I stand above the apprehension

of any farther punishment ; the slight tinge of

guilt which may attach to suicide, will never

cast a deeper shade upon the sanguine stains

with which 1 am already polluted. Why then,

should I longer pursue this hateful pilgrimage ?

There is not one being that breathes, to whom

my existence is beneficial, and to myself, it is

malefick. Yes ; I will change my state ; assign

my life to Death ; bequeath my earth to earth ;

and learn what a new sphere will award me of

pleasures and painsj of rewards, and pimish-

ments."
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While these morbid thoughts were passing

through my mind, the fire with which I was

surrounded, slowly decreased. On one side, the

volume offlame was particularly diminished ; and

in this direction, I was abstractedly gazing, when

I fancied I saw a light beyond that of my own

circle. My attention to this object was gra-

dually excited ; and, at last, I plainly distin-

guished two small, and glittering orbs ; but whe-

ther they themselves were intrinsically lumi-

nous, or only reflected the rays that fell upon

them, I could not immediately determine. At

last, after a more careful, and minute scrutiny,

I discovered to my astonishment, and alarm,

that these two shining bodies were the eyes of

an enormous wolf, who was patiently awaiting

the cessation of the flame, to leap upon his prey.

Beneath the strong instinct of self-preserva-

tion, my first impulse was to spring to my feet,

and prepare to defend myself. But another,

and a very different resolution suddenly arose

within me; and, resuming my seat, I quiedy

d5
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confronted the ferocious animal, determined to

sustain passively his attack.

"Were it not better," I thought, "that I

should fall by the fangs of this beast than by my

own ? Providence perhaps, has graciously sent

to me this mean of avoiding the incurrence of

whatever degree of guilt may attach to the com-

mission of suicide. I have devoted myself to

death
;

yet, I should be but wantonly weak,

were I to reject an opportunity of escaping both

the pain, and the crime of inflicting it. This

monster is acting in accordance with his in-

stinct; is practised too, in carnage; and will

despatch me speedily. I will therefore, receive

die boon he offers, with the resolution, and

alacrity of one, who abhors the curse of exist-

ence, and craves intensely the tranquillity of the

tomb."

During these I'eflections, the eyes of the

animal continued to glare upon me with a

pertinacity, and a savage vividness of expres-

sion, which seemed to show that he was
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ideally devouring me. I kept my gaze as

steadily fixed upon him; for, resolved as I was

to die, I did not seek to meet destruction unpre-

pared. Thus we remained for some minutes,

in mute and mutual scrutiny, and expectation.

Could any human being have looked upon us at

this moment, he must have found a strange,

and impressive spectacle, in this patient, and

tranquil interview, and proximity, of an un-

armed man, and a mountain wolf of the largest

size.

At last, the flames that had hitherto formed a

barrier to the advance of the animal, after gra-

dually subsiding and flickering, totally disap-

peared; and between me, and my bloodthirsty

antagonist nothing but the glowing embers inter-

vened. Then, came the long expected moment

of action. With one painful throb, one last

lingering, clinging feeling, I bade adieu to life ;

and laid myself down on the earth, resolved to

meet my fate unflinchingly.

I saw the eyes of the ravenous brute glisten
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with an increased ferocity, and avidity ; I saw

him sink his haunches still closer to the earth

;

his back quivered for an instant, and then,—his

huge form obeyed the violent impetus it had

received, and darting through the air, fell upon

me with a crushing weight.

Until this in»tant, I had continued firm in my

resolve to perish ; but, when I felt the fangs of

the infernal monster burrowing into my shoulder

;

his hot, and blood-scented breath fuming into

my face, his glaring and luminous eyes almost

in contact with my own, I uttered a yell so sud-

den, truculent, and wild, that even the brute

himself appeared to be appalled by it. Beneath

the hideousness of this attack, and the pangs

which it occasioned me, all the latent savageness

of my nature arose with the speed, and almost

with the fatal powers of lightning. In the mere

impulse of ferocity, not in the instinct of self-

preservation, or in the love of life, or in the fear

of death, I availed myself of the momentary

diminution of assault, which my terrific cry had
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procured for me ; and, with a convulsive effort,

succeeded in partially arising, and at last, in

firmly recovering my footing.

But, though this fierce, brief struggle had

gained its immediate object, the wolf still re-

tained his accursed hold on my shoulder ; and I

felt his bloody tusks crashing against the very

bone. Maddened by pain, and fury, I exerted

myself with a preternatural strength, and at

length, extricated myself from his grasp, and

hurled him to the earth.

Instantly, however, he returned to the charge,

and striving to seize me by the throat, his vast

bulk came into collision with me, with such

overwhelming force, that, though he missed

his aim, I staggered, and losing my balance, fell

heavily backwards upon the earth ; when, my

wounded, and mutilated hands alighted in the

very centre of a glowing heap of redhot embers.

The physical agony was intense; and foul, and

ferine, were the passions that then animated me !

Before the monster could renew his assault,

I succeeded in again recovering my footing;
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and then, for the first time, the arch demon of

facinorous wrath arose within me, in all his stu-

pendous violence. I was mad ; I howled, I raved,

I shouted : / was wolfish ; and the sanguinary

animal compared with me, became as the timid

man, and I was converted into the beast of prey.

In my turn, I threw myself upon my ravenous

foe ; he sprang to encounter me ; but this time,

mine was the fortune to catch Mm by the throat

;

and deadly and iron was the grasp I retained

upon it!—Tlie brute protruded, but in vain, his

savage jaws, and gnashed his sharp fangs within

an inch of my breast; and again I felt his pes-

tilential breath, hot and reeking with my own

blood, steaming in my face. My desperate frenzy

was if possible, even augmented ; and, while it

supplied me with the vigor to hold him beyond

the reach of my person with my right hand,

with the other, I sought his eye, and in one

quick, fell pressure, forced it from its socket.

No words can convey the piercing yell which

the mutilated animal then raised. Yet, even in

that moment, instinct was more potent than
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pain ; and, convulsively exerting his vast, and

irresistible strength, he overpowered my guard,

seized me by the throat, and by the mere force

of his huge weight, beat me to the earth. In

the fall however, I escaped from his clutch;

but, ere I could again completely arise, the in-

furiated brute renewed his assaults, and fearfully

lacerated my face. At last, in spite of all my

preternatural exertions, he succeeded in obtain-

ing a permanent hold upon me. Then, con-

scious that unless I could extricate myself, I was

irretrievably lost, in a dying desperation, 1

resolved to undergo a repetition of the torture

which had maddened me. I seized in my

gashed and mutilated hand, one of the glowing,

redhot brands that lay scattered around. I

heard the sudden hiss of the seething blood ; I

felt the fire dart into my bones ; but, still I

retained my hold upon the infernal weapon, and

determinately thrust it several successive times

into the face of the grisly beast, aiming at his

sightless socket. One of my blows must have

fulfilled my intention ; for, suddenly, he uttered
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a howl that was terrific, and abandoning his

clutch, shghtly retreated. But, in that moment,

I could no longer control the expression of

the agony I was enduring; and simultaneously

raising a shrill, fierce shriek of mingled anguish,

and fury, our united yell filled the vast space

around, and rebounding from rock to rock, may

literally be said to have ascended to the skies.

Ere the wolf could recover from the para-

lysis which his excruciating torments had

occasioned, I threw myself upon him, in the

mortal recklessness of a man who is conscious

that his forces are failing, and that victory or

death are dependent upon his present exertion.

I could not see him, but I felt that he was rest-

ing upon his haunches, and that he was panting

violently. With a final effort, in which I con-

centrated the entire strength, weight, and im-

petus of my whole body, I drove him to the

eardi ; and, pinioning him upon it with my

knees, before he could effectually exert his re-

turning vigor, I thrust my hand into his open

mouth, forced it down his long throat, and
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seizing his tongue, tore it forth by the roots. As

I have previously said, I was mad ; and, in the

delirious exultation of this moment, raising in

the air my bloody trophy, and uttering a feeble

shout of victory, I waved it for a few seconds

triumphantly over my head : then, fell heavily,

in a deadly swoon, upon the vast and still pal-

pitating carcase of my vanquished but murderous

foe.

Thus, again, my death appeared to be inevi-

table. Covered with wounds; the vigor of

my constitution entirely, and irreparably under-

mined by the vast loss of blood which I had

sustained, by my previous fatigue, and by the

want of food ; insensible, and stretched upon the

frozen earth, in the very depth of the night, my

sole companion a slaughtered wolf; in the midst

too, of a desolate, and utterly unfrequented

region, it seemed as though a miracle alone,

could have effected the salvation of my life.

Many weeks elapsed, ere I recovered my
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senses. Several days however, before they com-

pletely returned to me, I recollect possessing

transient gleams of reason, and an occasional

consciousness of my occupancy of a familiar

chamber, and the attendance of a kind and

well-known female.

My restored faculties confirmed to me, these

half lucid conjectures. To my surprise, and

pain, I found that 1 was in my own apartment,

in my father's house ; and that the zealous atten-

dant whom I had discerned in the intervals of

my delirium, was my affectionate sister. When
I first discovered these circumstances, which

afterwards so deeply distressed me, they created

in me no emotion ; all memory of the past was

for a time entirely suspended : I possessed per-

haps, a degree of consciousness of a previous

existence, but it was like that, which one retains

of the incidents of an obscure and dismal dream.

I gazed around therefore, upon the familiar

objects of my happier days, with a profound

apathy.

But, gradually I awoke to a sense of the pecu-
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liarity of my situation ; and began to torment

myselfwith the vain attempt to conceive by what

strange occurrence I had chanced to be con-

veyed into that very spot which of all on earth,

I most desired to avoid. Now too, I perfectly

remembered my combat with the wolf; and how

I could have escaped from the death, which it

appeared to me, must inevitably have overtaken

a wounded and senseless man in such a situa-

tion, was another of the subjects of my anxious

curiosity.

My sister manifested the kindest, and the

greatest joy at the restoration of my faculties

;

but, when I sought to acquire a solution of my

doubts, she baffled my inquisitiveness, and, at

last, decisively told me, that she would grant me

no premature explanation; nor converse with

me upon any topicks of agitation, until I had

attained a state of at least confirmed conva-

lescence.

And most prudent, and judicious was she, as

ever, in her determination. Men vaunt their

reason, and their intellectual qualities, but
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women, without arrogantly advancing their pre-

tensions to either, far less frequently err in their

practice. My debility was such, at this period,

that any violent convulsion of the mind would,

I do not doubt, have instantly destroyed me.

To her thoughtful kindness therefore, I feel

assured that I owe the prolongation of my

wretched life.

This most fond, and dear relative would

scarcely ever desert my chamber; hour after

hour, she would sit by the side of my couch,

gazing tenderly, and piteously on my face, and

occasionally impressing upon it, a soothing, and

sympathetic kiss. Little did I then, imagine

the extent of the affection, which these repeated

embraces demonstrated; but, I afterwards in-

ferred from my aspect when I again became

acquainted with it, that, at this period, it must

have been hideous, as repulsive an object as the

mind can conceive. I need not enter into a

painful and offensive detail ; it is merely neces-

sary to state that there was not a portion of my

face which the wolf had suffered to escape un-
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mutilated ; and to remind those who read these

melancholy pages, of the innate love and craving

of every woman for comeliness, to enable them

to form a just estimate of the affection which my

sister's action displayed.

My recovery advanced ; and at last, one day,

while my heart was overflowing with a sense of

the goodness, and the charity she had so abund-

antly manifested, I said, tenderly gazing upon

her beautiful countenance, with a mingled and

painful feeling of contrition and gratitude,

" Dearest sister, how could you ever have for-

given me the violence and cruelty I exhibited on

the morning of our separation?"

" You were truly guilty, I admit," she sweetly

replied; "but, when within only a few hours,

as two brief days then seemed to me, after your

perpetration of your misdeed, in all the health,

and strength, and beauty of manhood, you re-

turned to me, borne on the shoulders of four

men, senseless, dying, your bleeding and muti-

lated body scarcely even retaining the vestige of

l;iumanity, I lost all recollection of your miscon-
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duct, and of the pain and the shame it had occa-

sioned me. Who, indeed, could have looked

upon such a sight, and preserved a sentiment of

resentment, even though the crime had been

tenfold, and the perpetrator a stranger? But,

vi^hen conjoined to these feelings of, I hope, only

common philanthropy, I possessed the additional

incitement of knowing that this miserable and

senseless object was my once beloved and only

brother, I felt all my former affection revive in

me with a renewed strength ; and, with heaven's

grace, you will never again do aught to suspend

it, even for a moment, but pass the remainder of

your life in attempting, by a just conduct, to

repay me for the love I bear you. Promise me,

dearest brother, promise me that you will make

this effort for my sake."

Her affectionate solicitude excited whatever

of good still existed within my breast ; and cheer-

fully and cordially did I return her the answer

she desired. She then detailed to me the man-

ner of my escape ; which arose entirely in the

slight accident of some miners having heard an
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attractive account of the richness of the veins of

metal in a peculiarly savage and unfrequented

portion of the country, and consequently formed

a small party for the purpose of examining it.

In their route, they crossed the very spot on

which I lay, when, by one of them, I was re-

cognised ; and thus this simple, but improbable

occurrence was the cause of my most unex-

pected and involuntary restoration to the home

of my father.

"And CEnone?" I said.

" CEnone," replied my sister ruefully, " is

gone. You have entailed, I fear, eternal sorrow

upon her. If I rightly estimate her nature, there

is in it no particle of caprice or instability. All

her affections are and must be enduring. I be-

lieve that these conjectures are accurate, and

consequently apprehend that you have been the

cause of her suffering a wound which time will

never heal. But the same consistency of cha-

racter which will occasion the permanency of

her sense of your loss, will not fail to render her

equally retentive of your aggression. Be assured
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she will never forget it; and, I fear, never for-

give it."

I sighed; and all the compunction of which

my nature was capable, thrilled through my

heart.

" On the day following that of your alarming

departure," continued my sister, " GEnone also

quitted the house. She was evidently anxious

concerning your fate ; and she told me that she

should never cease to feel an interest in all that

related to you; though, she added, with an air

of firmness which was convincing, that, were she

to live eternally, she would never voluntarily

see you again. She said, too, subsequently, that

you had deceived her; that she had detected

passions in your nature, of which her conscious-

ness would never allow her again to enter your

presence, and entertain a feeling of even com-

mon personal security. ' But,' she continued,

sorrowfully, ' they have produced a far worse

effect ; they have forced upon me the knowledge

of my inability of retaining one particle of re-

spect, esteem, affection, love, of any sympathetic
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sentiment, save compassion, for their unfortunate

and fated possessor.'

"

" My dearest sister," I cried, reproachfully,

*' what can induce you to repeat this cruel dis-

course ? Do you not know that you are bitterly

tormenting me?"

"Not fruitlessly^ I hope," she replied; " but

if you desire me, I will, now^ never again recur

to this theme."

"One more word; where, has the injured

girl sought a home ?"

" I know not ; though my heart was over-

flowing with anxiety on your account, I still

retained sufficient interest for her, to be most

solicitous to learn whither she purposed to pro-

ceed. But, she repeatedly and positively refused

to gratify my desires ; and even my fathei', who

indeed was very kind"

"Mention him not!" I passionately ex-

claimed, suddenly interrupting her, "mention

him not; unless you seek to force me to ex-

change my present calm, for strife and wrath,

to convert my tranquil heart into a concen-

VOL. II. E
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tration of gall !—
* Kind /' kindness from him ?

—

Kindness from the hyena—kindness from the

tiger-cat !—How can you be so very a dupe ?

—

How can you, rich as you are in all the gifts

of natural, and acquired intellect, yet be so

arrantly blind, as to suffer a demon to pass

himself, even into the very citadel of your

purest and holiest affections, as an angel, simply

upon the infallible, unequivocal pledge of his

own inestimable, Punic parole ?—Fond, foolish

girl, it maddens me, to see you thus audaciously

made the victim of your own worth ! He tells

you, with the sneer of hell upon his malignant

countenance, that he is all that is good, that he

emanates from heaven; and you, in your vir-

tuous credulity, in your duteous blindness, im-

plicitly believe him.—But, let us quit this theme,

unless you seek to drive me into distraction f

—

Tell me, does he know that I am, at this mo-

ment, an occupant of his accursed abode ?"

—

" Oh, my brother," she exclaimed, " how can

you allow yourself to entertain such sentiments

of a father !—If he have behaved oppressivejy
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to you, you ought, for that very reason, to ex-

perience an increased pride in showing that you

still know your duty, as son, though he may

have forgotten his, as sire—that you can bear,

and forbear, that you can receive aggression,

and repay with righteousness."

—

" Sister," I replied, "I am sick of this theme,

of all this hacknied dictation of the doctrine of

paternal supremacy, and filial submission. I

had enough of such canting sophistry from

GEnone; she sated me with it; and I will not

endure a hundredfold repetition of the nauseous

dose from you. Had he begun by doing his

duty by me, I should naturally and necessarily

have responded by a similar course; I should

then^ have been as much a votary of good, as I

now am a creature of evil. The tone, and fea-

tures which I possess, I have adopted from him ;

they are the work of his hands ; and by heaven,

he shall yet live to rue both the iniquity of his ex-

ample, and the fidelity of my imitation !—Tell

me, again I ask you, does he know that 1 am a

reluctant sojourner beneath his hated roof?"

—

e2
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" He does ; he was absent when your body

was brought here; but, when I communicated

to him, your arrival, and the state to which you

were reduced, he expressed both sorrow, and

sympathy, and

" FooHsh girl !" I cried, in extreme excite-

ment, impatiently interrupting her, "you are

killing me by this perversity ! Look," I added,

pointing to the large drops of debility which

agitation had produced upon my forehead, " look

at the effect of your mistaking kindness. Mark

me, I do not believe that he deceives you ; I do

not believe that you entertain the opinion of

him, which you profess. But, let that pass

—

mc^ he never can deceive. I know him, within,

and without, even to the very core of his being.

Why, if he have suddenly conceived for me the

affection which you suppose him to possess,

why, has he never been to ascertain the state of

a son, for whom he has expressed so much

genuine 'sorrow, and sympathy?' But, God

forbid, that such a caprice should ever enter

into his head ! I would not voluntarily look
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upon him again for all this world con-

tains !"

—

As I thus spoke, the arras of that part of the

chamber which was immediately opposite to me,

was suddenly raised; and, emerging from beneath

it, appeared my father, who advanced slowly

into the middle of the apartment. Upon his

face, sat his most satanic smile; and, in his

most sarcastic, biting tone, he said, directing

upon me, a withering expression of infernal

malignity,

" A tender parent has dutifully come to in-

quire after the health of his exemplary, and

affectionate son ?"

—

The instant my eye rested upon that coun-

tenance gleaming with malice, and heard the

ironic and familiar tones of his detested voice,

the whole circulation of my blood was thrown

into a tumult. For a moment, it darted wildly

hither, and thither; it rushed into my head,

and then, returned in a flood upon my heart : I

felt as though the whole order of my being had
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been directly reversed ; and darkness came upon

me.

When I recovered my senses, I found my

sister affectionately tending me in much anxiety,

and alarm. I gazed quickly, and apprehen-

sively around the apartment; but, when I dis-

covered that my inhuman oppressor, had de-

parted, my re-awakening emotions subsided.

Nevertheless, my nerves had sustained a shock,

the impression of which, was far too powerful to

be soon obhterated ; and I lingered through the

remainder of the day, in a state of debility, and

depression, that might have excited sympathy in

any breast, but that, of the stern object of my

immortal hatred.

The next day, I was still laboring under the

effects of this blow. My sister was sitting by

my side; and her anxious countenance plainly

told me that she apprehended a relapse. At

this moment, the door of the chamber opened

;

and my father again stood before us. He made

a similar address to me ; and he then invec-
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lively added, with even an augmented expression

of exulting malice,

" As I perceive by your countenance that my

presence occasions you so lively a satisfaction,

I shall daily indulge you with it. Every morn-

ing, expect me to come, to learn the condition

of my son's health."

Again the violence of my emotions over-

powered my weakened faculties; the sickness

and darkness which are the precursors of in-

sensibility, slowly stole upon me; and I sank

upon my couch, in a state of stupor.

Yet, I did not wholly lose my senses ; all the

time I was conscious of the weight of wrath,

and resentment, that lay upon my heart. When

I recovered the full possession of my reason, it

is impossible to express the extent of the hatred,

and hostility which the renewed consideration

of my unnatural relative's parting intimation,

excited within me. And I thought, " Was

there any punishment which a parent who

would permit himself to indulge in such an
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atrocious and brutal tyranny over a prostrate

son, did not deserve ?"

I have little doubt but that my father's self-

love similarly influenced, and blinded his judg-

ment. I dare say he conceived that, as I had

been criminal enough to allow myself to en-

tertain a sentiment of antipathy to him, until

it had acquired an irresistible ascendancy over

me, he was perfectly justified in awarding me

any punishment which any circumstances might

supply him with the power of inflicting. I

repeat I have no doubt that these were his

opinions ; and that thus, to himself, he palliated

the brutality of his own conduct: so potent,

and so general, is the sophistry of egotism !

But, / was inclined to regard that conduct

with a very different judgment; it maddened

me ! and my frame was gradually perishing

beneath the violence of my wrath. I literally

writhed under the consciousness of my incapa-

bility of defending myself against the loathful

tyranny I was enduring, or of preventing him
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from practising it with impunity. I could have

schooled myself into submitting to any inflic-

tion, if I could have dealt to him an equal

measure of punition ; but, my sense of my im-

potence, possessed a sting that excited me into

phrenzy.

I appealed to my sister ; I asked her to give

me now, her opinion of this conduct of my

father; I asked her whether this cold-blooded,

demoniac persecution accorded with the pro-

fessions of sorrow, and sympathy which he had

made to her ; and then I burst into a paroxsym

of wrath, and raged, and cursed, and invoked

every earthly and future evil, upon his detested

head. My sister attempted to appease, and

console me ; and again strove to inculcate to me

the necessity of submission, and patience ; but,

I saw that, as she gazed upon my retrograding

state, my violent agitation and rapidly increas-

ing debility, sorrow, and commiseration were in

her heart.

The third morning arrived ; and with it, my

savage tormentor to repeat his inhuman molesta-

E 5
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tion. The sting of his sarcasms was as pointed,

the shafts of his malice as well directed, as ever;

but, I had resolved to forbear; and I spoke

not, nor evinced even by a look, any symptoms

of the agonies I was enduring. Neither, during

the day, did I recur to his visit, to my sister

;

nor complain frivolously, and fruitlessly to her

of the persecutions which neither of us could

control. But, the moral effort that was neces-

sary to enable me to suppress all indication of

the wrath of my heart, was destroying me. I

had no longer any portion of the bodily strength

which had once enabled me to sustain uninjured,

the fiercest tempests of my mind; the stamen,

the root was gone; and my constitution was

undermined for ever. During this day, there-

fore, I was gradually, and slowly sinking be-

neath the conflict; and my anxious sister re-

peatedly, and beseechingly declared her appre-

hensions that my life would speedily be again

endangered, unless I could control my tlioughts:

for, she saw legibly written on my countenance,

the agitation I was enduring; and was not to
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be deceived into a belief of my mental tran-

quillity, by the silence I had imposed upon

myself, and maintained at so great a cost of

suffering.

The fourth day arrived; and it proved one

of the most memorable in my eventful life. My
fiend-like tormentor entered the room; and,

inferring from the increased hideousness of his

sinister countenance, apparently resolved to

compensate to himself, for the supposed failure

of his visit of the previous morning. What

mode however, he had intended to have adopted

for the purpose of additionally exasperating me,

I know not; for, the very instant in which he

appeared, the fire that had been smouldering in

my breast, burst into one fierce, and indomitable

flame. With the sudden, and transient strength,

which transcendent wrath supplies, I arose in

my bed, and, violently shaking at him, in in-

sulting and malignant menace, my emaciated

arm, maniacally exclaimed,

" I hate you old man—worthless old man—

I

hate you—I loathe you—and I defy you !

—
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Come—come—within my grasp—and kill me,

if you can, but let me prove to you, my abhor-

rence !"

My father advanced; hostility, and male-

volence flashing from his dark, and glittering

eye : I attempted to place myself in a position

to oppose him ; but, after a violent, yet fruitless

effort, fell heavily, in complete exhaustion, on

my couch. Still however, so entirely was the

energy of my mind aroused, I contrived to retain

an attitude of defiance; and still, my grisly

antagonist continued to approach me. What

must have been the result of our encounter had

it occurred, is evident; for my debility could

not have even momentarily sustained the least

exertion of his strength. But, in that instant,

my sister suddenly rushed between us, and,

standing over my prostrate body, almost as a

lioness may be supposed to cast herself as a

shield before her young, intrepidly, and majes-

tically confronted him; passionately, and re-

proachfully exclaiming, with a vehement, and

stern gesture of prohibition.
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" Father ! father ! advance not—stir not

—

remember that he is your son !"

—

This sudden ebulHtion of reprobation in one,

hitherto, so passive, and submissive, so feminine,

so all enduring, evidently startled and im-

pressed my vindictive foe, and instantaneously

arrested his advance. In another second, how-

ever, his anger appeared to flow in a different

direction, for, he rapidly strode towards my

sister, with an uplifted hand. But, in that

moment, again, excess of animosity, and appre-

hension restored to me the power of motion;

and rising upon my bed, and fiercely and fran-

tickly menacing him, I screamed with the wrath,

and in the voice of madness,

" Father ! savage ! dastard !—touch her not

—dare not to lay a finger upon her—kill me,

murderer, if you will, but spare that girl !"

The fury and the wildness of these unearthly

tones seemed almost to awe even him ; and he

instantly ceased to advance. Speedily, how-

ever, all his habitual phlegm, and self-control
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returned ; and he exclaimed in his usual voice of

cold, diabolical, irony,

" What a loving pair ! what tenderness ! what

affection !"

Then, his manner changed ; and he added

fiercely, and invectively,

" Rebellious vipers ! evil-minded, yet sting-

less, with no weapon but your tongue, and

that, like the ignoble toad, spits only an in-

noxious venom, know ye not, that I could crush

you, if I had the will ?—Think you, that the

hybridous audacity, the mongrel bravado begot-

ten ofyour unnatural union against your parent,

would form any bulwark against my wrath, if I

chose to unleash it upon you ?—Worms !

—

earthlings !"

He regarded us piercingly with an expression

of ineffable hatred, and disdain ; then resuming

his wonted air, and tone, added sarcastically,

" Yet should I rather admire your mutual

devotion, and respect the exemplary tie that

unites you. Instead therefore, of yielding to
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the choler which your thoughtless, and venial

intemperance may have excited in me, I will

now acquaint you how ye shall be condignly

rewarded. To-morrow, fond pair, you shall

troop, baggageless, penniless, from this house,

for ever. I disown you, I discard you, I rescind

the links which Nature in a moment of male-

volence, compulsorily imposed upon me; and

cast you adrift upon the world, to learn whether

you possess the skill to pilot yourselves into

some less inhospitable port. Fight your own

way ; your destiny is now in your own custody

;

sink, or swim ; fatten, or starve, but, thank my

clemency that, though quite as helpless, I do not

send you forth as naked, as when you were

born. Begone, therefore, my children, take my

blessing with you, it will not burden you with

its weight ; and, when you are hungry, you may

think upon this hour of parting, and feed upon

your mutual affection, or—upon each other

:

for, to-morrow, as sure as the sun rises, as sure

as there is a heaven, an earth, and a hell, you

depart from this house, voluntarily, or forcibly.
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alive, or dead, as I will not even suffer your

corses a resting-place within these walls. I

have spoken your doom ; and you know me too

well to require that I should swear by all that

is sacred, and by all that is infernal, I will en-

force it So now, a last farewell—my children !

—I cannot say that I entertain the fear which

many fathers may endure in a final separation

from their affectionate offspring—that, of obli-

vion on their part. You will never forget

me ; my image will ever be gratefully impressed

upon your memories !—Again therefore, fare-

well !"—

My father quitted the apartment; and left

us both confounded by his unparelleled bar-

barity. My sister was weeping bitterly ; and,

for a brief moment, my heart opened to a con-

sciousness of her woes, even to a temporary

regardlessness of my own. But, my worst mis-

fortune was, that all my impulses to good, were

only more or less transient ; while the feelings

of strife and evil which opposition, or oppres-

sion excited in me, were never dying. There
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are some natures, which seem expressly cal-

culated to withstand the temptations of pros-

perity ; and others, equally fitted to endure

triumphantly, the inflictions of adversity. But,

reverse the trial; subject the nature, which

might have incurred all the best blessings of

fortune, without the manifestation of one un-

worthy sentiment, to the pressure of calamity,

and affliction, and it may be converted into

that, of a demon. In a similar manner, the

man who might have tranquilly and submis-

sively, sustained all the worst blows of Provi-

dence, all the shafts its malice could have

directed against him, shall yet succumb to its

kindness ; and become, under the lavish shower

of its favors, self-willed, arrogant, inhuman; an

oppressor, and a tyrant.

And this, was the luckless category, wherein

I was placed ; and hence, arose, I firmly believe,

the doom which I ultimately incurred. I was

possessed of qualities, which would have en-

abled me to have pursued tranquilly and un-
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blameably, my path through a life oiprosperity :

and no man should have known that my heart

contained the seeds of evil. But, my fiery tem-

perament was perversely thrown upon a career

of difficulty, and opposition : every contrariety

struck upon me as the flint against the steel

;

and spark followed spark, until my whole nature

was enveloped in one general and indomitable

combustion.

What little of good, however, still existed

within me, was again temporarily called into

action, by my sister's sorrow. I could not

refrain from feeling that solely owing to her

generous advocacy of my cause, she had en-

tailed upon herself this bitter blow. And yet,

strange to say, for such virtue is rare, in her

disinterested grief, the generous girl mourned

far more her father's delinquency, and my

subjection to privation, and adversity, in a state

so unfitted to encounter them, than the equal

share which she herself was consciously doomed

to pai'take. I believe implicitly that she did
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not devote a single thought to herself; but

lavished all her sympathy upon the two beings

least worthy of it.

Another might have been subdued into re-

signation, by her bright example ; but, it was

impossible for me, tempered as I was, to behold

it, without feeling my sentiments of wrath

against my father far more excited than allayed.

I could not support the idea of such goodness,

such exalted affection, being exposed to every

infliction that man in his most uncivilized state

could endure; to the wind, and the rain, to

the heat, and the cold, to want, and perhaps

ultimately to death, through the horrid path of

a lingering starvation. For even, if in the love

of life, we could sink so low as to beg our

bread, where could we obtain it? Not from

the ferocious miners; among whom, if a few

less ungenerous spirits resided, plenty was a

word unknown : ill-fed, and ill-paid, they pos-

sessed scarcely a sufficiency for the support of

their own existence. Friends, I had none

;
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lanthe and her father, for some reason, then

to me undiscovered, had left their abode and

departed for a foreign land : and through the

world, there breathed not one, at whose hands

I had more than a stranger's title, to claim

charity and protection.

These were the thoughts that maddened me

;

and, as the day advanced, and the appointed

time of our expulsion drew hourly more nigh,

my agitation augmented. In the mental weak-

ness, and indecision which my bodily ailments

produced, repeatedly, I consulted my sister as

to the course we should pursue. But she, poor

girl, knew not what advice to give : all her

anxiety was, to learn how she should remove

me from the house, in my present state of de-

bility : for even she entertained not a hope of

propitiating my inexorable father ; we both felt

that his decree was immutable.

At last, the shades of evening enveloped the

earth; my tortures increased; and once, or

twice, during a few brief minutes, I became
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delirious. As however, the night advanced, I

recovered my wandering senses: at least, such

is my firm belief.

And now, I have to relate the most extra-

ordinary inciden! of my life ; one, so extraordi-

nary, that my reason tells me that it can never

have really occurred, that I must have been

still under the dominion of my delirium, and

have mistaken one of its wild and terrible

phantasms, for a reality. But, what is human

reason ?—Human arrogance—human fallacy.

Who can say, what may be, and what may

not be ? who can define . the limits of the pos-

sible, and the impossible? He who pretends

to have achieved this task is both foolish, and

impious. The laws of Nature have been vio-

lated ; the great Principle of Evil has " gone

to and fro upon the earth, and walked jp and

down on it;" and spirits of less power have

entered into the bodies of men.

1 will now however, narrate the occurrences

which I witnessed, as they appeared to vie

:

let each attach to them the degree of faith, or
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incredulity, which he may deem them to de-

serve.

I was lying on my back, the wretched

victim of the most evil, and truculent thoughts.

My sister was slumbering in a chair, by my

side : several times I spoke to her, but in vain

;

I even arose, and shook her arm, but her sleep

was so profound, I did not awaken her. Then,

in pity to her sorrows, and fatigues, I desisted

from my attempts; and strove, by every pos-

sible means, to divert my mind from the con-

sideration of the atrocious project that was at

once both recreating, and torturing me.

The wind was loudly, and plaintively whistling

within, and without : and, though the rain was

beating heavily against the casements, the cold

was intense. Consequently, an enormous fire

was collected in the large hearth of the spacious

chimney. Some of the logs of which it was

composed, were singularly large ; and their

flames having expired, and all their gaseous

qualities been entirely consumed, they now

presented one glowing surface of redhot matter.
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which shed through the chamber an imperfect,

and mysterious light.

I listened to the wind; I strove to direct my

attention to the rain; I made every effort to

divert my mind into another channel. Turn-

ing towards the fire, I contemplated the radiant

pile; and particularly distinguished one large

mass of ignited timber. I watched intently

the numerous fluctuations of form, and hue,

the ever varying succession of flickering, lam-

bent shades, which its glowing surface inces-

santly exhibited ; and, recalling to my recollec-

tion the story of Althaea, and Meleager, at

length contrived to persuade myself that the

life of some unfortunate being was dependent

upon its preservation. This phantasy I che-

rished, until it obtained such possession of my

naturally superstitious imagination, that I was

half meditating an intention to crawl from my

bed, for the purpose of attempting to extinguish

the fatal brand ; when it experienced a change

that instantaneously arrested my attention, and

transfixed me on my couch. The various vacil-
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lating shades, which had hitherto floated shape-

lessly, and uncertainly, hke fiery clouds over

its glowing and ever varying surface, suddenly

concentrated themselves into a marked and defi-

nite form. And now, be my story implicitly

believed, or discredited contemptuously, but,

then, by all that is sacred, with these eyes, I

saw distinctly, unequivocally, the figure of a

man plainly depicted, in miniature, upon the

burning log ! Neither could I doubt whom

this image was intended to represent; it was

the exact counterpart of my father. The dress,

the attitude, the action, the motion—all com-

bined to render a non-perception of the simi-

larity, impossible.

While I was gazing in mingled astonishment

and dismay, upon this extraordinary spectacle,

another actor appeared upon the fiery stage.

It was myself; so evident was the resemblance,

none who had even once seen me, could have

failed to have observed it. This figure advanced

from the side towards which my father's back

was turned. Slowly, and stealthily, he crept
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towards him ; and in his hand, he bore an axe

of Oriental form, the very image of that which

had so often attracted my gloomy admiration.

Nearer, and nearer, my crafty effigy approached

to that of my sire ; at last, he arrived within

arm's length of his person; and then, my

trembling anticipations were quickly realized.

The fatal axe was swung high in the air—down

came the murderous blow full on the unde-

fended skull of the victim—and the fiery shadow

of my slaughtered father fell prostrate on the

glowing soil.

The thought of my inmost heart was laid

bare ! and I trembled beneath this supernatural

revelation of it, and felt as dismayed as though

I had already committed the deed, and been

convicted of its perpetration.—But, the horrors

of that night were as yet, only begun.

While my mind was still in this state of

paralysis, a sudden flash of vivid light momen-

tarily blinded me. When I recovered the

faculty of sight, I perceived before me, within

a few feet of the fire, a naked figure of a human

VOL. II. F
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shape ; but, how different the aspect, and how

different the matter ! The form was that of a

tall, perfectly proportioned, and majestic youth ;

but, throughout its entire space, it was lumi-

nous ; a pale and lambent fiame played over its

whole surface. The countenance alone, how-

ever, possessed for me the basiliskan power,

which at once fascinated, and tortured ; for, it was

the living counterpart of the face of the Medusa

of the ancient gem !—The vague, wild dream

of my youth was at last realized ! there, before

my horror-stricken eyes, stood a terrible in-

carnation of the object of my foul idolatry

:

and now, as I gazed upon the too memorable

features, I felt blasted beneath the weight of

their mingled loveliness, and depravity !

Independently, however, of its supernatural

characteristics, in the mere force of its human

expression, and the perfection of its form, this

starding apparition produced an effect of awe,

and majesty, which were appalling and oppres-

sive. I cannot better describe its general

aspect, than by saying, that it united the august
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figure of the Belvidere Apollo, tx) the infernal

beauty of the Medusa.

I was heart-struck ; the hair bristled on my

head ; and my whole skin was covered with the

heavy dew of a superstitious panic, while I

gazed upon this terrific vision ; which, in its

spiritual existence, was as perceptible to me as

ever was human life, in its most material state.

But, supposing even that my eyes could have

been deceived, I can bring another sense to

testify to the truth of my narration; for, the

figure spoke : and could my imagination have

unconsciously persuaded me, not only into the

invention of a sequent and coherent colloquy,

but, into the conviction that I heard it ?

" What wouldst thou with me ?" exclaimed

an unearthly voice, musical, yet painfully thrill-

ing.

" With thee ?" I cried in tones of fear, " I

seek thee not."

" Thou hast summoned me," it replied.

" I summoned thee not."

*' Thou hast—unwittingly."

f2
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« How?"—
" By thy evil thouglits^^ retorted the fiend.

" There is a depth and excess of evil, which

the human mind may achieve, that exerts an

irresistible sympathy over the beings of a nether

sphere. Even in the lowest abyss of hell, I

experienced the force of the chaos of crime

which your breast was engendering; and I

come in obedience to its attraction, eager to

assist in subduing it into order."

« Who art thou?"

" How shall I tell thee ? How convey to

thy finite powers, the qualities of immortality ?

From generation to generation, among the sons

and daughters of men, I have possessed but a

sorry repute : wouldest thou crave to inherit their

notions, and prejudices concerning me, them I

can fully reveal to thee, by the mere repetition

of the designations they have attached to me

;

but, the true knowledge of my nature is in-

communicable to a child of clay. The un-

courteous Greeks denominated me. Ate; the

imitative Romans, Discordia: in the East, I
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have been called Belial, Arimanius, Eblis. As

a penalty for my deeds, the silly insects have

tried to sting me with words ; and I have borne

many names, and contumelies, and falsities, at

the hands of the ephemera of thy race : among

my own, conspicuous in the solitude and majesty

of my power, I am their Chief ; and seek no

other tide."

—

" Then, thou art a spirit," I said.

" I am immaterial, and eternal. But, I have

a still higher claim to thy respect. I am thy

Destiny. In thy earliest youth, thou hast wor-

shipped me in thy inmost heart ; and even in

the very hour of thy first secret homage, of thy

first mute acknowledgment of my supremacy,

the disposition of thy future was irrevocably

accorded me."

And I fancied that a darker shade of malig-

nity alighted on his brow, as he added,

" Look on me well : revere, adore me, for

before you stands the ruler, the determinator

of your fate."

Tell it then, to me !" I exclaimed eagei'ly,
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with that strange and strong thirst which all

men possess for a premature knowledge of the

events, which the hereafter is respectively to

bring to them*

" Have I not told it to thee?" replied the

fiend, at once contemptuously and exultingly;

'* have you not gazed upon the pageant, which

I ordained to be enacted for your instruction ?"

I shuddered : and then, rejoined,

" And what will be my subsequent lot ?"

" Gaze again upon the book, which revealed

to you, your prior fate."

I turned to the fire, and directing my atten-

tion to the glowing timber, again observed the

same sudden fixation of its restless and fluc-

tuating shades. In another instant, the sem-

blance of a large wheel laid horizontally on a

mimic scaffold, appeared in the centre of the

burning mass. Then, a figure, which I could

not fail to perceive was intended for the repre-

sentation of myself, entered from one of the

sides, followed by another, who bore upon his

shoulder, that, which liis subsequent use of it
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denoted to be a heavy, and murderous bar of

iron. The effigy, which reluctantly, and pain-

fully, I felt was the type of myself, and my

fate, walked slowly and totteringly. Its back

was bowed; its head almost rested upon its

chest ; its arms hung laxly before it ; the hands

were tightly interlaced : and the whole attitude

expressed the extremity of dejection. When

it reached the scaffold, in spite of its resist-

ance, the other figure fiercely, and violently

threw it upon the wheel; and then, bound

it forcibly to this fatal altar of hellish cruelty.

Still, the reluctant captive struggled piteously

and vehemently to free itself; when, the pon-

derous bar was raised; and down—crash— it

fell full upon the shattered arm of the shrink-

ing, and miserable craven. Eight times, the

dire weapon descended, until each of the limbs

of the tortured wretch was broken in two

places; one fracture being above, and the

other, below the joint. With a loathsome dis-

tinctness, I saw the start, and the fearful, con-

vulsive writhe, which every murderous blow
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extracted from the blenching, and sorry repre-

sentative of my accursed destiny; and could

almost fancy that I heard the groans and shrieks

of its mortal agony. At last, in the very mo-

ment that my sympathetic torment was growing

unendurable, the executioner raising again his

ponderous mace, and directing it to the chest,

dealt the coup de grace to his expiring victim.

The smashed trunk briefly, and slightly qui-

vered ; and then, life was extinct.

Oppressed with horror, I turned shudder-

ingly to the fiend ; he was gazing intently upon

me; and a dark, and grisly smile of exulting

malice was witheringly expressed upon his

beautiful, but wreakful, and fearful countenance.

" Well," he contemptuously, and tauntingly

exclaimed, " can you read the book which

contains the story of your destiny? Is the

alphabet of which it is composed within the

circle of your knowledge ? Can you spell the

name of him, whose effigy has just died a

coward's and a felon's death ?—Dastard ! why

is your cheek so blanched?—Can you, who
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have no ruth for other's woes, yet writhe so

hen-heartedly beneath the mere prospect of

your own ? Recreant ! exuh rather in the

surety of your fate : none but the caitiff will

dread aught, save suspense."

In spite of the oppression, and the horror,

which his presence, and the bloody spectacle I

had witnessed, occasioned me, these demoniac

taunts aroused me from my stupor; and, in a

transport of indignant wrath, I exclaimed,

" Foul fiend, thou liest ! / shall never die a

coward's death !"

On his countenance was inscribed every ire-

ful, and facinorous passion, while, with a fell

triumph, he slowly, and emphatically replied,

" Your doom is written ! An indivisible suc-

cession of prepared, and secretly linked, but

seemingly natural events will degrade you from

the proud state of mdependent man, into that,

of a mere human machine, and infallibly con-

duct you to one ordained, and certain end.

Waste not therefore your menaces; indulge not

your hopes : shed not your tears
; your fate is

f5
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fixed—irrevocable

—

inevitable ! Struggle as you

will—strive—pray—repent—the path is formed

from which you cannot deviate—the groove is

cut, from which you may never more escape

!

You may see not your trappings—you may feel

not your bonds—you may hear not the clank of

vour chains—you may revel in your blindness

—

but, even as the unconscious heifer, you are

caught, you are bound, you are arrayed for the

slaughter ! My ban—the ban of hell—is upon

you, for evermore. Hail to thee then, equal,

and brother, in sin ! Let me offer present

homage to the future murderer ! condemned

malefactor ! wheel-broken felon ! Or, to con-

centrate in one emphatic summary, all your

glorious claims to my regard, hail to thee, Par-

ricide !—parricide !—parricide /
"

Three times, he uttered this hideous word,

with a stinging, a withering malignity, the tones

of which seemed to bite bodily into the very

core of my being. In the same moment, all the

mitigating features of beauty which had hitherto,

in a greater, or less degree, always partially
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pervaded his face, entirely vanished; and, in their

place, the demon alone, stood terribly manifest,

towering in all his infernal pride, and in the

desperate glory and solitude, of his conscious,

and incomparable atrocity.

My haughty spirit quailed; I felt myself

shrinking, cowering, blasted: and, at last, I

bowed submissively beneath the irresistible in-

fluence of this fell incarnation of every foul

passion, of a stupendous pre-eminence of loath-

some and abhorrent iniquity, which the merely

mortal mind cannot even imagine. After a

brief silence, during which, he continued to

reojard me with his thrilling and excruciatincp

gaze of malefic exultation, he exclaimed,

" Farewell : we shall meet again : but loheref^

If possible, his countenance assumed a darker,

and more hideous expression, as he uttered this

final, and emphatic question. But, while with

a fascination which I could not surmount, I con-

tinued to pore upon his terrible features, again

a fierce, and vivid flash momentarily blinded

me : and when, I recovered the faculty of
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sight, the evil, and accursed being had dis-

appeared.

Then, a vast v^^eight was suddenly removed

from me ; the air seemed to become again re-

spirable, and though I do, and ever shall, believe,

that I had not been asleep, yet I felt as though I

had awakened from a heavy and terrifick dream.

I gazed anxiously around me. My sister was still

reposing tranquilly ; no trace of uneasiness was

on her countenance ; and while I had been en-

durinjT all the tortures of the bad, she had been

experiencing the comparative peace, which those

who possess the virtue of resignation never fail

to secure for themselves, even under the pres-

sure of the direst calamities. Again the evils

which she was destined to encounter so speedily,

arose before me in all their fearful magnitude

;

and again I felt that I was the sole cause of

all the privations and sufferings she must in-

evitably undergo, unless

I trembled no longer to regard this dark

alternative; on the contrary, I considered it

fixedly, exultingly. The denunciation of the
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fiend still rang in my ears : and I deemed my-

self a doomed man. All the fell passions of my

nature were rioting within me. I thought, " If I

am ordained to pursue a course, why should I

vainly and ingloriously struggle against that,

which is inevitable ?" Again, I repeated to my-

self, "I am a doomed man !"—And I felt as

though fate had done her worst against me ; as

though the seven angels had at once poured

upon me, all the vials of God's wrath; "and

I was scorched with great heat, and gnawed

my tongue for pain."

Despair, the love of self-preservation, and the

ravenous craving for revenge, all co-operated to

urge me, to one identical goal. The interview

with the fiend, the agitations which I had en-

dured, and the general tenour of my previous

reflections, had imparted to my mind, a de-

lirious exaltation, a species of infernal enthu-

siasm. 1 seemed to feel myself above all common

thoughts and actions ; and even to thirst for the

commission of some dark, and daring, some

incomparably exciting, and execrable deed.
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The weakness of the body served but to ac-

celerate this unnatural insubordination of the

spirit ; and I was like a piece of machinery from

which a retarding countervail has been removed.

It is well known that, when the corporeal system

is debilitated, the slightest stimulus will create

ebriety; and, but for a corresponding reason,

my mind had probably never entirely obtained

its present bad eminence of drunken disorder.

• I said to myself sternly, and determinately,

" My father shall not live. The ties of blood

^ exist between us, it is true ; but, I know vvliere

there is a blade that can sever them. Once cut

the knot, and he is no longer my sire; no

matter what he icas. Parricide is but a name

;

and I have borne enough of deeds, to make me

insensible to the obloquy of words. But,

happen what may—come crime, shame, punish-

ment, and death—he and I shall no longer

infect the same atmosphere. One stroke will I

give to secure my future freedom ; a second, to

save my sister from destruction ; and a third, to

revenge my wrongs."
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While these thoughts were rapidly passing

through my mind, I arose in my bed. I gazed

scrutinizingly on my sister: still she slept. I

seized the lamp, and approaching it to her,

passed it before her eyes. But she awoke not

;

and I was satisfied that her repose was profound.

Then, with a violent effort, I extricated myself

from the incumbent coverings, and alighting on

the ground, directed my feeble and tottering

steps towards the armoury. With infinite diffi-

culty and exertion, I at length, attained it ; and

exultingly seized the Assassinien dagger. In

tremulous hasteij was then withdrawing ; when,

attracted by its glittering reflection of the rays of

the lamp, my eye rested upon the blade of the

Oriental axe. Instantly, as much in a sanguinary

love of the formidable weapon, as in a determi-

nation not to miscarry in my enterprise, for the

want of a sufficiency of arms, I resolved to bear

it with me ; though my strength would scarcely

enable me to support myself.

Then, I turned my steps in the direction of

my father's chamber. My heart beat quickly

;
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my limbs trembled; and my knees smote each

other : yet, no trace of hesitation entered into

my mind, and I dreamt not of departing from

the fulfilment of my purpose. But, as I tra-

versed the long corridor, that communicated

with his apartment, I became so exhausted, that

I was compelled to pause, and to sustain my

sinking body on the balustrade that formed one

side of the gallery. On this, I rested as though

glued to it ; so completely enfeebled, and breath-

less, by the exertion I had already undei-gone,

that, for some minutes, I made repeated but

fruitless attempts to resume my career; yet,

never for one single instant, did I harbour an

idea of abandoning my project. No—I was im-

mutably bent upon murder ; the determination

I had adopted was the consequence of no tran-

sient impulse : it gradually arose in the general

tenour of my thoughts during many previous

months ; was encouraged by reflection, fortified

by hatred, accelerated by opposition, and con-

firmed by aggression. A sentiment thus founded,

could not but be permanent ; I felt that nothing
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could divert me voluntarily from my course ; and

my nostrils seemed to pine for the scent of blood

—for the blood of my sire.

Sustaining the dagger, and the axe, in one

hand, with the aid of the other, and the sup-

port of the balusters, I contrived to drag my

emaciated frame as far as the door of his cham-

ber. Then, the apprehension of being unable

to raise the latch without a sound, occasioned

such a trembling of my limbs, that, for some

moments, it seemed that my panic would prove

the very cause of the result, the mere thought

of which had originated it. And my expecta-

tions were but too accurately fulfilled. Urged,

at last, alike by my fell impatience and by the

fear of being accidentally observed by some me-

nial eye, in my present suspicious situation, I

laid my enervated hand upon the intractable lock.

After a few moments' fruitless attempt, it yielded

unexpectedly to my uncertain and irregular pres-

sure, and returned the quick, sharp sound I had

so intensely dreaded.

In the agony of my apprehension, my forces
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then suddenly deserted me; and, had I not

seized upon some of the carved work of the

wall, I should have fallen on the earth. But,

while I thus sustained myself, the door emanci-

pated from its fastening, slowly and sponta-

neously opened; and at last exposed to my

anxious gaze, the principal portion of the inte-

rior of the chamber. Then, my craving thirst

for blood, experienced the wolfish triumph of

discovering, that my father was asleep. His

face was turned towards the spot on which I

stood : the light of the night-lamp shone full

upon it; and distinctly could I discover every

feature of his countenance.

I advanced a few slow, and silent, though

staggering paces, into the spacious apartment,

my eyes immoveably fixed upon his closed lids

:

and then, again, a feeble thrill of sanguinary

exultation pervaded my whole being. But, at

this moment, my strength entirely, and finally

failed me ; my trembling limbs yielded beneath

my weight, and I sank slowly, and noiselessly

on the floor. In vain, after a moment's ti*an-
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quillity, I struggled to rise ; the effort was fruit-

less. At last, conscious that my physical forces

were rapidly diminishing, I desisted from all

further attempts to recover my footing; but,

softly placing the axe upon the floor, and se-

curing the dagger in the apparel of my breast,

I slowly, and gently advanced upon my hands,

and knees, until I reached the bed.

Then, while I gazed upon the sleeping coun-

tenance of him that I so loathed, and thought

that, at length, the tyrant was in the power of his

victim, that the oppressor was now at the mercy

of the oppressed, and that the revenge of all my

hideous wrongs was within my grasp, a flood of

savage triumph rushed upon me with an over-

whelming force ; and I delayed, for a few mo-

ments, to deal the final blow, in order that I

might fully enjoy the thrilling sense of our re-

lative change. And as I looked upon him

again, and reflected that beneath me, was the

mouth that had vilified me, the arm that had

threatened me, and the eye that had flashed

in wrath against me, I repeated to myself,
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" Mercy ? He the oppressor, at the mercy of

the oppressed ? What could have suggested to

me the word ? When has he ever shown mercy

to me ? When I humbled myself before him,

he spurned me ; when I sought to propitiate

him, he contemned me ; when I offered him the

affection of a son, and the gratitude of a

christian, he discredited me contumeliously

;

and, when I strove to turn him by intimidation,

into the path he ought to have followed, he

defied and defeated me, at my own weapons.

Grey-headed old man ! Obdurate father ! as

well might you expect mercy from a starving

hyena, as seek it from the child you have

ruined. You are the cause that now I stand

over you, a sinner beyond the grace of redemp-

tion; and verily, you shall have your reward.

You are the traitor to God, and to nature,

that has driven me without the pale of salva-

tion, the tyrant that has taught me to bite ; and

verily, you shall be the first victim of my reck-

lessness, the first object of the trial of the sharp-

ness ofmy fangs. Stern egotist ! fierce oppres-
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sor ! hitherto, you have dealt to me remorse-

lessly your ruthless laws ; henceforth, you shall

receive them from me.—And now, for their first,

and last enactment—which shall be merciless as

your own, and at least, as impressive—for, it

shall be written in your heart /"

As I thus concluded my truculent reflec-

tions, I raised the dagger; for a moment, it

hung suspended in the air, while I collected all

my remaining strength, and determined my

aim. Then, the weapon descended;—but, not

for the fulfilment of my atrocious intention ; for

just as its course had commenced, my arm was

caught in an iron grasp, and springing rapidly

from his bed, my intended victim furiously closed

with me, and attempted to disarm me.

In the sudden burst of frantic wrath, which

this defeat of my dearly cherished vengeance,

in the very moment of its apparent execution,

occasioned me, and in the instinctive fear of the

doom, which I now anticipated, I acquired suffi-

cient force to resist his attempt to wrest the

dagger from my grasp. When the struggle
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commenced, I was upon my knees, but, I was

quickly prostrated ; still however, I did not

abandon my hold, and, on the floor we rolled,

fatlier, and son, limb intertwined with limb, in

a combat for life, or death !

But, speedily was the strife decided; the

preternatural strength with which my fury had

supplied me, departed ; when, my father taking

from my unresisting hand, the formidable wea-

pon, and setting his knee on my chest, pinioned

me to the earth. In the following moment, all

trace of the slight animation which our contest

had occasioned, departed from his countenance ;

and it resumed its habitual expression of diabo-

lical irony.

" So, young roister," he said, " your affection

has prompted you to visit me, at a most unusual

hour. But, what can prove an obstacle to the

ardour of filial love ? Yet, I dare be sworn that

you did not expect so cordial a reception. But,

I have been a whelp myself; and now, am in

the plenitude of my maturity
;
possess conse-

quently, a double wisdom, and know equally the
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tricks of both your craft, and of my own. Be

not surprised then, my ruffling youth, if the

wily old hon have chanced to prove more than

a match for the wild anticks of his sorry cub."

Oh, how the accursed voice, and its too fami-

liar tones of mingled scorn and malignity, stung

me in that moment ! I was almost suffocated

by exhaustion, and by the pressure of his weight

upon my chest, yet, I contrived to gasp in im-

potent fury,

" Old man ! impenitent—ruthless—evildoer !

—wolfish—fiendish father ! I loathe—and still

defy you !"

" You ^re unjust," he calmly replied, in his

wonted manner, " I have not yet given you

sufficient cause for so unusual a degree of anti-

pathy. That son and sire should be discor-

dant, is an established custom of the world, and

therefore, a certain extent of hostility is proper,

and venial in people of our station, and preten-

sion ; but, you are somewhat of a latitudina-

rian, and, in sooth, carry this privilege rather

too far. If you compare me with others, you
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will find that 1 have proved neither a very

neglectful, nor a very stern father, l^he Sacred

History records an instance of a parent, who, in

a famine, boiled her son, and ate him. Compa-

ratively with her, I think you will admit that I

have been an excellent relative."

" Tyrant !" 1 cried, " coldblooded tyrant

!

how shall I rouse you into wrath—how exaspe-

rate you into a desire for vengeance?—Oh,

would that your hatred were equal to mine, you

would not debase yourself by the employment of

these ignoble sarcasms, but entertain the pas-

sions of a man, and despatch me at once !"

" Why to reveal to you a secret, my son," he

deliberately rejoined, regarding me grimly, " I

will confess to you that, I believe, I abhor you,

almost as much as you abhor me, although I am

not quite so turbulent in the expression of my

hostility. And now, to prove to you that, for

once in my life, I have spoken to you with sin-

cerity."

And he immediately added with some degree

of natural energy,
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*' So honestly do I detest you, so cordially do

I resent your cowardly assault of this night, that,

unless you sue to me for my mercy ; address to

me a contrite, and a lowly prayer for your life,

humiliate yourself utterly, abjectly, before me,

by the heaven that is above mc, your earthly

career shall instantly terminate !"

" Let it!" I huskily replied, setting my teeth,

in the extremity of my wrath, and desperation ;

" let it ! I w^ould rather die a daily death until

the end of time, than voluntarily be again in-

debted to you for my life !"

" Wild brute !" he cried, " think again ; be

advised ; descend from this mere animal fero-

city into submission and penitence, and per-

haps, I may yet spare you !"

" Tame devil !" I replied, " arise from your

hellish apathy into the passions of humanity,

and give me the only boon I seek at your

accursed hands—destruction. This^ I court, I

crave—and, to stimulate you into compliance,

again hurl in your teeth, my eternal defiance,

and abhorrence !"

VOL. II. G
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" Have then, your wish, sorry, sullen fool !"

he savagely rejoined.

And raising the dagger to the full extent of

his arm, as though he were about to deal with

it, a blow which would require his utmost force,

lie added in a quick, fierce tone of concentrated

wrath,

" Even as Ehud slew Eglon, I will see whe-

ther I cannot find in thy wretched carcase, a

tomb for both blade, and haft
!"

But the expected blow did not follow this

vengeful threat ; the weapon still remained sus-

pended in the air ; and, after another moment's

hesitation, he threw it away from him, ex-

clauning,

" No, thou Pandora's box, I dare not carve

an opening into thee. I myself might fall the

first victim of the pestilences I should emanci-

pate. Keep then, your demons imprisoned in

your breast, to gnaw and banquet upon your

own heart ; I will bore no hole in it, to let out

fresh evils upon an already too suffering world.

Live then; for, to live, to you, will prove far
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worse than to die. Live therefore, my gentle

son, to be your oivn JielL"

He then added, after a momentary pause,

" And yet, however pmiished in mind, surely

you ought not to escape altogether scatheless in

body ?—One owes a duty to self, as well as to

others ; and I feel that, in common justice, I am

bound to grant you some little corporeal, pal-

pable memento of your attempted parricide

;

some trifling mark that you may bear with you

to your grave ; and which, during your subse-

quent life, may never cease to remind you con-

dignly of the gratitude of an aggrieved parent."

At this moment, I observed that his eye, as

mine had previously been, was attracted by the

reflection of the rays from the lamp playing

upon the glittering blade of the axe.

" A judgment !" he cried. "
' So they hanged

Haman on the gallows, which he had prepared

for Mordecai. Then, was the King's wrath

pacified.' And why may not the axe which you

must have brought hither, for a parent's murder,

be made the instrument of that parent's ven-

geance ?—It shall ; and then, m?/ wrath will be

g2
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pacified. You once said with your wonted,

filial, and partial affection, that mine, was the

spirit of the tiger : I now believe you were right.

My heart, at this moment, is burning ; and I

feel that it can only be slaked by blood."

He withdrew a few steps from me, in the

direction of the axe; and then, paused to see

whether I should attempt to avail myself of my

emancipation. But, my strength was utterly

gone ; and though he had left me, exhaustion

and sickness still pressed upon me with even a

more insurmountable weight. Instead of any

longer possessing the power of motion, I re-

quired the exertion of all my faculties to protect

myself from fainting.

Observing my torpor, my father advanced a

few more paces, seized the axe, and resumed

his place at my side. I was lying upon my

back ; my arms were extended upon the floor,

a considerable space intervening between each

of them, and my body. Upon one of them,

he set his foot ; and then, said,

" I have already more than once told you,

that I have not given you sufficient cause for the
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enmity you bear me, as yetf and he laid a dia-

bolical emphasis upon this brief, but in my pre-

sent critical situation, infinitely expressive word.

" Now, however, I will confer a boon upon you ;

for now^ I will endow you with the power of

cherishing your hatred, with some pretence of

justifiableness."

He regarded me with a piercing gaze of

triumphant, yet unimpassioned malignity. But,

in the ensuing instant, the whole expression

of his countenance abruptly changed. All its

cold, phlegmatic, withering malevolence entirely

disappeared ; and an intense gleam of grim,

wolfish fury shot from eyes half buried beneath

a brow that overhung them like a penthouse

;

the teeth were set ; the lips extended ; the nos-

trils dilated ; and every grisly feature denoted

the sudden mastery of fell, and sanguinary

wrath. Grasping the glittering axe in both

hands, and holding it menacingly over my pros-

trate body, he vociferated in a thundering burst

of fierce, invective vehemence,

" Bloodshedder ! in intent, if not in deed

;

blood-red—blood-guilty ! in heart, if not in
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act : Parricide ! in will—receive a father's meet

acknowledgment for such gentle mercy as you

would this night, have fain accorded him /"

As he thus spoke, he swung the fatal weapon

high in the air; and then, like Moses, ere he

slaughtered the Egyptian, " he looked this way,

and that way, and when, he saw that there was

no man," the trenchant instrument of his foul

ruthlessness, descended. I felt a sharp and

painful thrill, a transient sensation of numbness,

and then, I saw the ensanguined axe quivering

in the floor, between my left arm and left hand,

which it had divided at the wrist.

I experienced neither dismay, nor regret

;

every less emotion was entirely absorbed in the

all predominant one of wrath ; in the maddening

consciousness that he, the author ofmy existence,

but for whom I had never been, and subse-

quently, the cause of all the evil I had endured

and perpetrated ; that he who ought to have been

my victim, should yet have enjoyed the triumph

of inflicting upon me, this atrocious bereave-

ment ! Severe, and ghastly as was my wound,

owing probably, to the extreme debility of my
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frame, and the consequent feebleness of the cir-

culation, it bled but little ; and pressing as for-

cibly as I could with the other hand the muti-

lated limb, I darted at the fierce executioner of

this lawless deed, glances of unvanquished hos-

tility, and defiance.

The fire and the energy which had possessed

his countenance now rapidly departed from it ;

and again it assumed its wonted expression,

more chilling and more gloomy than even the

aspect of the dark, and frozen lake beneath us.

"You need not scowl, so grimly," he said

calmly ; " I freely admit that as long as you

have a particle of life remaining to you, you will

sting—if you can. Well—this conviction does

not augment my antipathy to you. I hate a

craven. Besides it would have been a mere idle

waste of her stock, if Nature had supplied you

with every earthly vice ; not one plebeian fiend

below, but knows that you have a sufficiency to

ensure your destruction. Your doom is written,

my son ; it is matter of record, a theme of com-

mon topic, throughout the whole of Hades.

—

But, you do not deign to reply ? You are as
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mute to me, as was the concubine,— * who was

fallen down at the door of the house, and whose

hands were on the threshold,'—to her master

when he addressed her. Yet, now, I say to

you, in the Levite's words, ' Up ! and let us be

going !'
"

To this inhuman gibe, in spite of my in-

creasing wrath, I made no reply ; and my father

consequently added, after a moment's silence,

pursuing his citation,

"
' But none answered!^

"

Again he paused; and then resumed, with

his wonted expression of infernal and phleg-

matic sarcasm,

" Yet perhaps, if I were to continue my imita-

tion of the Levite's example, and take a knife,

and begin to divide you, as he did his concu-

bine, ' into twelve pieces, to send you into all

the coast of Israel,' you might recover sufficient

speech to bid me farewell."

Then, in the wild, fierce ire of my heart, I

did recover sufficient speech, to exclaim almost

maniacally,

" Father ! fiend ! hear me—be advised—be
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not SO fatally desperate as to leave your butcher's

work unfinished—or, I forewarn you, you may

yet live to rue its commencement !"

For some moments, he gazed scrutinizingly,

and silently upon me ; then said, with an un-

wonted degree of solemnity,

" We are both bad men ; and a certain ex-

tent of self-knowledffe mi<Tht have rendered me

lenient, and commiserating to your moral infir-

mities, had you pursued a different course

towards me. But, even in your earliest youth,

instead of manifesting an affectionate demeanour,

instead of attempting to propitiate me, to attract

to yourself the love which I know was not re-

dundant in me, but which might perchance

have been fostered by docility, and submission,

you ever stood aloof intractfibly, rebelliously.

And even, if you ever did make an advance

to effect a less stern state of mutual relation,

you approached not meekly, and frankly, but

gloomily, and proudly, with an air of fitful,

sullen condescension, almost, of patronage.

Think not however, that I am seeking to jus-

tify myself in your eyes; I contemn your judg-

g3
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ment, as much as I now disregard your affection.

I am but disburthening my feelings of the

weight which oppresses them ; making a self-

confession, not soliciting your suffrage. I regret

some passages in my previous life ; but not the

act which I have last perpetrated : on the con-

trar}^, I should have regretted had your aggres-

sion escaped without a memorable retribution.

You chose to play a sanguinary game, and you

chance to have lost it ; you sought to fell a bram-

ble, and the thorns have made you bleed : but

yourself alone, therefore, must you blame for

this result. As for your threats, I treat them

with the scorn, which they have always excited

in liie : earth contains not the iron, with which

you will ever injure me: but, the next time,

you make the attempt^ take care that the latch

shall be noueless.'"

During this speech, my exhaustion had ra-

pidly increased ; and, when he concluded, I

could not speak ; I could not even move ; but,

I turned my eyes in the direction of the axe,

which still stood transfixed in the floor, and

then regarded him with a significant and me-
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nacing expression. I saw that he understood

the purport of my look, which he scornfiilly

met, and sustained, with an equally unflinching

gaze of stern hostility, and defiance. In that

moment, it wanted but some conspicuous natural

indication of the close extent of our affinity, to

have rendered this interview and scene, the

very perfection of the terrible, even to a ruffian

as obdurate, and sanguinary as ourselves.

I watched him steadily as he advanced to

the door of the chamber; but, the instant he

disappeared, all my energies recoiled from their

almost superhuman tension. The wild wrath

which had hitherto constituted my support de-

serted me; and the body at last obtained do-

minion of the mind. I felt as though my whole

being were collapsing ; and I scarcely had the

power to cast one parting look upon my muti-

lated arm, ere darkness came upon me, and \

swooned.
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PART THE SECOND,

Hitherto, I have pourtrayed the fortunes o^

a being endowed with an even morbidly sensi-

tive capacity for every species ofnatural pleasure,

but, debarred by external circumstances from

the attainment of it. Now, I have to narrate the

exact contrast : to depict myself in the amplest

possession of all I once most coveted ; but, pre-

cluded by internal causes from the enjoyment of it.

Three years succeeded the termination of

the incidents which I have narrated in the

previous part; during which, life and death

almost equally contended for the possession of

my mutilated being. At last, the former ob-

tained a feeble, and a fatal victory.
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I lived; yes, I suppose that I must say, I

lived; for, I moved, and I ate; and I presented

to the eye, the ruins of the human form ; but,

in this, began, and ended, my affinity to my

kind. I constituted no longer part and parcel

of this world ; neither its joys, nor its sorrows,

its blessings, nor its pains, continued to exert

their natural influence upon me. The mate-

rials of pleasure were around me ; but, I was

like a wasp in a beautiful garden; and the

pernicious insect might as easily have extracted

honey from the flowers, as I have found any

quality of mitigation in the possession of those

earthly advantages, which are the objects of the

ambition and cupidity of the generality of men.

The remarkable succession of calamities which

my body had endured, had induced a series of

disorders which ultim?.tely terminated in that

frightful derangement of the vital functions,

which is called atrophy. Daily, hourly, I was

gradually perishing ; but, with a fearful slow-

ness. I felt myself thus lingeringly wasting

away ; yet, possessed no power of prevention.

My frame was a skeleton ; its integuments were,
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I may say, in portions almost diaphanous ; never-

theless, I could not convey to it more than just a

sufficient nourishment to maintain the feeble

union of soul and body. After a time, I lacked

not a craving for the usual sources of physical

vigor ; I ate, and I drank ; but still I prospered

not.

And in what condition was my mind during

this state of animal depression, and decay ? It

raged like a volcano. As its tenement grew

more feeble, its rebel violence increased in

strength. But the traitor turned all its arms

against itself. Two passions alone occupied it;

regret for the past ; and an endless thirst for

vengeance upon the author of my ruin. Every

time, I cast an accidental glance upon my

emaciated frame, and my mutilated arm, a hell

of hatred arose within me : and cheerfully, oh

how cheerfully, would I not have perished in

that moment, could I but have possessed the

power of forcing my fadier to accompany me

into perdition !

And yet, during the greater portion of this

long period, I pined for light, though I moved
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in darkness. I entertained the strong desire

to enter the path of amendment; but, I lacked

the power. To know^ and to do, to conceive,

and to execute,—how vast the difference be-

tween these seemingly respondent terms !—

I

felt the course I ought to have pursued ; but

habit was too strong for me. I had been so

long accustomed to the entertainment of tur-

bulent emotions, and the unbridled indulgence

of their impulses, that, though I was conscious

of the pangs they occasioned me ; and that they

had entailed upon me far greater sufferings than

on the objects of my enmity, yet I could not

acquire the resolution to forego them at once,

and to enter straightways into the paths of

resignation and peace. I was not yet sufficiently

tried in the furnace, sufficiently chastened, and

disciplined by misfortune, to succumb volun-

tarily ; and, by an abandonment of my previous

course, thereby pronounce my sense of its guilt.

Even now, that day has not yet arrived ; my

eyes are not yet thoroughly opened ; the leaven

of my past errors still sits upon their lids ; and

I fear, and feel, that, in the moment in which
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I am writing, I cannot see, save under the in-

fluence of some degree of self-delusion.

At the time, however, to which I am al-

luding, I was far too haughty and intractable,

to acknowledge even to myself my own falli-

bility : in my most compunctious moments of

introspection, I was ashamed to admit that,

during the great majority of the previous pas-

sages of my life, I had been as much in fault as,

if not more than, my opponents. I persisted, in

spite of the better promptings of my conscience,

in regarding myself as one guiltless; as one

only sinned against, not sinning. In fine, I wil-

fully and resolutely continued to view myself as

a sort of martyr to the infirmities and vices of

those to whom capricious fortune had perversely

delegated the power of regulating my destiny

;

and thus, seemed to justify my maintenance of

the infernal hostilities which I had so long

indulged.

Yet, to such an extent, was my mind enervated

that, even these passions, of regret, and revenge,

potent as they generally are when once they

have secured a victim, were fitful with me. I
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possessed no longer the faculties of permanencej

or stability ; every emotion, every impulse, was

more or less transient ; I could pursue no object

consistently. One only feeling never deserted

me ;—the sense of uneasiness, the consci-

ousness of anguish. To this, I adhered with

an unwavering, a merciless fidelity; but every

other, was temporary, and unenduring.

In ti'acing however, the picture ofa disordered

mind, I have neglected the current of events.

After our separation, my father had commanded

a domestic to acquaint my sister, that an accident

had occurred to me in the armoury, and that

her presence was essential. In obedience to

this intimation, she instantly flew to afford me

her assistance; found my prostrate body, and

by immediately applying st3'ptics and dressings

to the wound, prolonged my life for the com-

mission of fresh calamities. What were her

feelings upon the first discovery of my mutila-

tion, I need not attempt to describe ; they can

be imagined, and I could do no more than paint

them from conjecture, for I was senseless during

their ebullition. But, it is remarkable that no
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explanation ever occured between us respecting

this bereavement. Many, many weeks elapsed

before I regained sufficient strength to converse

;

and then, she asked no questions concerning it,

or even alluded to its occurrence. Even at this

mpment, I know not whether she v/as ever

acquainted with the true cause of my maim ;
yet,

her unbroken silence on the subject, naturally

leads me to suppose that she was only too

accurately informed ; though the merciless per-

petrator of this deliberately sanguinary deed,

had himself intimated to the domestics, that it

was the result of an accident.

And now, I have to relate a circumstance,

which caused me, during a brief period, some

slight alleviation of my pangs. On the morning

following the night of our encounter, my stern

destroyer disappeared. As soon as I had re-

covered sufficiently to be made acquainted with

his departure, I recollected that, on that me-

morable occasion, he had bidden me, farewell

;

though I then little dreamed that an expression

which I supposed only to have been employed

as one of his many insulting gibes, really indi-
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cated the approach of an occurrence so utterly

unexpected.

Subsequently to his departure, it was dis-

covered that, during several previous weeks,

he had been making preparations for it; but,

they had been executed so secretly, that neither

my sister, nor any other member of our house-

hold, save one favorite menial whom he had

taken with him, had any suspicion of either his

proceedings, or of his intention. Thus, pro-

"U)ably, he had never purposed to fulfil his

threat of expelling us from his house, but only

to render us miserable by the anticipation of an

expulsion. Consequently, could I only have

governed my wrath, for one single night, I

might perhaps, have escaped all the evils which

were the consequence of its indulgence : a gall-

ing reflection which never failed to excite in me

an insupportable increase of acerbity.

Many months elapsed after the departure of

my father. A year expired : yet still we heard

no news of him, or could form any conjecture

of the objects of his mysterious disappearance.

Our pecuniary resources were rapidly diminish-
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ing ; and my sister, who, in consequence of my

incapacity, superintended the whole of our

domestic arrangements, was beginning to appre-

hend the additon of poverty to a catalogue of

calamity already redundant. At this period, I

received a letter, addressed to me, by an indi-

vidual resident in the metropolis. It stated,

very laconically, that, not having heard from

my father during a considerable time, and

having sufficient reason to believe that he was

dead, he felt himself authorized to pay me in

future, the revenues of a large foreign estate

which he had possessed on the shores of the

Mediterranean. It added that my father, when

he left us, had in fulfilment of a long con-

templated, and cherished project, gone imme-

diately to Southern America for various orni-

thological, and generally scientific, purposes;

and that, from letters which had recently been

received, it was supposed that he had fallen a

victim to the plague, which was at the present

time, violently raging in Mexico.

Shortly afterwards, the purport of this com-

munication was strictly realized ; and thus, from
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impending poverty, we were raised, not to com-

parative, but, to actual affluence.

It may be inquired what were the sentiments

created in me by this intelligence of the con-

jectured death of my father. Regret:—regret

that the object of my immortal wrath had

escaped the destruction I had intended for him.

What was to me wealth ?—what were to me the

amplest possessions ? distinction, magnificence ?

—What compensation were they to me for the

loss of the sole desire of my existence, the sole

hope that still remained to me ?—The means of

worldly enjoyment, and sway, had arrived to

me, just as I had become deprived of the faculties

of appreciating them. Body and mind were

alike devoid of the capabilities of pleasure ; the

organs that enable us to elicit it, were departed

from me for ever.

Riches and independence therefore, so inesti-

mable a blessing, so proud an object of desire,

to the young, the healthful, and the ambitious,

were to me but a poor equivalent for the ex-

tinction of the only passion of my life. Con-

sequendy, the sole satisfaction their acquisition
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afforded me personally, was negative ; insomuch

as they protected me from the evils which must

have been concomitant on the want of them.

But, chill, and stagnant as were all my affec-

tions, I still retained sufficient interest in my

sister, to rejoice on her account, in this security

from impending poverty, and accession of the

means of recreation, and enjoyment to her.

While however, I entertained these feelings for

her sake, I endeavoured to mitigate my own

regret and disappointment by the reflection that

the rumor might be false, and my enemy might

be still alive ; though I could not conceal from

myself, the little probability of any agent in-

curring the responsibleness of devoting to me,

the possession of so large a property, unless

previously certain that I had inherited it by

the death of its owner.

Whenever this panic apprehension entered

my mind, I entertained a feeling of impotent

wrath, and malice which defies description.

The old, and barbed thought that he, the author

of my ruin, the cause of my eternal ban, was to

go scatheless into his grave, never ceased to
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exert its pernicious influence over me, and to

excite me into a state verging upon insanity.

In those moments, the past arrayed itself before

me, with a fearful distinctness ; and then, did I

feel in spite of all my partial sophistry, in the

acutest degree, the misery of being compelled

to look back upon an ill spent life. None but

the regretful, yet still impenitent sinner can

understand the poignant anguish, which the

recollection of the lost hours, days, months,

years occasion. Then, every error in our course,

arises with a terrible conspicuousness, until we

turn heart-sick, but, unamended, from the dark,

despairing contemplation.

And such, with me, was the usual termination

of a retrospect of this nature ; which, instead of

benefiting my future career, by rendering me

painfully sensible of the wickedness of my past

life, only tended to make me still more exas-

perated against the destroyer of the prospects

of happiness which it had once presented to me.

And when, after a minute recurrence to every

incident, in which, he had either thwarted, or

oppressed me, my eye alighted, as it never failed
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to do, Upon my mutilated arm, my wrath sud-

denly arose to its wildest pitch ; and I insanely

invoked every fell imprecation upon the head of

the ruthless bejng who had wilfully blasted my

earthly, if not my immortal existence.

When, most strongly under the dominion ot

these feelings, I used frequently to repair to

the chamber, where hung the memorable pic-

ture of the infernal Medusa. And this habit

was the cause of an incident, the recapitulation

whereof, will convey some feeble idea of the

extent to which my once iron nerves were

shattered.

I was regarding meditatively this diabolical

conception, or portraiture; for, 1 could not

unequivocally determine which it was ; and I

was reflecting whether I could possibly have

been under the influence of delirium, or delusion,

on the night whereon I held, or supposed that

I held, communion with the fiend. So often

had I vainly invoked, and defied his re -appear-

ance ; so often had I stood before this startling

resemblance of his memorable features, and

fruitlessly implored, and dared it to assume its

VOL. IT. H
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incarnate form, that my mind sometimes mis-

gave me, and I doubted whether I had not been

deceived. Reproaches, prayers, praise, execra-

tions, all had been profusely employed, and all

with an equal want of success: the accursed

object of my anxious infatuation, still remained

a mere artificial combination of canvas and

paint.

On the morning, one fiery sultry, summer

morning, to which I am now alluding, I had

been intently considering this dark pernicious

mystery ; had been alternately addressing to it

homage and invective, adulation and contumely
;

had been, by turns, adopting every mode, my

sense or frenzy suggested to me, as most likely

to rouse it, into animation. At last, excited by

my disappointments into a transport of ungovern-

able indignation, I exclaimed,

" False, lying fiend ! you promised me re-

venge upon my oppressor ; you promised me

that I should bury this axe in his hated frame !"

and I shewed the weapon to the senseless object

of my far more senseless apostrophe. " But,

where is he now ? in life, or in death, on earth.
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or in hell?—Answer me this question, and I

will pardon you the treachery, you have hitherto

practised against me."

Still the canvas remained inanimate ; and the

infernal work of the artist alone continued to

scowl upon me.

" Now, hear me, devil," I cried, " I demand

formally the fulfilment of your promise, even

though the wheel be the consequence of my

attainment of my heart's desire. Deny me,

and demon as you are, and earth-born, clay-

cooped as am I, I yet will find a mean to make

you rue my malice. Grant me, however, my just

claim, and I will be your votary, not only

through the remainder of my life, but, in the

world to come !"

And I trembled as I spoke ; and lowered my

voice; and looked furtively at the threatening

sky, in the overwhelming fear of discovering

some supernatural manifestation of the divine

wrath. Nevertheless, in the following moment,

I added quickly, in the rage, and despair of

conscious crime, and pusillanimity,

h2
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" Do this, Belial, do this ! and I will fall on

my knees, and worship you !"

As I uttered my fearful profanation, the thick

clouds opened, and a vivid flash of lightning

cleft the dark sky from east to west, followed by

an appalling crash of thunder. For an instant,

I was staggered ; but, in the next moment,

observing that the object of my impiety still

refused to yield me any visible token of its

consciousness, my wrath rose ungovernably

within me ; and, with one blow of the trenchant

axe, dividing the picture from end to end, I

fiercely exclaimed,

" Accursed deceiver ! now, receive my re-

venge !

"

And then, I leaped upon the canvas, and

hacked and tore it, until it was reduced to

the minutest shreds ; and no portion of it, re-

tained a trace of the detested image it had exhi-

bited. But, in my excited fury, I was still

proceeding in the work of demolition, when a

flash occurred, far more vivid than the former;

it filled the whole chamber with a livid, dazzling
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light, and was succeeded by a burst of thunder

that rattled in my ears, shrilly and closely, like

the discharge of an immediately contiguous

battery.

I was suddenly, and irresistibly seized with a

panic tremor. My senses were bewildered ; my

knees smote together ; and I knew not where to

turn to hide myself, both from my own terrors,

and the apprehended vengeance of God upon

my impiety. A storm almost unparalleled hi

violence in these regions, had now thoroughly

commenced ; and flash followed flash, and peal

followed peal, in almost endless succession. I

stood for an instant shrinkingly, crouchingly;

my back bent, my face concealed in my

hands, paralyzed by the excess of my dis-

may. Suddenly however, a still fiercer, and

more terrific explosion of the elements, startled

me into the re-possession of my corporeal facul-

ties ; but, at the same time, completely deprived

me of all vestige of self-control, all sense of

manly dignity. At once, and unreservedly,

abandoning myself to the dastardly impulse that
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had unnerved me, I impotently fled in shame,

and in fruitlessness had it pleased God to have

overtaken me, before my own terrors; and

ignominiously concealed myself in the darkness

of the subterraneans of the mansion, until the

tempest had departed.

At this period, three years had elapsed since

the disappearance of my father, and one, since

our accession to the princely revenue we now

possessed. The incident I have just narrated,

had increased, if possible, my already scarcely

supportable aversion from our present abode.

Still however, I lingered in it, during another

six months ; and then, I proposed to my sister,

that we should make an excursion to our foreign

estate, and, if it should realize our anticipa-

tions, settle ourselves upon it.

On the present, as on every similar occasion,

this dear relative instantly, and cheerfully compli-

ed with my proposition ; for, ever since the hour,

when I had become a confirmed, and incurable

invalid, she had seemed to lose in her pity, all

vestiges of that alienation or suspension of her
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affection, which my evil conduct had occasioned

;

and to regard me with a ceaseless tenderness,

and vigilance.

With the restlessness which is the natural,

and generally, the inseparable consequence of

disease, I derived some satisfaction from the

expectation of this change ; thinking, with the

customary delusion of sickness, that I should be

better both in body and in mind, in the place

where I was not, than I should ever have be-

come were I to have continued in the place

where I was. It is this insidious, and invin-

cible hope that impels the hapless valetudi-

narian into almost ceaseless locomotion.

A few days previous to our departure, I went

accidentally into my sister's chamber, during

her absence ; when, to my great surprise, I dis-

covered on the table, a letter traced by a once

beloved hand, whose characters could never be

forgotten by me : I scarcely need add that I

allude to GEnone. It was evidently written in

reply to some letter or letters, of my sister, in

which she must have implored, and urged the

advantages of, a reconciliation between herself
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and me; and narrated the state of my health,

and the benefit I should derive from her for-

giveness, and kindness. But, CEnone unequi-

vocally, and firmly, though mildly, after investi-

gating, and confuting my sister's arguments,

declared her unalterable determination never

again to encounter me, voluntarily. " I had

practised upon her," she wrote, "an outrage,

that she could not forget, though she might

forgive it ; and she would not, by a renewal of

our intercourse, re-open wounds which had

never been thoroughly healed."

In these sentiments, I recognised all the

wonted firmness of CEnone, that never failed

her, whenever she deemed she had a duty to

perform. But, what was the effect her resolu-

tion, and its tone, produced upon me?—I can

scarcely describe it. I had ceased to love her;

and yet, I was irritated that she should have

acquired the power of pursuing so determined a

course ; and, apparendy, of regarding me with

as little affection as I entertained for her.

Nevertheless, though I no longer possessed the

passions of a lover, I still condnued to feel a
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Strong interest in her ; and though sometimes, I

experienced a transitory emotion of wrath in the

recollection of the share she had had, in the

production of my present state of wretchedness,

yet generally my sentiments for her, were of the

most amicable tendency. I could not but be

conscious that, disastrous as had been to me, the

result of her conduct, yet, it had originated

in a most disinterested, though perhaps, mis-

taking, sense of rectitude, and duty; and the

more I contrasted it, with that, of my father on

the same occasion, the more charitable I grew

towards her, while my implacability to him pro-

portionately increased. But, my love for her

was gone, utterly, entirely; rooted out by the

sufferings of mind, and body, which had not

only destroyed all the generous, and enthu-

siastic feelings of my nature, but rendered me

incapable of ever again entertaining them.

From this description of my mental condition,

it may be conceived that my discovery of the

opinions contained in my cousin's letter, occa-

sioned me no very violent mortification. And,

in sooth, the slight pain they caused me to ex-

h5
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perience, was rather created by their assault

upon my vanity, than, upon my heart. Con-

sequently, it required little effort to enable me

to replace the letter where I had found it ; and

speedily to dismiss even the recollection of it,

from my mind.

In a few days, after this occurrence, my sister,

and I began our departure from our native

land. We proceeded to the nearest sea-port,

where we had secured accommodation in a mer-

chant vessel bound for the Levant; and, on a

beautiful summer morn, commenced a voyage,

which, we felt might probably terminate in

spontaneous expatriation.

Great was my astonishment in discovering

among the' passengers, the person of CEnone.

I gazed curiously upon my sister, thinking that

this coincidence might have arisen in a pre-

concerted arrangement ; however, her ingenuous

features quickly revealed to me that she was as

much surprised as I was, by this strange en-

counter. When Q^none's eye alighted on my

sister, her countenance testified both wonder-

ment, and the eloquent vivacity of an unex-
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pected, and glad recognition. This expression

however, was hastily followed by one of deep

anxiety and alarm ; and she gazed quickly and

furtively around the vessel, as though she ex-

pected, yet dreaded to encounter some object of

terror, or antipathy. My conscience too plainly

told me the cause of this remarkable change of

aspect ; and, during a brief moment, entertain-

ing a half unconscious and instinctive feeling of

reluctance to her discovery of me, mechanically

I attempted to retire to a less prominent station

among the crowd. Speedily, however, I was

relieved from this apprehension. When her

glance arrived in my direction, it dwelt on me

searchingly for a single instant ; and then, with-

out any indications of recognition, travelled on

to an equally careful scrutiny of the individuals

who surrounded me. She knew me not.

Instantly my mind assumed a different tone.

My self-love, and self-estimation were pained by

her forgetfulness ; or rather, by this unequivocal

proof of the vastness of the change which had

occurred in my personal appearance. But soon,

these thoughts were as speedily dispersed. A
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vacant seat was by the side of my sister ; CEnone

crossed the deck, and occupied it ; and thus, I

was again placed in contact with the being whom

I had once loved with a degree of passion bor-

dering upon insanity. An affectionate gi'eeting

ensued between the friends thus strangely

reunited : and a conversation composed of a

mutual interrogatory, and examination com-

menced.

CEnone's story was told in a few words. Per-

manence of residence had long become impos-

sible to her; she was perpetually craving, and

indulging her love of diange of scene, until the

desire had grown into a habitual necessity. She

possessed considerable property in the neigh-

bourhood of the port from which we had em-

barked ; and, having resolved to make an excur-

sion of some duration to a foreign land, was

necessitated to visit her estate previously to her

departure, in order to effect the due arrange-

ments for its proper management during her

absence. Here, she had heard of a ship being

destined to sail to the Levant ; and immediately

determined to avad herself of this opportunity
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of avoiding the fatigues, and dangers of a jour-

ney by land.

" And you," she added still addressing my

sister, " will now, in your turn, tell me, what

object, and what strange fortune, has brought

you into this most unlikely of all possible places

of meeting. Surely, you are not, alone? You

look at me, significantly; but remember, that

you are a mere girl, while /—am a full grown tree

accustomed to the storm, an august dame of

many summers, and alas, many winters. Be-

sides, I have with me, servants with whom I nm

accustomed to travel; and upon whose fidelity,

and activity, I can rely."

I saw that my sister had observed with anxious

interest, that my cousin did not recognise me
;

and evidently doubted what reply to make to

her inquiry.

(Enone detected her hesitation, and again

nervously, and anxiously directed her eye in

quick succession to the passengers on the deck.

But, her apprehension seemed to be somewhat

allayed by her scrutiny.
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" Why, do you not answer me," she said

;

and then repeated, " Are you alone ?"

" No—I am not alone," replied my sister

;

and perhaps, she might then have revealed my

presence, but, I darted at her, an admonitory

glance.

" Who then, is your companion ?" demanded

CEnone quickly ; and she added in a tone of

slight reproach, " how reluctant you are to

answer me !"

" My companion is a gentleman ;" rejoined

my sister, and she instantly continued in reply

to her look of anxiety, " I understand your

thoughts, but do not be disquieted, for he

who accompanies me is one icliom you do not

knoic. I will find an opportunity of presenting

him to you.

" Be in no haste," retorted CEnone, evidently

relieved from a heavy apprehension, " be in no

haste ; I seek not to augment my society."

Their conversation then assumed a more fami-

liar, and domestic turn ; when, I removed from

their immediate vicinity, in order that, a sup-
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posed stranger to the one, and a too intimate

acquaintance v/ith the themes of their discussion,

to the other, might be no check upon the free-

dom of their intercourse. I so stationed myself

however, that I could examine CEnone minutely,

without being myself conspicuously exposed to

her observation.

She was changed; changed considerably, but^

her beauty was far from entirely destroyed.

Neither were any marks of age upon her fine

features ; no trace, no shadow of a trace, to re-

veal the hostility of time. The most frivolously

profound practitioner in investigations of this

nature, must have signally failed in any attempt

to conjecture the extent of her years, from the

aspect of her person : she might have reckoned

any number not less than a score, and not ex-

ceeding thirty; but, a less general, and more

accurate estimate, none could have made, save

accidentally.

Though, however, she had escaped scathless

from the hands of that destroyer, whom a poet

describes as likely, some day, even " to throw

a dart at Death," yet the ravages of care, or
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sickness, were but too visibly impressed upon

her. She was pale, and thin ; the extreme

brilliancy of her complexion had deserted her

;

the tempered radiancy, the dignified, serene

joyousness of her beaming countenance which

had once so beautifully distinguished her, had

entirely departed. She was still, it is true, an

interesting, and lovely woman : but, to enable

the beholder to form this opinion, his attention

must have been directed to her by some ex-

trinsic accident, or suggestion ; for, she was no

longer sufficiently striking to attract, and arrest

it, by the mere force of her o\\ii charms. But,

when the observer had once examined her in-

tendy, once rendered himself thoroughly fami-

liar with her features, he might still have dis-

covered in them, an inexhaustible mine of the

gentler, but most bewitching fascinations.

At least, such was the impression she pro-

duced upon me; for, I regarded her as an

artist might have considered a beautiful picture.

Yes, such was the feeling I experienced, after

a separation of nearly four years, during this

observation of the being who had once been my
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destiny. Not one thrill of passion did I enter-

tain ; not one accelerated pulsation of the heart

did I endure ; I neither trembled, nor hoped

;

rejoiced, nor lamented. Even the anger which

she had excited in me, and which, as I have

stated, occasionally though feebly recurred to

me, was latent at that moment. Nothing

stirred me ; and, after the first emotion, occa-

sioned by the suddenness of her appearance, I

was as unmoved, and passive, as though I had

never seen her. But, the feeling that was con-

sequent upon my consciousness of this apathy,

was a very different one; anger against my

father, who had reduced me to it, who had

entailed upon me so utter an annihilation of all

human sympathy and sentiment, became for

a moment the prevailing sensation of my mind.

These various, and discordant thoughts, at

last occupied me so intently, that I ceased to

observe CEnone and my sister. When I again

awakened to a sense of the surrounding scene,

I saw that the two friends had withdrawn from

their former situation ; and, stationed in the

bows of the vessel, were conversing earnestly.
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and apparently, in a suppressed tone. I walked

gently forward, and protected by an intervening

sail, placed myself so that 1 could distinctly

overhear every syllable of their discourse, though

witliout being perceived by either of them.

" I repeat to you," said my sister, " you

ought to forgive him. You will find him an

altered man, utterly, radically altered."

" Such," replied CEnone, " / shall never

find him, for never again, I trust, shall I see

him."

My sister faintly smiled ; and after a moment's

pause added,

" You are not aware of your fault, I believe,

but I can aver to you that your hostihty par-

takes of vindictiveness. His crime was great,

I admit ; yet you should remember that it arose

in the magnitude of his love. None could have

blamed him more severely than I did, at the

time of the perpetration of his evil deeds ; but,

the agony of mind and spirit which he has

since endured, has long disarmed all my resent-

ment. Surely, you ought not to be more im-

placable? Nobody, too, knows more entirely
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than you, how much his early education has

been neglected ; and of all persons therefore,

I repeat, you are the most called upon to regard

his faults with lenity and toleration/'

My sister spoke with fervor; and QEnone

replied palliatingly,

" You mistake me much, my dearest friend,

if you think I entertain any hostility to your

brother. Certain passages have occurred be-

tween us, which render me unwilling ever again

to resume my intercourse with him. But why

should you be so ungenerous as to attribute

this reluctance to antipathy ? May it not arise

in other, and less objectionable causes ?"

" Let us not," said my sister, " discuss the

causes : the consequences alone interest me. My
brother is in tribulation; he has sinned, but

he has been sinned against ; he has erred, but

I am sure that he is penitent. It is in your

power to bestow upon him consolation ; and I

repeat that he is entitled to expect it at your

hands. Will you, can you, then persist in

refusing me who always so dearly loved you.
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and whom, you say, you love, this shght con-

cession ? Actuated as I am, by the affections

of a sister, I own that it is difficult for me to

form an impartial judgment; nevertheless, I

firmly believe that I am under the influence

of no delusion, when I say, that his sufferings

have entitled him to your forgiveness ; and that

you will act icrongly, if you do not unreservedly

and cheerfully accord it."

" You distress me greatly," replied CEnone,

" by urging this most painful subject. Indeed,

indeed, you know not how much it would afflict

me to be compelled to refuse my compliance to

any request you could make ] but, the nature

of this, renders a denial doubly grievous to me.

Nevertheless, I cannot accede ; I am no contro-

vertist, yet, if I chose, I could supply you with

only too many unanswerable reasons why I should

persist in this apparently ungracious course.

Let me, however, repeat that I entertain no

aversion from your brother : he proved himself

to be a being utterly dissimilar to that, which

I had fancied him, and to that which I had
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loved; and from that moment, he became an

object certainly not of hate, but of utter in-

difference to me."

And as she spoke, a deep sigh seemed to

imply that her thoughts belied her words. She

herself was perhaps suspicious of the impression

which this ill-timed manifestation of despondency

might have made upon my sister; for, she added

quickly, and with a palpable assumption of

unconcerned ness,

" But, pray let us talk no more upon this

most painful theme. Have you observed that

pale sickly young man who has lost a hand, and

who was sitting next to you, when I first ac-

costed you ? In spite of its emaciation, and its

scars, there is something remarkably striking,

and interesting in his countenance. I wonder

who and what he is : let us speculate upon his

capacity, and vocation."

My sister smiled archly and significantly;

yet, there was a tinge of melancholy in her

smile, as though my personal deterioration was

rendered still more painfully conscious to her,

by the renewed and striking proof of it, which
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CEnone's question and remark bad again

aiForded.

" Why do you smile," she said ; " do you

know him ?"

Apprehending that my sister might answer

in the affirmative, I resolved that I would fore-

stall her discovery of me. Advancing therefore

from my place of concealment, I presented

myself abruptly, and conspicuously before them.

CEnone slightly blushed ; but, it was the faint

blush which an apprehension of her conversa-

tion having been overheard by the stranger who

was the subject of it, might have occasioned.

I saw that she had not yet recognised me ; and

I gazed fixedly and remarkably, on her. Her

attention was attracted by the continuity, and

the significance of my observation : she re-

garded me earnestly : the flush of anxiety then

rose on her face; and she addressed to my

sister a wistful and agitated glance.

" I told you, CEnone," I said, " what would

be my fate if you persisted in your rejection of

me. Have I proved a false prophet? But

even yet^ the end of the drama is not arrived."
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" Great God, then, it is he !" she wildly ex-

claimed, ere I had concluded these few words ;

and staggering backwards, sank upon a seat.

I was pleased by this exhibition of emotion :

but, my pleasure was not the frank, generous

impulse of a lover, who believes that he has

detected a proof of the unexpected reciproca-

tion of his passion by its object. It was not

even connected with this, or any similar feel-

ing, but was a cold, morbid, selfish sensation

that had its origin solely in vanity ; which was

gratified by the unequivocal conviction it had

just attained of the great influence I still pos-

sessed over the mind, and probably, over the

heart of a woman who had once been so dear

to me, arid who still might command the ad-

miration of others..

I was not however so absorbed by these

despicable thoughts as to have become inca-

pable of observing CEnone. She continued to

gaze upon me with a painful steadfastness, as

though I had been the basilisk which had fasci-

nated her ; and her eloquent countenance im-

pressively depicted a striking variety of con-
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tending emotions. Fear, anger, surprise, pity

seemed successively to attain the predominance

;

but, mingled with these feelings, I thought I

discerned indications of the softer passions of

the heart.

" Do not shun me, CEnone," I said, " do not

fear me ; I was a serpent, once ; but you heard

my father say that he would ' draw my fangs;'

—and he has fulfilled his pledge. I am harm-

less, innoxious, stingless—at least, for you. Let

us not then live any longer in estrangement."

While I thus spoke, with mingled satisfac-

tion, and a sense of humiliation, I saw the ex-

pression of sympathy and pity gradually grow

more conspicuous upon her features. In a few

moments, all vestiges of fear and anger had en-

tirely departed from her countenance; and I

beheld her eyes glisten with the moisture which

her contemplation of my infirmities had excited.

" You are sadly altered," she, at length,

mournfully replied, " never should I have known

you, unless you had spoken ; and perhaps even

then, though I recognised the tones of your

voice, the delusion occasioned by the change in
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your appearance was so strong, I should have

distrusted the evidence of my ears, had you not

attempted by the significance of your manner,

to recall yourself to my recollection."

This speech was wormwood to me; and,

mentally praying that my father might prove

to be alive, I resolved if I should ever again

encounter him, to repay him amply all my

many debts to him; but especially that, of a

transformation in my external aspect so com-

plete that it rendered me unknowable even to

the being who might have been supposed to

have been incapable of failing to recognise me.

Her serenity gradually returned; neverthe-

less, I saw, in the varying expression of her

eye, in the occasional but transient look of

apprehension which passed like a cloud over

her sunny countenance ; that, many days of con-

tinued intercourse must elapse, before she could

entirely, if ever, forget that I was the man who

had once laid a hostile gripe upon her slender

throat, had once brutally shed the blood of the

innocent object of her strong attachment. But,

VOL. II. I
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an air of tenderness and pity strikingly per-

vaded her manner while she addressed me ; and

she seemed to be resolutely striving to merge

the recollection of all the ills I had done her,

all the evils I had perpetrated, in the interest

and sympathy which the sight of my physical

infirmities, of my once strong manhood suddenly

converted into premature senility, could never

have failed to excite in any truly feminine mind.

These were the feelings that were passing within

her; I traced them distinctly on her eloquent

countenance : and increased bitterness and gall

were the result of my discovery.

But, before even this first interview concluded,

I discovered, though I can scarcely tell by what

faint grades, that the conjectures which her

previous demeanor had excited, were not un-

founded; and that she still maintained the

germe of her affection for me, in spite of all

the endless efforts she had made to extirpate

it. Yet, let none blame her ; those who have

experienced the overwhelming strength of this

feeling will be merciful to hei' weakness in the

consciousness of their own; while those, to whom
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Nature has not accorded the organ, or the

temperament which generates it, should neither

vaingloriously triumph in their own immunity,

nor condemn another's submission to a domi-

nion, the power of which they are both phy-

sically and morally devoid of the means of

comprehending.

And what were my sentiments when our

conference terminated; and I withdrew from

this singular renewal ofmy intercourse with my

once dear kinswoman ?—One alone was predo-

minant ; rage, furious rancorous wrath, against

my father. I had just been in communion

with the being I had adored with a devo-

tion and sincerity that could not be surpassed

;

and yet, this most unexpected restoration to

her society, occasioned me not even an emotion

of pleasure. I had long been conscious of the

final destruction of the chain that had once

bound me to humanity ; that I was, and ever

should continue, an isolated being. But, I had

never hitherto felt so acutely as at this moment,

that I was an enervated, prostrated wretch

;

that the soul of passion lay utterly dead within
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me ; that its fires were eternally extinguished

:

and that, in lieu of a heart, I possessed ashes.

I looked this way, and that way, and every

where, around me, I saw human passions de-

veloped in all their boundless variety. This

man laughed ; that man frowned ; a third, con-

stitutionally a student, sat aloof from the crowd,

reveling in the perusal of some favorite author.

Another, the very type of indolence, and of

animal content, was leaning over the side of

the vessel, diligently engaged in an assiduous

contemplation of the surface of the waters. The

god of the portly beast that confronted me,

manifestly resided in his sensual appetites ; and

by his side, with vacant, lack-lustre gaze, as

evidently vegetated an habitual drunkard. I

saw another, with glittering eyes, furtively count-

ing his gold in a corner, where he deemed him-

self unobserved ; while the whole soul, and being,

of his neighbour, were as clearly absorbed in

the existence of a pale, feminine, delicate female,

wliose small head rested gently on his manly

shoulder. Here, the inquisitive striphng in-

dulged his insatiate curiosity ; there, the tender
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mother vigilantly watched a careless, and sportive

urchin ; and yonder dark, Eastern looking man,

with the swarthy and turban'd brow, stationed

in the bows of the vessel, and ever diligently

gazing on the point in advance of our course, was

manifestly pining to return to his native land,

his hearth, his household gods, and his altars.

Yet, this was but a small portion of the sea

of human emotion upon which I gazed : almost

every variety of good and bad, of solemn and

frivolous, of dignified and despicable, of egotist-

ical and affectionate, was unequivocally deve-

loped before me. All this wide spectacle I

considered attentively, and minutely; and then,

I looked into my heart : and I found not one

respondent feeling. On the man that laughed,

I gazed with fierceness, and with antipathy ; for,

the sound of his merriment smote discordantly,

and painfully on my ear. And I said wrath-

fully to myself. When will mi/ muscles ever

again experience a like convulsion ? A sudden

and thrilling emotion of mingled bitterness and

regret, was the only, but sad, reply, which this

afflictive question obtained from me.
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Then, in the full, and fearful consciousness

of my desolation and my despair, I gazed wist-

fully on the sea, and the sky, there, to seek a

diversion from my heart-breaking oppression.

But, I found in inanimate nature, no more respite

from my sufferings, or even transient consolation,

than the contemplation of my own kind had

afforded me. I gazed intently on the elements,

it is true ; but, they no longer consisted of the

sea and the sky of my infancy, of my boyhood,

of the days of my peace. I could scarcely force

myself to believe that they actually were the

identical objects which had once never failed

to occasion me so lively a satisfaction, so ex-

hilarating a feeling; which had contained the

power of arresting my attention, and occupying

my thoughts, during successive hours of then,

unvalued, but now, invaluable, happiness.

In that moment of despondency, I looked

again upon GEnone; and I felt, with a thrill of

unutterable anguish, that, for the rest ofmy life,

I might be doomed to undergo that worst of

mortal ills,—the possession of all that most should

please, with the incapability of deriving from
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it, pleasure : that, henceforth, I should prowl

over the face of the earth, a human being in

form, yet an eternal outcast from the feelings

and interests of humanity.

During our long and generally fortunate

voyage, I was naturally frequently thrown into

communion with my cousin ; and never did I

withdraw from her society, without entertaining

a feeling of additional hostility to my father

;

without mentally hurling at his head, a torrent

of wrathful execrations. I could not forbear

from ceaselessly picturing to myself the plea-

sure, the ecstacy, 1 should once have derived

from, such an intercourse widi her, as I now

possessed ; rendered almost unbroken by the

narrow limits of our abode, and maintained

upon the surface of the dancing waters, in the

full free air, and beneath no roof but that of

the broad blue sky. I thought upon the ra-

diancy, the buoyancy of spirit, I should then

have experienced under these circumstances

:

the endless delight, the enthusiasm, the rap-

ture ; the mollifying sentiments that this sense

of happiness would have originated in me : I
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should have felt at peace with myself, and all

mankind, and feelings of religion, and huma-

nity, might have taken a permanent possession

of my mind. But noiv, I looked into myself

;

and what did I find ? A monstrous union of

the stillness of the sepulchre, and the sanguinary

ferocity of the tiger ; an intellectual state, that

displayed itself to my startled introspection,

rank and stagnant, as the disinterred corse may

show to the affrighted eye ; yet, lurking beneath

this dark, and deathlike veil, existed all the

restlessness, and all the ruthlessness of the living

ruffian.

This, was the fearful picture which a self-

examination presented to my contemplation;

but, far from being subdued and benefited by

the consciousness of my crimes, it only ren-

dered me more reckless: and more than ever

determined to wreak my vengeance upon their

author, if he had not found that sanctuary which

could baffle even my hate, the grave.

Before our voyage had concluded, it was

evident to me that GEnone had completely for-

given me. My sister, I was aware, was perpe-
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tually representing to her, what I believe she

really thought, that I was doomed ; that my life

was a flame which was already in the socket, which

must speedily flash, and expire. Perhaps, these

repeated assertions, and the ghastliness of my

appearance, conjoined to make a melancholy

impression on my kinswoman ; and to persuade

her that the mere duties of common charity re-

quired that she should forget the delinquencies

of a person from whom, death would so speedily

separate her : or perhaps, her sense of my guilt

was too weak to contend against the unfyovern-

able impulses of a blind, and truly feminine

affection. What was her real incentive how-

ever, whether one, or both, I cannot determine

;

but, the result was, that she had resumed all the

former tenderness and familiarity of her man-

ner, in her intercourse with me ; and evidently

regarded me with a renewed, and strong in-

terest.

Possibly, these feelings were not diminished

in strength by her observation of my compa-

rative indifference. She could not but have

discerned that I no longer entertained for her,

i5
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any of the fire of passion ; and perhaps, as T

retreated, she proportionately advanced. There

is a wonderfully observant, but morally defec-

tive writer, still, I believe, in the prime of his

career, who declares that, En amour celui qui est

gueri le premier^ est toujours le mieux gueri ; and

again, // est impossible d^aimer une secoude fois, ec

qu^on a veritahlement cesse d'aimer.^ During my

long and maddening tortures of mind and body,

my love for QEnone had been gradually, and

insensibly extinguished ; and my re-union with

her contained no creative power. It might have

revived what had only been suspended, have re-

cruited what had only been enfeebled, have re-

suscitated that which was merely dormant ; but,

it could not raise a flame where there was no fuel,

produce a flower where there was no seed, erect

a superstructure where there was no base. Some

effect it had certainly occasioned ; it had softened

my heart towards her, mitigated the asperity

which the recollection of her share in the pro-

duction of my present prostration of mind and

body, had always hitherto excited in me, and

taught me to regard her again with feelings of

* Rochefoucauld.
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kindness. Nevertheless, it could not re-animate

that, which no longer contained the materials of

existence ; it could not, in fine, " make me love,

a second time, that which I had truly ceased to

love."

That CEnone was aware of this utter derelic-

tion, that she perceived that the very principle

of passion was entirely extinct within me, I do

not suppose. Whatever the extent of her natural

penetration, her own affections must have en-

gendered a delusion which could not have failed

to have prevented her from making this discovery.

But she must have seen that I was not inspired

by any passionate feeling ; that I neither throb-

bed nor trembled when I approached her ; that,

I exhibited no one symptom of ardent attach-

ment. Yet, as in many even of the best of

female minds, a something partaking of the

attribute which is asserted to characterize the

spaniel, occasionally exists, I believe, I repeat,

that CEnone's consciousness of the diminution

of my passion, only stimulated her into a more

open manifestation of the renewal of hers.

I have now, I imagine, made evident the
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nature of the communion between me and my

cousin. Our mutual acts were not only colored,

but almost solely directed, by our recollections

of the past : for the sake of that past, she still

loved me ; and for its sake too, though I could no

longer love her, I yet endeavoured to atone for

my involuntary caprice, by as consistent a mani-

festation of zealous and friendly attentions, as

my uncertain temper would allow.

The consequence of this state of relation was,

that, w hen, at the termination of our voyage, my

sister asked her to make our house her home,

until she might desire to seek a residence for

herself, or to resume her journey, GBnone gladly

accepted the proposal.

However, I am now somewhat anticipating

the current of events. Our voyage lasted many

weeks. While off the coast of France, and the

western coast of Spain, we were occasionally

exposed to some rude weather ; and whenever

it occurred, my once-' dear, and still most inte-

resting kinswoman, invariably nestled to my

side for protection. In spite of my prostrated

state, I derived some degree both of pride and
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pleasure from this indication of a sincere affec-

tion ; and, in these moments, I always exhibited

to her, an unwonted extent of kindness. By

such, and other, acts of a similar nature, which,

perhaps, after my long illness, and the solitude

consequent on it, were, in their novelty, pecu-

liarly exciting to me, she frequently contrived

to elicit from me, a degree of cordiality, which

was not, I regi'et to say, fated to be of any very

permanent duration.

At length, we reached the port of our desti-

nation.

Our house, and the grounds immediately

appertaining to it, proved to be far more exten-

sive, and beautiful, than we had even expected

them to be. Nevertheless, this discovery occa-

sioned me no pleasure ; the hour for extracting

it from any source, was irrevocably past.

Not only from the gardens, but from the

mansion also, a most magnificent view of the

Mediterranean was obtained. The former how-

ever had been ruinously neglected ;
yet, I could

see that they afforded means of scenic and pic-

turesque effect which could not, perhaps, be
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surpassed by any spot in the whole world. My
father, I soon learned, had purchased this estate

when a young man, and had resided upon it,

for a considerable time ; in consequence of the

facilities which it afforded him, for his commu-

nications with the East, and the Greek isles.

Frequently, from this port, he would make ex-

cursions in the Levant; and return laden with

those treasures of sculpture, and gems of art,

which had subsequently, so excited my admira-

ration ; and had made that indelible impression

upon me, in my younger days, which had,

doubtlessly, no inconsiderable share, in the for-

mation of my anomalous, self-tormenting cha-

racter.

My father had retained this property, having

secured so good a tenant for it, that it returned

him a princely revenue. This man I found

still in occupation of the estate. He was plain,

and honest; entirely engrossed by his predial,

and vindemial occupations, and, though wealthy,

without any pretension to be considered superior

to his condition. He was reputed an excellent

farmer ; and the ground bore ample evidence of
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the correctness of the vakiation which the neigh-

bourhood entertained of his skill.

From this individual, I learned by degrees,

several particulars with regard to my father

;

who had evidently been but a wild character in

his early days, and had left in this country,

rather a sorry impression. In one of his

voyages through the Levant, he had fallen in

contact, in the Archipelago, with a Tunisian

corsair, laden with Christian slaves; whom the

Africans had collected in their descents on

different portions of the coast of Italy, and were

conveying, for the purposes of sale, to Con-

stantinople. The vessel in which my father was

embarked, was manned, and armed by him

;

and, at his instigation, the captain of it, attacked

the pirate. Animated by the reckless intre-

pidity of my parent, the assault was so fierce,

and unexpected, that the Moors in spite of

their savage, and habitual bravery, were speedily

mastered. The Christians took possession of

their prize; and then, they discovered that a

noble Turk was on board, together with his

sister and wife, who had embarked in the cor-
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sair, at Candia, in the intention of returning

to his native land. One of these women was

a Syrian, from Damascus; the other was an

Egyptian. Both these fierce daughters of the

sun were eminently beautiful, especially the

latter; and both of them, consequently, my

father seized as his share of the plunder, and

brought in triumph to his abode. My in-

formant's account terminated by his avowal of

his belief that, in the Egyptian, I should revere

a mother's memory ; for that, during her resi-

dence in this country, she bore to my father, a

son, and subsequently a daughter, and died

almost immediately after the birth of the latter.

This series of events, perfectly corresponded

with those of the story I had always remem-

bered to have heard in almost my earliest in-

fancy, though I knew not where, nor from

whom, that my mother was a foreigner, and

died in consequence of an illness produced by

the birth of my sister. Ever since therefore,

the day on which I acquired the knowledge of

these facts, I have entertained little doubt but

that I must reoard this fierv African as mv
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mother, and probably should trace to her hot,

and perhaps, fierce blood, the origin of the

more turbulent qualities of my disposition ; for,

in my father, I could not fail to find the source

of the darker, and more permanently san-

guinary, features.

This tenant of ours occupied a small house

in our immediate vicinity; having considered

that wherein we now resided, and which be-

longed properly, and emphatically to the estate,

as both too extensive, and too stately for him.

It was consequently much out of repair ; though

on the receipt of the intimation of our intended

visit, he had immediately done all that was

requisite to render it habitable. But, in that

beautiful climate, mere necessaries are soon

found to be most insufficient to the happiness of

the wealthy, and the indolent ; both the mind

and the eye speedily seem naturally to crave

indispensibly the accessaries of luxury, and

majrnificence. In obedience to this common

influence of that sunny land, we all, I mean,

even CEnone and my sister, began to desire the

improvement and embellishment of our abode.
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This desire was effected with the rapidity

which riches can always command. During a

brief period, the superintendence of the pro-

ceedings, the ceaseless confusion and personal

inconvenience attendant upon them, and the

entire novelty of the occupation, all conspired

to occasionally divert my thoughts from my

misfortunes. But, when our objects were com-

pletely attained ; and the consequent tranquillity

of the house was restored, and its commodious-

ness infinitely augmented, I instantly lost the

slight alleviation I had experienced; and re-

lapsed into even an increased gloom, and dis-

content.

Then, therefore, in the attempt to give my

mind a new impulse, and again to divert it from

its slow and torturing process of self-destruction,

from the frenzy of practising upon itself, the

part of the vulture upon Prometheus, I fre-

quentiy made, in company with CEnone and my

sister, excursions to various portions of our ex-

tensive estate ; and endeavoured to interest my-

self in investigating the condition, and in pro-

moting the welfare, of the numerous peasantry
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who resided upon it. Yet, all my efforts were

of no avail : whether my occupation were evil

or good, it was ever equally ineffectual in miti-

gating the tortures of my mind ; for, I wilfully

cherished in my breast their fatal source, in the

ceaseless sense of the demoniac hate and impla-

cability which I entertained for my father.

Could I but have acquired the strength to have

forgone these evil feelings, to have forgiven and

forgotten the injuries I had sustained, and to have

yielded to my fate with a pious and a Christian

resignation, I now believe that even then, happi-

ness might have returned to me. But, such a great

and exemplary course was far above the powers

of my rebellious nature; and infinitely more

willingly could I have parted with my life, than

have abandoned my fiendlike hope of vengeance.

Unconquered however, or rather, ever stub-

born in my incapability of submission to any

infliction, I still continued my attempts to divert

my mind from the consciousness of its misery.

At last, I resolved to imitate the favorite pursuit

of my father, and devote all my thoughts and

time to the collection of the rclicks of ancient
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art; and, adorning with them ray gardens,

render them a spot not to be paralleled in

Europe.

In this intention, I endeavoured to excite

myself into a feeling of ambitious enthusiasm

;

yet, I scarcely need add, vain was the effort.

I determined however, to proceed in the execu-

tion of my project. But, unfortunately for the

chance of its ever producing any beneficial

effect upon me, my health had recently so de-

teriorated, that I could not summon sufficient

energy to fulfil my original intention of per-

forming, as my father had done, a cruise among

the Greek islands, and seeking myself the ob-

jects which I coveted. . The consequence was,

that I was compelled to commission agents

to execute the plans I imagined; while I sat

down at home, in pernicious indolence, awaiting

their return.

CEnone, and my sister, but especially the

former, always greatly interested themselves in

the execution of my schemes, and fantasies,

however absurd, and trivial; their great object

seeming to be to procure for me occupation,
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and consequently, solace. But whenever I ob-

served CEnone peculiarly assiduous in this kind

intention, peculiarly endearing, and fond, I

used to feel the bitterness of a fiend; and be

compelled to turn aside, to conceal from her

the manifestations of my impotent malice, and

wrath : for, in those moments, I was always

most sensible of the ruin I had undergone, and

of the happiness, the ecstacy, I should have

derived from these dear tokens of her ano^el-like

affection, hut, for myfather. Hence, originated

the barbed thought that stung me into frenzy

;

and entailed upon my wretched existence, the

double ban of suffering, at once, the pains of

the present, and the w^orse tortures of the past.

The frequent repetitions of this thought, and

the paroxysms of wrath which it occasioned me,

at last began to operate upon me unfavourably

respecting CEnone. I could not refrain from

feeling that, owing to her presence, though most

unintentionally and innocently on her part, I yet

was subjected to the endurance of many a bitter

pang, which otherwise I should most probably

have avoided. Neither could I be insensible
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that, by the same cause, I was repeatedly insti-

gated to contrast my existing state, and temper

of both body and mind, with the elasticity, the

buoyancy, the delirium of happiness which I had

experienced during our joint residence under

my father's roof; and thus, to entail upon myself

all the fruitless bitterness and anguish which a

strong, but consciously unavailing regret can

occasion. Such was the ineffable extent of the

difference between my feelings at these two

periods of my life, that those of the past seemed

like a dream; and sometimes, I could scarcely

persuade myself that the same man could ever

have entertained both. But, there was another

reason which acted almost as powerfully in the

promotion of my distaste to her society.

Of all the tortures which my indomitable pride

could sustain, the greatest arose in the exposition

of my physical infirmities to the eye of any one

who had known me in the health and the

strength of my once vigorous manhood. In the

case of QEnone, her whom I had so passionately

loved, in whose eyes I would once rather have

excelled than in those of the rest of the united
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world, I entertained this reluctance in the great-

est possible degree
;

yet, all my stratagems I felt

could not conceal from her that I was occasionally

reduced to a state of almost infantine imbecility.

Frequently, too, the deadly fits of faintness, to

which I was constantly subject, would seize me

in her presence ; when, only by a most painful

eiFort of both the moral and physical faculties

could I withdraw from the room, before the cold

and heavy sweat of a seemingly approaching

dissolution would burst in huge drops from my

forehead, and all the energies of mind and body

become instantly and equally prostrated. In

those moments, a sensible, hideous weight and

darkness were upon my brain and muscular

powers; as though I were enveloped in some

thick clinging veil, which, with an anaconda-like

gripe, would heavily and suffocatingly embrace

me, at once, within and without : an horrific

feeling which I can only compare to that which

a man may be supposed to endure, when, after

having been entombed alive, he first awakens

from his death-like swoon, in his coffin, witli a

dim, and uncertain consciousness that a couple
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of fathoms height of clay are piled above his

devoted head.

But, powerful as were these reasons in their

influence upon me, a third existed, which almost

as strongly as the others impelled me to desire

to be rid of the society of CEnone. Though she

liad both forgotten, and forgiven, / could not

forget, that I had once laid a hostile hand upon

her fragile form, once eternally disgraced my-

self before her. Whenever this thouglit occur-

red to my recollection, I found that my eye

could not sustain the regard of hers ; and, in

spite of all my efforts, I felt myself visibly blench

beneath the intolerable sense of my shame.

These were the united causes which at last

insensibly instigated me to exhibit to her such

a diminution of cordiality, that, at length, she

could not fail to observe it. And yet, I ought

not to speak as though this action of mine were

a premeditated, and wilful one; it was, I may

say, wholly instinctive. I found myself wretch-

edly and additionally uneasy; and gradually

and almost unconsciously, this feeling rendered

me repugnant to the society of her who was the
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innocent cause of it. Daily, I became more

frigid, and unbending to her; and daily in-

creased the duration of my stay in the solitude

of my own chamber, until, at length, I almost

wholly absented myself from her society.

As I have stated, CEnone soon observed this

alteration in my conduct to her. At first, she

laboured, if possible, more sweetly, and assi-

duously, than heretofore, to please, and propi-

tiate me ; but, finding after a time, that I was

resolutely intractable, she desisted from her

fruitless attempts. From this hour, she became

grave, and dejected ; but, intermingled with her

despondency, were plainly perceptible, all the

resignation and gentleness which never deserted

her.

It was at this period, that I accidentally over-

heard a portion of a conversation between her,

and my sister.

" Let me implore you," said the latter fer-

vently, *' to alter your determination."

" No," replied (Enone, " I did not form it,

you may believe me, without the most mature

deliberation. I repeat to you, that I have

VOL. II. K
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watched him, with the acuteness, and the per-

tinacity, and yet, with all the reluctance to

acquire a painful knowledge, which affection

can alone supply. And the result of my obser-

vation has been my conviction of his entertain-

ment of a desire for my departure."

"You err—indeed, indeed you do !" cried

my sister eagerly.

" No—no—no !" replied the other, slowly

and impressively ; " I am but too willing to

entertain your opinion, to believe that I can

have embraced a contrary one, upon deceptive

grounds. No !—the die is cast; I see that he

has utterly ceased to possess one solitary senti-

ment of reojard for me. Strano^e world ! One

might have thought that, as I had forgotten, and

forgiven him his cruelties ; that, as I had clung

to him in his afflictions and in his miser}-, a

sense of gratitude would even have enhanced the

feelings which I am sure he once entertained for

me. But, no ! the very course, which I, or you,

or all mankind, would have been justified in

deeming most hkely to fortify his affection, has

yet evidently destroyed it. It is a heavy blow

;
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but, long have I been a chastened probationer

of wo. Happily too, I have within me, the

seeds of religion ; which, praise be to God, is a

staff that increases its support, in proportion as

the weary and broken-hearted pilgrim relies

upon it. Of this gracious hope, I have never

yet lost sight, thanks to a dear father, who early

and indelibly instilled into me its precious prin-

ciples ; and, through all my life, though I may

have suffered some worldly ties and interests,

to twine themselves too closely around my

heart, I yet trust that I have never wholly ceased

to be, an unworthy, perhaps, but yet, a patient,

candidate of heaven. In this moment of afflic-

tion you know not the blessed consolation which

this humble consciousness affords me !"

I could distinctly hear that my sister was

weeping; and both their sorrows pained me

keenly; but, in that moment, again, the sense

of my own sufferings, instead of softening my

heart to theirs, steeled it against them.

" Pray, dearest, dearest girl," cried CEnone

in tremulous tones; evidently moved by my

sister's grief, into those physical expressions of

k2
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it, which her own, had been unable to excite

:

" pray, dearest girl," she added ; and then again

her voice was convulsed, and silenced by emo-

tion. But, in another moment, she resumed

clearly, and steadily,

" Do not let me, I beseech you, have to bear

with me in absence, the thought that I am

occasioning youj distress. Indeed, I shall not

be so unhappy as you seem to apprehend.

Though there is now no Leucate in existence,

from which I can make a plunge, and at once

be cured of a fruitless passion
; yet, believe me, I

can sustain any vexation I may experience, with

far better fortitude than you imagine. Pray

then, listen to me ; I shall be indebted to you all

my life for the kindness, you have now and ever,

shown me ; I shall be eternally interested in

your welfare, ever regard you with the fondest

affection : were thousands of miles to intervene,

I should still feel united to you, by the sympa-

thetic tie of heart to heart. Will you then, can

you then, voluntarily continue to torture one

who entertains for you a friendship so little

usual ? will you repay her, for such an attach-
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ment as even you, ingratiating and affectionate

as you are, will never again excite in any breast,

by a fruitless indulgence of unfounded grief, that

pains her far more than her words can express."

" No ! no !" passionately exclaimed my sob-

bing sister. Then, having changed my position,

I saw the two afflicted friends throw themselves,

into each other's arms, and, while urging their

mutual exhortations to patience, and composure,

intermingle their tears ; which, at last, com-

pletely vanquishing all opposition, flowed in

quick and unrestrained succession from the

glittering eyes of both. In spite of all my cal-

losity, I could not sustain this spectacle; and

fled, in sorrow and in bitterness, to the solitude

of my own chamber.

To neither of them did I subsequently make

any allusion to this conversation. But, the

knowledge of it had prepared me for the com-

munication, which in the course of a day or

two, I received from my sister, of our cousin's in-

tended, and approaching departure. She added

that she acquainted me with it, in consequence

of CEnone's wish; who also requested that I
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would oblige her by not speaking to her on the

subject, and by not attempting to persuade her

to prolong her stay.

In the course of the following week, one

morning, CEnone stood before me. She was

arrayed for a journey ; and I saw that she had

come to bid me farewell. But, no trace of dis-

composure was manifest on her fair face; no

tear stood in her eye, or hesitation appeared in

her manner. She was perfectly calm, and re-

signed, and sedate; though her aspect, upon a

closer examination, was grave and melancholy.

Yet, had not this, or any other external indica-

tion of the real state of her mind existed,

CEnone I knew far too well, not to be secure

that her serenity arose neither in resentment,

nor in a want of sensibility, but, in the mastery

of principle over the impulses of feeling. In

that moment, my heart was softened by this new

proof of the goodness and sweetness of her

unequalled disposition.

" CEnone," I cried, " dear CEnone !—fare-

well ! I know the motive in which you stand

before me, and again I say farewell, perhaps,
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for ever. May the Almighty protect and bless

you ! and, wherever you go, may you never for-

get that you bear with you, the regard, the

esteem, and the admiration of an unhappy

being; who, while perpetually desiring to do

that which is right, is never deviating from the

path of wrong. Even in tliis momentj while I

am acknowledging your virtues, and entertain-

ing for you almost such feelings as you deserve,

yet, I am sensible that, in the very ensuing

minute, the darkness and perversity of my

nature may come upon me, with a strength

against which I cannot contend. Why, I was

created thus defectively, God only can reveal."

" Do not blame yourself," said OEnone, "you

have done me no wrong ; indeed, you have been

to me"

" No, no ! GEnone," I exclaimed hastily, pre-

venting the conclusion of her sentence, "in

your breast is the fountain of charity which

faileth not
; yet, do not sting me by praise. You

know, in your inmost heart, but too well that

I have not been to you what I ought to have

been ,* and, in speaking thus, I use far too lenient
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terms of reprobation. No—no ! I feel that, like

the demoniac of the gospel, my ' last state is

even worse than the first.' I am now bowed to

the earth by bodily infirmities, which have

superinduced fretfulness, and bitterness of tem-

per, to those deeper and graver faults, which

belong more properly to my unhappy nature.

For what purpose, I am permitted to remain on

earth, a higher power can alone determine !"

"I pity you," she said fervently, while the

large tears that attested the truth of her profes-

sion, stole insensibly from her overcharged, and

glistening eyes ; "I pity you, with my whole

soul ; and, if you would suffer me, would alle-

viate your misery."

" Pity me, I know you do, dearest CEnone,"

I replied; ''could all the dark secrets of my

sufferings be revealed, even the most ruthless

might regard me with commiseration. But, it

lies not, alas, in the power of mortal either

to comprehend or to alleviate them. I am

blighted ; useless, worthless, sapless, roodess

!

My life is a curse to me ; not a moment of it is

passed but in strife, and self-disgust. In the
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morning, I sigh for the evening, and in the

evening, I pine for the morning ; yet, though I

loathe, detest, abhor this existence, I sustain

perpetual, unutterable fear of that, to which

Death is the usher. I feel as one doomed;

irrevocably, eternally deserted : I feel as though

the malediction of heaven, and the indelible

mark of hell were upon me ; that by the one, I

am abandoned, and by the other, appropriated.

Indeed, indeed, I am to be pitied ; and, if the

endurance of utter, incomparable, immortal

wretchedness be deemed any equivalent for the

perpetration of foul guilt, I am to be forgiven.

Yet, reckless, prostrated as I am beneath the

crushing weight of my hopeless misery, believe

me, there is no additional suffering which I

could not cheerfully undergo, to recover suffi-

cient self-control to be able to prove to you

the friend, and protector, I desire to be. But,

it is no longer, alas, in my power, to con-

tinue consistently kind to those that abide witli

me ; to those that come daily, hourly in contixct

with the passing irritations, and frenzies, that

are partly occasioned by the infirmities of my

k5
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body, and pardy, I fear, by those of my nature.

For your sake therefore, dear GEnone, if not for

myown, eastandwest, must be our relative course

durino: the remainder of our lives. As soon

hovi^ever, as we shall be separated, I feel that I

shall be able to value you even more than, if I

cannot succeed in loving you as passionately as,

I ever did. But, seek not, I beseech you, to

unite your virtues to my vices ; your bright and

glorious fate to the dark, and deadly doom of a

•desperate, and despairing sinner ! Yet, I was

not always that which I am. What then, should

be the meed of him who reduced me to this

state of irretrievable perdition !"

—

And, as this habitual thought rushed upon

me, again, as ever, I instantly yielded to its

maddening effects; the hot blood poured into

my throbbing temples, and even the feeble

remnants of my muscles swelled into rigidity,

beneath the influence of my malignant wrath.

CEnone, who had hitherto been regarding

me with looks of tender commiseration and in-

terest, now assumed an expression of anxiety.

" Your exposition of your feelings," she said.
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" and your but too evident want of all self-con-

trol, both ineffably grieve, and alarm me. I

will not deny to you that you have rendered me

painfully apprehensive of your future career;

an apprehension, alas, which the recollection ot

the past, only serves to confirm. With such

feelings, such an awful pitiable disorder of the

mind, as you describe yourself to possess, what

may hereafter befall you, God alone can deter-

mine ! If therefore, at any future period, any

rash act of self-indulgence, should lead you into

difficulty, or distress ; if sentiments of penitence,

and despondency should ever take possession of

you, and your proud, and restless spirit become

subdued, then, I beseech you apply to me for

succour, and for solace: and feeble as I am,

you may yet learn, that a woman's strong affec-

tion can supply her with the power of affording

you both. Forget not my words, I adjure you;

during our absence it will always be a consola-

tion to me to think that you remember, and

feel kindly to me for having uttered them. For

the sentiments of regard and friendship, whicli

you have expressed for me, I tliank you with
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my whole soul ; and believe me, with an equal

degree of sympathy, I regret the sufferings

which you but too manifestly endui'e. And

now, farewell ; it is a melancholy, but precious,

mitigation of the pangs of separation, to know

that we part in amity : and the recollection of

your candid declaration of the nature of your

feelings towards me, will always prove, I trust,

an additional source of alleviation. And now,

again, a fond, a last farewell !'*

We embraced tenderly ; and as I kissed her

pale forehead, the tears then burst impetuously

from her eyes. The sight of this profound sor-

row in one so little accustomed to be governed

.'by her feelings, almost unmanned even me, for

a moment; and I turned aside to conceal my

emotions. When I recovered from their in-

fluence, she was gone; having availed herself

of my transient discomposure to effect her de-

parture from the chamber. I ran to the win-

dow, and saw her fondly embracing my sister.

She then stepped into the carriage which was to

convey her to the port. I never beheld her

more.
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Fluctuating, and unstable as were generally

all the better sentiments of my disposition, I yet

continued during several days, to mourn the

absence of CEnone ; and almost to regret that I

had ever allowed our separation to occur. But,

when I looked upon my emaciated form, recol-

lected my infirmities of both mind and body,

and again became sensible of my inability of

experiencing happiness ; that I was little more

than a corse endowed with a merely mechanical

power of motion, I felt convinced that I had

adopted the course which was ultimately both

least likely to increase my misery, and to dimi-

nish her peace*

And thus, finally terminated my intercourse

with my cousin ; and almost as strangely as it

had commenced. Fate seemed to have decreed

that all our relations should ever have possessed

some feature of singularity. My love for her

began, before I saw her ; and, instead of being

disappointed, my affections v/ere only aug-

mented, by die sight of her. During a subse-

quent period, my peace was irrevocably de-

stroyed, because, I could not obtain her : and
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now, when every extrinsic obstacle was removed,

and she was wilHng to devote herself to me, she

again became the unwillino- source of mv un-

happiness, because, / could not love her.

While the incidents I have just narrated,

were occuring, my gardens rapidly approached

completion. They were interspersed with foun-

tains ; one of which was formed by a splendid

ancient statue of the Venus Anadyomene, evi-

dently copied from Apelles' celebrated picture.

She was seated gracefully in her shell, supported

by two Tritons, and from her hair, which hung,

divided, and extended by her own fair hands,

in heavy masses on either side her shoulders,

the crystal water flowed in copious streams.

Mingled with the orano-e trees that bore " fruit

of gold and buds of snow," and other southern

plants and shrubs, and in striking contrast to

their various and beautiful colors, were obelisks,

and pillars, statues, and groups of the purest

marble. One of the most conspicuous of all the

ornaments of the place was a gigantic figure of

the "suffering" Hercules; by which epithet is

distinguished, that splendid statue which re-
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presents him while he is enduring the agony

occasioned by the treacherous gift of Dejanira.

A more magnificent conception, and perfect

execution, never issued from the mind and

hand of man; possessing too, the additional

interest of being evidently the original, from

which Guido has copied his celebrated, and

beautiful picture of Christ crowned with thorns.

Tliis theme reminds me ofa circumstancewhich

I have always hitherto omitted to relate; and

which possesses no importance, but insomuch as

it tended to strengthen my supposition of the

existence of my father. Previously to our de-

parture from our home, in our own land, I had

felt a strong inclination to convey with me, some

of its many treasures of art ; and, in obedience

to this impulse, made such preparations for the

removal of them, that, at any subsequent time,

they could have been sent to me in safety. But

scarcely had this intention been completed,

when I received a letter from my metropolitan

correspondent ; stating laconically that, if I

withdrew the minutest portion of the property

of my patrimonial estate, he was empowered to
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Stop immediately all further payment of our

income.

This letter, under other circumstances, might

have violently exasperated me ; but, I received

it while I was engaged in superintending the

arrangements for our departure, and while my

mind was filled with the hope of deriving both

mental and corporeal benefit from our contem-

plated voyage. The slight impression therefore,

that it made, speedily passed away ; and I now

only recur to it, in order that I may make

known one of my principal reasons for still be-

lieving in the existence of my father.

Time progressed ; the occupations which I

had imposed upon myself gradually drew to a

conclusion : and, at length, I walked in a gar-

den, which might literally be compared to the

notions we form of that of Eden^ Now, then,

the voluptuous cravings of my youthful imagi-

nation were even redundantly fulfilled : at this

period, I was in the possession of every luxury

that man can desire: I dwelt in a heavenly

climate, and I was surrounded by all those

combinations of art and nature which at once
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transcendently minister to the enjoyment of

both the senses, and the mind. Nothing was

omitted that could contribute to the gratifica-

tion of any faculty of our being ; the ear, the

eye, the scent, the intellect, all were equally

consulted, both in the selection, and arrange-

ment of every material of this really fascinating,

I may almost say, matchless scene. Perhaps,

there was not a wish which the perusal of the

most gorgeous Eastern tale could have sug-

gested to the effeminate, and to the fastidious,

but here was realized. Supreme, uncontrolled,

I walked, a monarch, in this fairy land ; and,

wherever I turned, I encountered all that most

should please: every earthly thing was mine,

save,

—

the ability of deriving pleasurefrom aught.

Yes; this, was still my wretched, and con-

sciously irremediable, state. After the slight

excitement occasioned by the departure of

CEnone had entirely subsided, I gradually sank

into an increased, and darker discontent. Two

years had I now passed in this glorious re-

gion; and five, altogether, had consequently
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elapsed since I had seen my father ; and yet, at

this period, the utterance of his name, or even

an allusion to him, was capable of instantly ex-

citing in me the feelings of a demoniac. Like

those bodies in chemistry, which, from a state of

comparative innoxiousness, are converted into

poisonous, and destructive matter by being

united, so I, when brought into contact even

with the thought of my father, was aroused from

the torpor of sickness, and suddenly trans-

formed into a fierce, and wrathful maniac.

Perhaps, at this period, the enervation of my

mind had attained its deepest, completest state.

I had destroyed the picture of the infernal

Medusa, but, I attempted vainly to even weaken

the impression which it had made upon my

brain ; there, it was indelibly depicted with all

the txuth and strength of the accursed original.

The form of the fiend himself too, was now

eternally before my eyes ; and his words were

for ever ringing in my ears: I sought labo-

riously, but I found not, the power to forget

that he had doomed me to be a Parricide ; and
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all the incidents of the night of horror on

which this denunciation was addressed to me,

were never absent from my memory.

Often, I strove to persuade myself that the

apparition of the demon was an illusion ; and

that I had been the victim of my delirious

imagination. But, vain was my attempt ; and,

at this period, the influence of my superstitious

fancies was so potent, that my fear of darkness,

and craving for light, possessed a strength, and

a violence, resembling the characteristicks of

some species of insanity. These idle appre-

hensions, and my still more futile efforts to

protect myself from them, were perhaps, power-

fully, but insensibly promoted and encouraged

by my consciousness of the deep guilt of the

ardent thirst of deadly and unnatural vengeance

which, in defiance of all my terrors, I never

ceased to cherish. The consequence was, that,

at this period, I was not only enervated, not

only was my mind utterly unstrung by my

bodily infirmity, but I was conscience-smitten;

tortured and intimidated by my inevitable sense

of the iniquity of my intentions. Nevertheless,
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in the encouragement of them I persisted ; not

one bad sentiment was changed ; not one iota

was abated from the contemplated measure of

that sanguinary retribution which 1 resolutely

awaited but the hour, and opportunity of in-

flicting upon him, who had occasioned my

irretrievable ruin. Yet, all the time I nou-

rished these guilty thoughts, such was the conse-

quent extent ofmy agonizing, though consciously

visionary fears, that, day and night, I never

ceased to entertain almost equally, that deep,

but futile horror of darkness, and obscurity,

which I have already mentioned. Throughout

our whole house, with the exception of the

rooms exclusively appropriated to my sister,

from one end of the year to the other, alike

in the temperate warmth of the winter, and in

the fierce, and burning heat of the summer,

not a blind, nor a shade, nor a lattice, existed,

to intercept, or even mitigate, the fiery rays of

the sun ; and as soon as it had departed, every

chamber, and corridor, which I ever entered,

or traversed, became one vivid blaze of artificial

light.
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These painful feelings, at once the phantasy

and scourge of a diseased mind, might pos-

sibly have endured much longer even than they

did, had they not been terminated by an inci-

dent; which, at first, seemed likely to have

afforded me some slight alleviation of my un-

happiness. Eventually, however, it proved but to

have modified it ; to have changed its bent for

awhile, not to have diminished its strength.

Such was my corporeal debility, at this

period, my power of walking was so limited,

that I scarcely ever attempted to exert it ; and

the consequence was, that, riding being the

best of all the exercises of gestation, I w^as

frequently on horseback ; wandering in the

vicinity of our abode, in the delusive hope of

equally benefiting both my body, and mind.

One day, during a deep reverie, having un-

consciously extended my ride much farther than

I had intended, I suddenly became so exhausted

that I was compelled to descend from my horse,

and repose upon the earth, beneath the shade

of some overhanging vines. On this spot, I

had rested but a few minutes, when I observed
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with alarm, that the horse had strayed to a

considerable distance from me, in seeming

search of herbage. I instantly rose, and ill,

and fatigued, as I was, attempted to overtake

him. I had approached within a few paces,

when the animal perceiving my intention,

cantered off far beyond my reach. Again I

advanced; and again, I had arrived almost

within a grasp of him, when he repeated his

mischievous evasion. Yet, a third time, I made

my attempt, and was similarly defeated.

Then, my blended anger, apprehension, and

exhaustion united to produce such a pitch ofagi-

tation that my whole frame was shaken ; and all

the horrible sensations which I have previously

described, seized on me, in their fullest strength.

I felt as though the hand of death were upon

me, violently striving to force asunder the still

tenacious union between the body and the

principle of life: and I sank to the earth,

utterly, perfectly enervated, and overwhelmed,

even more by the tumult of my mind, than

by corporeal fatigue.

After this transport had somewhat subsided,
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my precarious situation became the absorbing

subject of my anxious reflections. I had evi-

dently ridden to a considerable distance from

my home, and was in a part of the country

with which I was unacquainted : consequently,

unless I could obtain succour, I might pass the

remainder of the day, and the coming night,

on the very spot which I then occupied ; and

possibly, ultimately, perish upon it.

But yet, this very succour I apprehended

;

for, I scarcely dreaded death more, even though

of the painful nature of that, which I might

now be doomed to encounter, than the expo-

sition of my infirmities to any earthly eye, save

that of my sister. At this moment, mine in-

deed, was a most painful condition for a weak-

minded man, as morbidly sensitive, as perversely

proud. I was prostrate on the earth in a state

of almost infantine imbecility ; and the heavy

sweat of exhaustion and agitation stood in large

drops upon my brow. My brain too, was so

darkened, and oppressed by the sympathetic

influence of my corporeal debility and dis-

order, that I was conscious that it did not even
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retain sufficient vigor, and intelligence to ar-

range the words necessary to express my

thoughts. If any one therefore, should approach

me, I should be compelled to reply to them

almost as incoherently, and inconsequently, as

though I were stolid, or insane. So acutely

did I feel the supposed ignominy of this situa-

tion, that, occasionally I fervently hoped I might

perish rather than be discovered.

But, I was reserved for a far worse end than

even this might have proved. My destiny was

not to be accomplished, nor the just vengeance

of Providence to be appeased, by my enduring

an ignoble starvation in a vineyard. I had

lain in this painful condition perhaps, some

hours ; when, I suddenly observed within the

distance of a few yards of me, that peculiar

object of my apprehension, in my present state,

a female, traversing a path, which I had not

hitherto observed among the vines. For a

moment, I almost hoped that I should not

excite her observation. But, my doubts were

speedily decided; for, even in the instant in

which I conceived them, her eye fell upon me.
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She advanced in my direction ; and I observed

that she was a peasant very meanly clad, in

fact, a perfect type of poverty, but young, and

apparently comely.

When she had arrived sufficiently near, she

accosted me in the language of the country, yet,

with the accent of a foreigner.

" I am afraid. Sir," she said in a very pleas-

ing, and remarkable voice, " that you are ill."

With ail the tortures which the degrading

weakness, vanity, and sensitiveness that I have

described, could supply, I had been appre-

hending this interview; and seeking how I

should best contrive to conceal my infirmities.

But, the moment the peasant spoke, all these

fears and thoughts were instantly dispersed by

the familiarity of tones, which suggested a thou-

sand bygone recollections. I gazed scrutiniz-

ingly into her face ; and, in another second, all

my doubts were terminated. It was lanthe;

Ianthe, grown from the state of childhood, into

that of puberty ; considerably altered, seemingly

careworn, and disfigured too, by the marks of

toil, and poverty ; but still, with sufficient re-

VOL. II. L
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semblance to the bright-eyed, fair-haired girl

of the garden of flowers, to render me incapable

,of not immediately detecting the identity of the

two.

While I entertained these thoughts, I ob-

served her silently and intently. At last, she

suddenly aroused me from my retrospection, by

repeating her question ; and instantly my mind

returned from its consideration of those happy

days, to the painful sense of my present situa-

tion. It was evident that she did not recollect

me ; indeed, after CEnone having failed to re-

cognise me, I never entertained an apprehension

of any other person's success. Consequently,

after a moment's consideration, and impelled

by the heavy physical distress I was enduring,

I surmounted my feelings of reluctance ; and

replied,

" I am very ill ; and shall be thankful to

you, if you can supply me with any assistance."

Her eyes were still beautiful ; and they

sparkled with sympathy, and commiseration

as I returned this answer. But, her feelings of

pity v.ere infinitely increased, when, in a violent
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eiFort to raise myself, my overwrought strength

suddenly deserted me, and I fell heavily back-

wards on the earth.

With alarm, and strong interest in her ex-

pressive face, she instantly approached to assist

me ; and, though fragile in appearance, having

in reality much of the vigor of the peasant, she

easily succeeded in placing me upon my feet.

She then told me that her abode was within a

hundred yards of the spot on which we stood

;

and that if I could summon force to reach it,

I could there remain, until her father, who was

a vintager, should return from his daily work ;

when, he would procure for me the means of

conveying me wherever I might desire. I

adopted thankfully her proposal; and, leaning

upon her arm, immediately commenced my

walk.

To my surprise, I then found, that the place

whereon I had rested, was but a short distance

from the high road ; and that we must proceed

along a portion of it, in order to reach her

residence. This discovery, though it eased me

of all apprehension as to the mode of my return,

l2
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instantaneously excited in me, a new and more

sorry and unworthy apprehension, even than

any of those I had yet entertained. But, to

explain it, I must now with shame relate that,

as though my own vices and follies had not

been already redundant, I had imbibed from

the luxurious inhabitants of the neighbouring

sea-port, a despicable love for the gaieties of

apparel, as well as for all the frivolities of

ostentatious magnificence. Consequently, my

skeleton form being at the moment, to which

I am now recurring, bedecked with a degree

of gairishness that was as inappropriate as un-

seemly ; and my mind being in a state of de-

gradation that was quite worthy of my exterior,

I trembled lest some disdainful noble, or haughty

merchant, should pass, and discern, in this close,

and ignominious association with a poverty-

stricken peasant, the still more haughty and

wealthy foreigner ; who had proudly stood aloof,

and invariably discountenanced all their offers

of fellowship. Literally writhing beneath my

apprehension, and the idea of the insulting,

contumelious gaze of some scornful patrician, I
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made even preternatural efforts to arrive at the

spot which exempted me from this hability

;

mentally resolving that no love of solitude, or

any other temptation, should ever again induce

me to ride even in the immediate vicinity of

our abode, without a meet retinue.

I record these contemptible thoughts, and feel-

ings, simply to show the depth of degradation,

to which my own crimes, and a father's wrath-

ful injustice, had reduced me. Once, my faults

were those, which arise in turbulent, and strong-

passions, the rank luxuriance of a too fertile

soil; but, now, they were the feeble, sickly,

noisome weeds which grow stealthily and scan-

tily, in the interstices of a stony, and devas-

tated plain. Oh, Jiow I loathed these little,

mean, debasing weaknesses, no words can ever

express ! though I never ceased to strive to

palliate their existence, by representing to my-

self, that they originated in no natural bent of

mine; but, were the congenial, and poisonous

growth of the fell destruction, which my ruth-

less father had inflicted on my former being.

Independently, however, of the motives which
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I have assigned, there were others almost equally

powerful, to render me heartily desirous to arrive

at the place of my destination ; for, I plainly

saw that during my walk to it, the painful

efforts and exertions, I was compelled to make,

and the evident distress, and exhaustion of my

whole frame, obtained for me the pity of lanthe

;

and I hated, loathed, detested pity ! From

man, woman, or child, from old, or young,

powerful, or weak, pity scarcely ever emanates

but blended in a greater or less degree, with

an alloy of patronage and protection. The pity

of OEnone, and of my sister, was pure, genuine,

unadulterated affection : but, the pity ofa stranger

is generally little more than condescension; a

sort of hybridous feeling composed of a small

share of instinctive aversion from the aspect of

calamity, and a very large proportion of inward

exultation and congratulation arising in the

soothing consciousness of being free from those

defects, or misfortunes, which may be its object.

Entertaining this opinion, it may consequently

easily be credited, that I cordially abhorred

that nauseous, counterfeit composition, cour-
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teously, and vulgarly, denominated, Pity : and

most heartily rejoiced, when my arrival at her

abode, and the attainment of the means of rest,

partially freed me from that of lanthe ; though,

I own, I believe that hers, was as honest, un-

alloyed commiseration, as one stranger could

feel for the misfortunes of another.

But, what shall I call that abode?—A cot-

tage ? No. A hovel ? Yes ; and such a hovel

as only those, who are acquainted with the

kingdoms of the south, and of the limited neces-

sity which the peasant of those nappy lands ex-

periences of protecting himself from the climate,

can even imagine. There were four walls, and

a roof, it is true ; and insomuch, it did not differ

from the common residences of the inhabitants of

less favoured climes. But, in these particulars

alone, existed any resemblance ; in all other

respects, it was utterly dissimilar.

Perhaps, when every evil has been minutely

compared, all its worst features of aggravation

scrupulously weighed, and even its faintest shades

of mitigation carefully considered, it will be uni-

versally acknowledged that there is 7io?ie, which
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can vie with that, of poverty,—utter, entire,

abject destitution. Its progress of brutaHzation

possesses an unparalleled rapidity ; the constant,

gnawing apprehension of being unable to secure

on the morrow, the necessary sustenance of life,

at once reduces a man from the level of the state

whereto competence exalts him, to that, of the

savage animal. Every other wo, without ex-

ception, has some alleviation : for, every other

wo partakes in a greater or less degree, of senti-

ment ; and is thereforCs never wholly devoid of

dignity, which the sufferer, though often per-

haps unconsciously, cherishes and employs as a

means of self-support. The mourner, the de-

serted, the oppressed, the deceived, the calum-

niated; the husband who is dishonoured, the

wife who is abandoned, the mother who is

cursed by an unnatural son—all suffer only in

the spirit. They knoi^ too, in their inmost

hearts, that the duration of their unhappiness is

solely dependent upon their own exertions;

they feel too, that they need not perish, unless

tliei/ please ; and, in this secret sense of power,

lurks a consolation which gilds even the deatli
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to which their cherished woes may ultimately

lead them. But, in poverty, exists no particle

of mitigating delusion. It partakes of nought,

that may extenuate, embellish, or even deceive

;

it is a hard, stern, naked, horrible, and debasing

reality which at once attacks the very primary

source of resistance, the most deeply seated ener-

gies of both body and mind ; and that ultimately

withers, consumes, annihilates its alike broken-

hearted, and consciously degraded, victim.—-

Wretch as I am, I feel that though the wealth

of the entire globe could not diminish my misery,

it might be augmented by my subjection to

this most iron, and unbending of human cala-

mities.

In spite of my exhaustion, and the disorder

of my spirit, I yet could find sufficient disin-

terestedness, to be much distressed by the view

I had taken of the abode of lanthe. I greatly

desired too, to be informed in what cause this

strange vicissitude of fortune could have origi-

nated ; for, as I have stated, at the time of my

acquaintance with her father, he was in the pos-

session of a most respectable competence. But

l5
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I knew not how to satisfy this inquisitiveness,

without reveaUng to her, our previous inter-

course. However, after I had partially recovered

from my fatigue, by the aid of some artifice, and

more circumlocution, I at last arrived at the

desired point ; lanthe being still almost as inge-

nuous, arid communicative, as in the days of

her childhood. I thus learned circumstances

which much grieved me ; not the least of which

was, that I was the cause, though the innocent

one, of their present horrible penury.

It appeared that her father was my father's

land-steward ; and that solely in consequence of

his hospitable reception of myself, CEnone, and

my sister, he had deprived him of his situation,

which was a very lucrative one. The imprudent

man, though he had long been in possession of

this more than competent income, had saved no

portion of it ; and was therefore rendered des-

titute by his dismission. In vain, he applied to

my father, humbled himself before him, repeated

to him that he was unaware that in receiving

his children he was perpetrating an offence;

and made every effort to inJuce him to revoke
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his decree. But, my father was inflexible : in-

deed, when was he ever known to turn from his

wolfish track, when cruelty was the object of

his pursuit ?

This was the cause of the sudden disappear-

ance of lanthe and her family, which had be-

fore excited my surprise. Reluctant to expose

his poverty in his native land, and preferring to

encounter it in some climate less stern than his

own, her parent had emigrated to this beautiful

region; where, he had hitherto, scantily and

laboriously supported himself and his daughter,

by pursuing the occupation of a vintager.

Isabel, her pretty sister, was dead ; destroyed

probably by the unaccustomed hardships which

she had been compelled to encounter.

There was in this simple story, much that

interested me ; or, at least, to speak more cor-

rectly, that excited in me as much sympathy, as

a consummate egotist can ever entertain for the

woes of a stranger. I regarded lanthe with

attention : in spite, of the ravages which toil,

and privation had made upon her beauty, it

still retained considerable delicacy; her hands
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were small, and perfectly formed ; her waist was

slim, and her figure graceful. Her mind too,

was evidently still not unfeminized; poor,

wretchedly, pitiably, poor, as was every thing

around her, yet its extreme cleanliness and

order, clearly denoted that its superintendent

had hitherto contracted none of the coarser

habits of her present station : and her whole

appearance, air, and manner, more eloquently

corroborating this silent evidence, conjoined to

prove that she still might be an object of inte-

rest, to the most refined, and the most fastidious.

After I had been conversing with her for

some time, and the extreme misery of my sensa-

tions had considerably abated, I perceived my

horse straying in a field ; and deliberately crop-

ping the scanty pasturage it afforded, within the

distance of a few score of yards of the hut. I

had already been so humiliated before her, that I

felt I could sink no deeper in her estimation :

I knew that she was fully in possession of the

secret of my infirmities, and that I had no fur-

ther discovery to apprehend. I therefore told

her, how I ha:l been deserted by the treacherous
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beast; and that, as my debility prevented me

from making the attempt, I hoped she would

endeavour to recover him.

In her eager desire to execute this wish, the

goodnatured girl instantly darted from the

hovel. I watched her with interest; stealthily,

and slowly, when^ in his immediate vicinity, she

advanced still nearer to the unconscious brute;

at last, making a sudden, and active spring,

she seized him by the bridle. The animal

started, and plunged slightly ; but, though

sprightly, and mischievous, he was not vicious.

Patiently, and submissively therefore, he yielded

himself a prisoner to his artful captor ; who

conducted him exultingly to the spot before the

hovel, whither I had advanced in my impatience

to meet her.

I felt ashamed to offer money to one, whom

I had once known under such different circum-

stances : consequently, having mounted the now

passive animal, I thanked her warmly for the

assistance she had afforded, and the kindness she

had shown me ; and, telling her that we should

meet again, departed.
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When I reached my home, I acquainted my

sister with the adventure that had befallen me

;

and with the whole particulars of lanthe's sym-

pathy, appearance, and penury. I then added

that, being loath to discover myself to either

her or her parent, I wished that she would visit

them as though accidentally ; and, without any

mention of me, promise to relieve them. In

the mean time, I would consult with our tenant,

and endeavour to find for the father, some

situation which would afford him an adequate

income for the rest of his life.

To this project of concealment, I was insti-

gated by two reasons : the first, and certainly,

by far, tlie principal, arose in my general anti-

pathy to society, and love of seclusion, both of

which feelings I foresaw must be opposed were I

to make myself known to them : for, I could not

adopt this course without virtually subjecting

myself to the necessity of occasionally inviting

them to become the inmates of our abode. The

second reason existed in my unwillingness to

allow either father, or daughter, to identify the

decrepit, wretched invalid of their present ac-
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quaintance, with the comely, vigorous being,

whom they had once known in all the health

and pride of youth.

After this arrangement with my sister, I im-

mediately proceeded to fulfil my share of it, by

seeing our land-steward, and notifying to him,

my wishes. The result of this interview was,

that the father of lanthe was appointed to a

respectable employment in the city, which pro-

duced, conjoined to a considerable sum that I

allowed him out of my own funds, a very suf-

ficient income. My sister, who, as I had desired

her, had previously seen him several times, af-

fecting that she had discovered him accidentally,

now communicated to him, this unexpected good

fortune; which he and his daughter naturally

imagined to have occurred in consequence of

Marion's pretended intercession with the indi-

vidual who nominally bestowed the situation.

From this time, flattering myself that I had

done my duty by them, I thought no more of

either lanthe or her father. My sister, I knew,

frequently visited them, and that they were

ceaseless in their professions of gratitude to her;
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and also, that she sometimes, experienced consi-

derable difficulty in baffling their inquiries about

her brother. These were the particular reports

concerning them, which I occasionally heard;

if one can be said to hear that, which produces

no more lasting impression upon the memory

than that, which a small boat leaves upon a

stormy occean ; for, again my mind had relapsed

into its state of tumult, and again I was utterly

immersed in the consideration of my own

wretchedness.

Several months elapsed ; and my gloom was

unrelieved by one ray of light. I had utterly

abandoned myself to the dominion of my misery ;

and it had consequently attained a power which

rendered the curse of existence intolerable. In

spite of my apprehensions of the future, often

had I contemplated suicide without affright;

and there were moments of despondence and of

agony, so irresistible, that, 1 firmly believe,

nothing could have prevented me from adopt-

ing this desperate remedy, but that strong thirst

and hope of vengeance which never forsook me.
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One day, when my morbid feelings of dark

melancholy, and sullenness, were most strongly

upon me, I was straying in our gardens, when

I heard the sound of voices : and unconsciously,

and mechanically I walked in the direction

whence they appeared to ascend. Arriving at

the termination of an avenue formed of orange

trees, and acacias, I discovered the speakers,

seated in a vineyard, without the wall, which

lx)unded our grounds ; and on an elevation that

commanded a beautiful view of the blue waters

of the Mediterranean. It was a lovely spot ; >

and most appropriate to the evident feelings

and occupations of those who had selected it.

On the left, extended the ruins of a vast aque-

duct, a magnificent, and almost imperishable

monument of the Roman power; and which,

standing above the level of the horizon, con-

trasted strikingly, and picturesquely, with the

deep azure of the spotless empyrean. On the

other side, was a valley, the very type of fer-

tility, filled with the ilex, the olive, the date,

and the vine ; the latter of which hung in grace-

ful festoons, its juiciness, and verdure still un-
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diminished by the summer heats. Beyond this

beautiful object, was a Hne of hills, at the foot

of which lay the city, its proud towers, and

domes, and spires, glancing and glittering in

the rays which a southern sun poured upon

them, in a flood that seemed almost palpable.

Such was the blaze of light, that buildings,

ocean, river, foliage, nay, the very earth itself,

all appeared to have imbibed it, and spon-

taneously to return an irradiated front to the

great luminary. With this glorious, soothing,

and yet exhilarating scene, all animated nature

seemed to be in unison, and in jubilee. The

vintager was singing in the distance, the national,

and characteristic songs of his country ; the con-

tadina was bustling in the vineyard with a mo-

tion, and an air, that unequivocally indicated the

lightsomeness of her heart, and occasionally too,

her voice was also tunefully raised in expression

of her happiness: the cicala was gaily and

merrily chirping; the aziola was cooing; and

far, and near, man, bird, and beast, all united

to express their sense of peace, and gladness.

The two occupants of the spot from which,
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this beautiful spectacle was commanded, were a

youth and a maiden ; and their air, and apparel

sufficiently expressed their rank. This opinion

which their appearance suggested, was con-

firmed by my observation of a group of mounted

attendants, stationed at some distance from

them, and holding a couple of horses ; but, from

whose inquisitive and menial inspection, they

were concealed by the intervention of still

higher ground than even that, on which they

were seated. The youth was remarkably hand-

some; he w^as dressed in the Spanish cos-

tume which displayed to great advantage, the

symmetry of his agile, but masculine form;

and the splendid plume of feathers in his pic-

turesque hat, as it waved to and fro, impelled

by his animated action, imparted an additional

grace to his whole appearance. But, the maiden

was exquisitely beautiful : and the gorgeousness,

peculiarity, and somewhat oriental character of

her apparel, even enhanced her natural charms.

She wore a rich simar of Florentine satin, in-

laid with golden flowers of the rarest workman-

ship, which, around the bosom was confined by
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a row of emeralds ; but, probably, in conse-

quence of the heat, being partially unbuttoned,

it exhibited a dazzling, and perfectly lovely

neck. Her outer robe, which was somewhat of

the character of a mantle, though it wanted the

hood, was formed of green velvet of the most

brilliant hue; and the seams of it were curi-

ously traced and adorned, by rows of the most

costly pearls. Her simar descending but little

lower than her knees, displayed her ample,

and brilliantly white trousers of the rarest lace,

figured with golden sprays, and leaves, exe-

cuted with infinite artifice. On her head, she

only wore the black veil of the country ; which,

entirely removed from her face, hung do\vTi

her back in ample folds that contrasted strik-

ingly, and picturesquely with the radiant green

of her robe. I imagined her to be a wealthy

Greek from one of the Eastern isles; and her

companion a Sicilian.

Such was the pair that met my fascinated

gaze. Time, place, circumstance, the extreme

beauty of the maiden, and the striking singularity

of her gorgeous costume, all combined to render
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this spectacle eminently remarkable. But, it

was the occupation of the principal actors, which

perfected the impressiveness of the picture in my

eyes; and made every feature of a scene, that

presented so vivid and painful a contrast to my

own state, and condition, root itself indelibly in

my mind. And so completely has it survived

the confusing and effacing power of my subse-

quent sufferings, that, even while I am now

writing, all the minutest particulars which relate

to it, are as fresh in my recollection as though I

had witnessed them but yesterday.

At the moment of my observation, the youth

was addressing the maiden with great energy,

and animation. Though I perfectly understood

their language, yet being a foreigner, and as

the speaker was at some little distance from

me, his rapid and impassioned utterance pre-

vented me from distinfjuishinfj his words.

Nevertheless, it required no aid from the sense

of hearing, to enable the dullest and most super-

ficial spectator to discover the nature and topic

of their conversation. Never before, had I seen
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love SO Strongly, and so beautifully, enthroned

upon the features of any existing being as it

now appeared upon those of this fond, and

comely pair : never even had I tJiought that the

human countenance was susceptible of an ex-

pression at once so tender and so passionate,

so joyous and so affectionate, so radiant, and

yet so eloquently, intensely feeling ! As the

youth gazed closely, poringly, into the maiden's

face, his dark eyes flashing with soul and fire,

they literally seemed to crave, to search for,

and to drink, the very source of life from hers.

His mistress did not blench beneath this ardent

scrutiny ; her look was more tempered, but it

was not less concentrated than his : it was less

bold, but it was not less expressive; it con-

tained more of day-light, more of glorious femi-

nine purity, but it did not less unequivocally

reveal the tale of mortal love that was passing

within. No, the red spot of passion glowed as

vividly upon the centre of her cheek; the

brightness of respondent, and equal feeling was

as apparent in her deep blue eye. I could see the

quick palpitation of her bosom ; soul answered
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to soul ; and the exuberant joy of her exulting

heart played so beamingly upon her illumined

countenance, that it almost seemed to encircle

it, even as a palpable vestment of radiance

!

Afterremaining in this situation, for a brieftime,

they at last arose ; and, the youth's arm twined

caressingly around her waist, they thus, slowly

descended to the valley. With the most intent

interest, I watched them
;
gradually their forms

grew more indistinct; and at length, they en-

tirely disappeared. Then, I threw myself upon

the earth, in an agony of bitterness ; for, during

the whole period that I had been contemplating

this enviable pair, I had been contrasting their

fate with mine. And the strong, and intense

sense of my own sufferings, and deprivations,

which the consideration of their happiness occa-

sioned, had filled my soul with gloom, wrath, and

regret.

" Oh, great, stern, ruler of heaven !" I cried,

" what have I ever done to merit the accursed

doom of being thus utterly stripped of the pos-

session of that godhke faculty, wliich has just

raised these beings almost to the level of divi-
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nities !—Why have I been robbed of the power

of experiencing that best blessing, which this

imperfect existence affords? Why has Love^

that bright, that glorious, sun of the heart,

ceased to shed its vivifick beams on mine ?—It

shines on all, save me ; and I writhe beneath

its absence ; wither in the want of it. Yet, when

I raise my craving eyes in anxious search of its

genial light, I only discern the image of im-

pending Death hovering with outstretched wings,

lingeringly, menacingly, over my devoted head
;

and am made but to feel, with an augmented

despair, that the remainder of my wretched lot

is irrevocably cast in the fell darkness of his vast

shadow. This, is my accursed, and eternal,

doom ! Yet, are my faults not mine ; they ori-

ginate in the neglect, and callosity of a father.

But, he escapes and / am punished ; he lives,

perhaps, in happiness, and I writhe in misery !

Is this, the justice of providence ? In the pride

of my youth, in the morn of my days, I am a

tree without a core, a cypress without a root;

and he, my destroyer, in the decline of his years,

may be reveling at this moment, in the pleni-
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tude of Strength, and in the possession of ever^^

faculty. Yet, as though my meed were insuffi-

cient, I not only want the power but I am cursed

with the insatiate thirst of happiness. What is

there I would not relinquish, what not cheer-

fully undergo, to possess again the capability of

exciting in a lovely woman, the feelings I have

just witnessed ! But, who will ever again look

upon me, with the eyes of love ? And yet, I

would sacrifice my soul to be able to inspire it
!"

At this moment, the thought of CEnone

flashed upon my recollection.

" True," I said, " she loves me ; were I to

encourage her, perhaps, her face would soon

smile upon me, as beamingly as that of the

maiden, I have just admired. But, alas, the

French noble's creed is true ; ' we cannot love a

second time, her whom we have once entirely

ceased to love.' Were the faculty of love to be

restored to me, even in the redundance in which

I once possessed it, I should never, I fear, be

able to devote any portion of it, to CEnone.

But, would to God, that I could make the trial

—

oh, would that I could regain this blessed, this

VOL. IT. M
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divine power ! There is no tyranny I would

not cheerfully undergo, no degradation, no sub-

jection, could I but once more entertain the

affection of love for any existing being, and in-

spire her, with a respondent feeling for me !"

While I was still pertinaciously increasing

my torments by the indulgence of these, and

similar thoughts, I heard approaching footsteps

;

when, instantly arising from the ground, I seated

myself on the base of an adjoining statue. In

the next moment, my sister stood before me;

appareled in her riding dress.

" I have just come," she said, " from visiting

lanthe. She really is a bewitching girl, and I

have conceived quite a passion for her. I can-

not understand what could have induced you

to have so mis-represented her personal ap-

pearance to me. Why, my dear, blind bro-

ther, she is perfectly beautiful ; I am not quite

sure that I shall except even CEnone, when I

say that T do not think 1 ever saw a fairer crea-

ture. And her intellectual qualities thoroughly

correspond with those of her exterior ; in fine, a

girl with a more elegant mind, or form, I never
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beheld. When I gaze upon her father, I con-

fess that I am astounded by the strange freaks

which Nature sometimes plays. How he ever

chanced to have such a daughter, I protest, I am

utterly incapable of explaining; and how she

ever chanced to preserve so much delicacy, and

refinement, through such a career of privation

and misfortune, as she must have endured, is, I

acknowledge, equally enigmatical to me."

It might almost astonish the most profoundly

skilled in human frailty, to observe how greatly

men are influenced in their estimation of the

beauty of a woman whom they may feel a lurk-

ing tendency to admire, by the opinions and

criticisms of others. Rochefoucauld, the inge-

nious writer, whom I have already more than

once cited, acutely says, " // y a des yens qui

Vkauraient jamais ete amoureux sHls n^avaient

jamais entendu parler de Vamour" Perhaps, both

feelings arise in the same principle ; but, neither

of them can occur, save in servile, imitative dispo-

sitions, wherein no original bent, or feature exists.

Such a mind was mine, become : the natural pas-

sions I had once possessed had been slowly, but

M 2
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surely, and utterly, effaced from the tablet of my

breast, in the fierce, and resistless current of the

moral and physical convulsions which I had sus-

tained ; and, alike irretrievably spoiled, and in-

durated, in this bitter process of erasure, it was

doomed to remain, during the rest of my days,

a blank, for the hand of chance, or of my own

fruitless desires, to trace upon its stony surface,

a few transient, and desultory characters ; which

the first fresh accident, or fresh caprice, should

again remove, and replace, by some new, and

equally false, and fleeting substitute.

These remarks will at once indicate the train

of reflection which my sister's encomium sug-

gested.

" Can Ian the," I thought, " be so comely, as

Marion describes her to be ? If really so, why

should I not love her ?—She always was an ob-

ject of interest to me; when, even quite a

child, I thought her one of the sweetest, and

most bewitching, and fairy-like beings I had

ever beheld. Doubtlessly too, the improvement

in her circumstances, has equally beneficially

influenced her appearance, Wherefore, should
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I not love her ! Were I to adopt this course,

what a mitigation, what a blessing, I should

entail upon my existence !"

" Why do you not," said my sister, pursuing

her chain of thought which had not been inter-

rupted ; for, these reflections of mine, had occur-

red during her speech :
" why do you not visit

lanthe, and judge for yourself of the accuracy

of my report ? I am sure that her society would

be to you a source of alleviation, if not of plea-

sure. Thither, too you may go, without fear of

discovery, if you still wish to continue unknown

to her; and I can assure you too, that she is

desirous to meet again the sick stranger."

I made no reply to this injunction; but, silently

promising myself that I would speedily obey it,

strolled from my sister's presence to another

quarter of the garden. As soon however, as I

had become completely free from her observa-

tion, I mounted my horse, and turned in the

direction of lanthe's new abode ; which was at a

distance of not more than three, or four miles

from ours.

While I traversed this short space, my mind
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was actively occupied by numerous thoughts of

a nature which had long been utterly strange

to it. I was considering the image of lanthe ;

attempting to depict to myself all the different

improvements which her change of fortune must

have produced upon her appearance ; conjec-

turing the nature of the reception she would

give me ; in fine, was busily engaged in stre-

nuously endeavouring to persuade myself that I

was already, deeply, passionately in love.

While I thus reflected, I arrived at the door

of their new abode ; and, as I gazed upon it, I

could not but derive a pleasure from the con-

sciousness that 1 was the cause of this great

change in their condition. Their present habita-

tion was situated without the walls of the city, in

its immediate suburbs; and, independently of

the beauty of its situation, was intrinsically

commodious, and indicative of the competence,

if not, wciilth of its possessor. It was not large;

but, every portion of it was well built, and well

arranged ; and, though architectural appearance,

and ornament were not neglected, still, emi-

nently expressive of solidity, and comfort.
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As I paused before the gate of the garden

to make this observation, I discerned lanthe

walking within it. Her eye almost immediately

caught mine ; and, summoning the attendance of

a servant, she advanced to the entrance. She

evidently recollected me; and, judging by the

expression of her countenance, seemed rejoiced

to meet me again. But, her words speedily

even more than confirmed her looks : she

welcomed me warmly, and eagerly inquired

the state of my health ; then, desiring the do-

mestic to take charge of my horse, requested

me to enter. Gladly, I complied ; and in the

ensuing moment, I was traversing her grounds,

with, this time, her arm resting upon mine.

As I regarded her, I could not forbear from

frequently saying inwardly, with much secret

self-complacency, and exultation, " This good

work is my deed." And certainly, the change

effected in her exterior was equally remarkable,

and satisfactory. Instead of the wretched pea-

sant whom I had previously beheld, poverty

inscribed as legibly upon her hollow cheek, and

emaciated features, as upon the tatters which
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scantily covered her, there now stood before

me, an elegant creature; whose natural attrac-

tions were enhanced to the utmost, by all those

^^•tificial and most material accessaries which a

well arranged costume can supply. As I fur-

tively gazed again, I admitted that my sister's

judgment was quite right: she was a beautiful

girl ; with an antelope-like grace of walk, and

motion, and eyes pellucidly bright, and irre-

sistibly eloquent.

She seemed to derive great pleasure from

descanting to me on the change that had oc-

curred in her condition, since our previous

encounter ; telling me truly, and ingenuously,

the entire cause of it. Then, I was doomed to

experience repeatedly the pleasure of hearing

my sister's praise and mine proclaimed in the

sweetest tones in the world; and with all the

fervent gratitude of an utterly unsophisticated

disposition. This detail she frequendy inter-

rupted by renewed inquiries after the state of

my health ; told me regretfully that I did not

appear to have increased in strength; and,

withdrawing her arm from the support of mine,
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insisted that I should sustain mine upon hers.

In all this, and similar conduct, which, in a

less unpractised, and unworldly person would

only have plainly proved the extent of her

coquetry, being solely instigated by the natural

kindness of her disposition.

During our walk, she asked me many other

questions respecting myself, my occupations,

my residence, and my station. Without too,

any discourtesy, but in the pure simplicity of

her mind, and with an ineffable grace of man-

ner that imparted an irresistible fascination to

the eccentricity of her course, she pursued these

inquiries so pertinaciously, that I was compelled

to fabricate a long tissue of fiction, to avoid

the avowal of my real name and condition. At

length, we reached the house; her father was

there ; and, under the feigned designation

which I had adopted, she presented me to him.

There was something indescribable about

him, which I never liked; and which made an

unfavourable, and indelible impression upon me,

even when he was most hospitable to me. As

I anticipated, he did not recollect me; and

M 5
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gazed curiously at my maimed arm ; then, eyed

me generally with an air that was altogether

disagreeable to me; but soon, his manner

entirely changed.

There is one strange quality in our nature,

which to me, has ever been inscrutable. I

allude to that mysterious sympathy, which fre-

quently so powerfully influences two men,

during a first interview, that, though they shall

never before have met, each never even have

previously heard the name of the other;

—

consequently, been incapable of forming any

of those favorable, or unfavorable prepossessions

which a prior acquaintance with a man's re-

puted character, is almost certain to engender

in the breast ofone who is personally a stranger

to him;—though too, there shall be no dis-

crepancy in their relative worldly position, yet,

almost in the very moment, they become con-

fronted, the influence of this mysterious action

shall commence; and, before either shall have

had an opportunity of verhally manifesting any

supremacy of mental power or endowment, all

equality between them shall have ceased to
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exist. The one, shall have silently assumed a

level superior to that, of the other; and, in

proportion as this one shall have risen, the

second shall have respondently sunk. Yet, this

cx)nsciousness of strife, of conquest, and defeat

shall be entirely confined to the sensations of

the combatants. No word, or even look of

patronage on one side, or of concession on the

other, shall have transpired to indicate their

existence to any common observer; for, I do

not mean to assert, that it is entirely concealed

from him, who has eyes, and chooses fully to

employ them.

This, is the occult link in our nature which

has always baffled my attempts to penetrate its

source. Why should man, free man, unop-

pressed, unsubdued by the sense of guilt, yet

quail before the regard of his fellow man ?

What is there of real, intrinsic dignity in the

one, to inspire the other, with an imaginary

idea of comparative insignificance ? Neither

does concession in this strange strife always

indicate the consciousness of mentid inferiority

;

for, I have often seen the fool predominate.
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However, it may be said, that, one of the two

antagonists possesses nerve, and the other, does

not. But, I answer; that the one who is vic-

torious in this bloodless contest, shall perhaps

run away in the moment of personal peril;

while he, who blenched beneath the mysterious

influence ofan imaginary supremacy, shall firmly

confront the real danger, and perish rather than

flee before it.

These remarks have been suggested to me

by the nature of my own meeting with lanthe's

father. Perhaps, however, there icere reasons

for his tacit submission to my tacit exertion of

pretensions to superiority. He was a weak

man ; and I do not think that he possessed any

principles which were particularly admirable.

Yet, I mean not that he was either a consum-

mate knave, or a consummate fool
;
probably

he was too much of both, to be wholly either.

It may be said that I am almost describing my

own condition ; for, that I too, was both weak,

and bad ; and consequently, why should he

have succumbed to me ? True, but my weak-

nesses were more stormy than his; I was the
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tempest, and he was the breeze; and in the

rise of the one, the other naturally merges.

I remained for a considerable time, discours-

ing with Ian the ; and, when I departed, was so

well satisfied with my visit, that, on the follow-

ing day, I returned to repeat it. And thence-

forward, day after day, week after week, this

was my occupation.

lanthe was evidently pleased with rtiy homage;

I soon learned that it was the first of its kind,

which she had ever received; and it was gra-

cious and impressive in its novelty. As my

attentions developed themselves, and their ob-

ject became more obvious, her manifestation of

satisfaction was less; but, I did not think that

her entertainment of it, proportionately de-

creased. On the contrary, I imagined that

this change in her exterior was a favorable in-

dication; for, it implied to me that her pre-

dilections had so augmented in strength, tliat

at last she had become awakened to the neces-

sity of concealing them. She knew but little

relating to my personal circumstances ; I had

always indirectly represented them to her as
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being very straitened ; and, from the, perhaps

premeditated, observations which had fallen

from her father since his acquisition of his pre-

sent station, and income, she felt convinced

that he would never give his concurrence to

her union with a poor man.

With this individual, therefore, I had a part

to play, the difficulty of which afforded a fresh

stimulus and charm, to the pursuit I had under-

taken. While 1 was zealously engaged in

endeavouring to propitiate lanthe, I had to

fulfil the far more arduous and almost Hercu-

lean task of attempting to persuade him, that

I was regardless of her; and that he was the

sole object of my attraction to his abode.

What however, were the means I possessed

of obtaining the affections of the daughter?

Maimed, mutilated, irretrievably impaired in

personal aspect and in bodily health, and vigor,

how could I ever hope to make any impression

upon the heart of such a girl as lanthe ? In

these very deficiencies, existed, I believe, one

of my principal engines of advancement.

Women generally like the society of the in-
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valid. In their nature there is something which

makes them rejoice in that taming of the wild,

and the unmanageable, which illness occasions

;

in that reduction of the strength of the more

formidable animal, to the level of their own

w^eakness. It gives them dominion ; it exalts

them from the state of nominal supremacy, and

real subjection, to that of the dominator. In-

stead of being, as heretofore, patronized and

tolerated, or at least, only conventionally, and

fitfully worshipped, it at once invests them, not

with delegated, not with conditional, but with

actual, intrinsic, permanent power. Instead of

being any longer slaves by coercion, or mis-

tresses by permission, they become rulers per se,

protectresses, and patronesses. It affords them,

also, an opportunity of evincing their compas-

sion ; of indulging too, in a thousand little inno-

cent, and endearing kindnesses ; and of tem-

porarily leaping that rigid fence of formal

propriety, which, otherwise, habitually fetters the

female intercourse with man.

Probably, in the influence of some one, or

perhaps, all these feelings, originated lanthe's
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partiality to my society. Perpetually endea-

vouring to advance myself in her estimation, I

never manifested any of the acerbity of disease

;

and every temptation to the indulgence ofmorose-

ness, I obtained in this predominant desire, the

strength to repress. None therefore, of my

acquired, or natural faults appeared; in her

presence, I was all patience, resignation, sub-

mission, yet eternally animated by the wish to

please her.

This conduct, I saw gradually made a deep

impression upon a frank, and amiable girl, but

constitutionally ambitious ofsway. Consistently,

therefore, I continued to pursue it, in spite of

the physical sufferings, which often manifested

themselves but too plainly before her. Yet, I

was not pained by her discovery of them ; when

we first met, she had made herself mistress of

the whole secret of my infirmities; and I had

not therefore, to apprehend that her detection

of them might militate against my attainment of

her affections. I was conscious that she knew

them all; and if she should ever love me, I

should triumph in despite of her knowledge.
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Consequently, in her society, I had always the

satisfaction of feeling that I was utterly exempt

from the liability of enduring a species of tor-

ment, whereto I was exposed in my intercourse

with every other existing being, except my

sister.

As our intimacy increased, it gradually led to

the entire manifestation of her character. She

was a high spirited girl, and endowed with

many amiable qualities ; but, a child of nature,

uncultivated, impetuous, ardent, proud. In

early life, her education had been wholly

neglected by her father ; and she therefore

wanted those fixed principles which were the

rock, and solace of CEnone. No temptation

could have induced her to have erred wilfully

;

but, her resolutions were transitory, and uncer-

tain. Yet, she was full of sweetness, and affec-

tion ; and eminently abounded in all the virtues

which properly appertain to the dispositions

that possess her, or similar, faults. Her dis-

interestedness too, was unlimited ; and she was

generous, ardent, and benevolent ; eager to

serve, and energetic in her service. In fme,
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she had many qualities to excite genuine, and

permanent love.

But did she excite mine? No: for, a time

however, I tried most strenuously to persuade

myself that she had. I felt deeply the inesti-

mable value of the prize in the game I was

playing; and I was resolved not to miss it for

want of an adequate effort. I was conscious

that if I could once again arouse in myself a

truly unselfish passion ; once again twine around

my heart a perpetual, and all-absorbing inte-

rest in the existence of another, that I should

be emancipated from the thraldom of that great

incubus of my being, the disease of my mind;

and then, have but to contend with the mere

secondary, vulgar evil of physical derangement.

This was an end worth a struggle; and a

strenuous one, I made.

Nevertheless, my efforts were futile ; and, in

spite of my attempt to self-deceive, I soon be-

came secretly sensible of their futility. Yet, I did

not abandon my pursuit ; for, many other motives

now conjoined to instigate me. Perhaps, the

strong hope of alleviating my mental torture
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was the origin of my undertaking ; but, it was

often subsequently sustained by very different,

and even less justifiable incentives. During

however, their occurrence, I was not disposed

to subject them to a very severe analysis. I felt

an excitement, an impulse; sensations which to

me were heavenly, in comparison with the

deathlike apathy, the horrid monotony, the

hateful weariness and disgust of existence, which

I had so long been enduring. My mind, during

many years, had been but a vast void ; or rather,

a tablet which presented but one unvarying in-

scription. Hatred and revenge i too eager, and

too glad was it therefore, to welcome its new

guests, to be very rigid in either the examina-

tion of their character, or the motives of their

presence.

The truth is, that after a time, my vanity

was my sole incentive : but, it is a very easy

process of self-delusion, to mistake a cherished

disease of the head, for an affection of the heart.

I can now however, see clearly the entire current

and nature of my sensations. I had already

devoted a considerable period to this pursuit

;
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lanthe had hitherto only manifested some slight

degree of predilection for me ; and my vanity

consequently, became deeply involved in my

desire of success. I began to feel that this

frivolous, but powerful passion, was staked

against her subjugation ; that I w^as bound to

prove to myself that, despite all the disadvan-

tages of mind and person, I was still possessed

of the power of inspiring affection. To these

incentives, the habit of communion with lanthe,

united to render the cessation of my pursuit

utterly impracticable. The consequence was,

that never did true lover, actuated by the

worthiest, and sincerest impulses, evince gi-eater

zeal, employ greater diligence, undergo greater

exertions, in attempting to win the heart of the

object of his genuine worship, than did I, in

obedience to the dictates of these false feelings

;

this morbid, selfish, cold-blooded desire of

establishing for myself a passionate interest in

the breast of an innocent, and unsuspicious girl,

whose peace might probably be eternally ruined

by my success.

It must not, however, be supposed that I en-
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tertained any premeditated intention to occasion

her unbappiness. Very opposite were my feel-

ings, and wishes. I really was fond of her

;

I really, I believe, loved her as much as I had

the power of loving : what was the extent of

that power, the subsequent incidents will shortly

show. How indeed, could I be otherwise than

attached to a person who was all kindness to

me ? who hourly proved that she derived plea-

sure from my society; who, on the slightest

manifestation of my infirmities was ever ready to

succour, and never wearied in her attempts to con-

sole me. Who, when I experienced a moment's

exemption from the depression of disease, would

charm me with her sprightliness, and when my

malady returned, would instantly subside into

gentleness, and sympathy : who, in fine, made

ceaseless, and equal efforts both to mitigate the

melancholy of my mind, and secure me every

personal comfort. She seemed to regard me,

in some respects, almost as a kind of rare,

fragile, pet animal; for whose protection, and

to preserve whose existence, it was necessary to

exert a perpetual vigilance. Often, therefore,
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as, with my arm resting upon hers, we strayed

through her beautiful grounds; whether she were

cheerful, or sedate, whether her converse were

animated, or grave; whether she was eagerly

discussing some topic of strong personal interest,

or buoyantly uttering a thousand agreeable and

imaginative sallies, she would yet never forget to

turn occasionally, and look poringly into my

face, to ascertain the exact state of my strength.

In those moments, her beautiful countenance

assumed a strange, and ineffable expression;

almost, as though she were at once entertaining

for me, that impossible union of the sentiments

of mistress, mother, wife, and nurse.

From this description of her conduct, it

might be inferred that she was the lover, and I,

the maiden; that she made all the advances,

and I passively, and condescendingly received

them. But, I am now adverting to a period

when our intimacy had been long estabhshed;

and besides, in repayment for all this zeal, and

partiality, I returned her one very important

equivalent. I had become to her a perpetual,

and necessary stimulus to the exertion of her
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faculties, and abilities ; and she was conse-

quently gratefully pleased with and fond of me,

for affording her the opportunity of being

thoroughly pleased with and fond of herself: a

sensation, the unbounded satisfaction of which

is generally both the secret source, and support

of the existence of most friendships, and many

passions; and furnishes the reason why we

scarcely ever discover in either the one state, or

the other, a perfect equality. One party must

bend, the other, stand erect ; one must be the

vine, the other, the prop ; one must find a plea-

sure in the entertainment of admiration, the

other in being the object of it.

I was content to play the subordinate to

lanthe: I was content to encourage, and to

foster all her flights of superiority ; to be with

her, the patient listener, the approving auditor.

I was neither humiliated by the patronage of

her kindness, nor by that assumption of the pro-

tectress, which arose in her affection, and in an

ingenuous belief of my necessity of her support.

But, I would not allow myself to sink too low

:

for, I knew that no woman could ever expe-
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rience a passion for him, for whom she enter-

tained no respect. Therefore, whenever I saw,

or thought I saw, that her idea of my de-

pendence was growing too prevailing, I made

every effort of mind, and body, which I thought

most proper to controvert it. As soon as I

conceived this end to have been attained, I re-

lapsed into the docile, and the submissive, but

yet, the zealous, the ardent, and endearing : my

sole object being to secure, at any self-sacrifice,

the possession of her affections.

In this species of intercourse elapsed many

months. Occasionally perhaps, a sense of the

injustice of my conduct would obtrude itself into

my mind; but, I always baffled its reproaches

and admonitions.

For a long time, her father had, to my sur-

prise, ceased to manifest any symptoms of sus-

pecting the object with which I sought his

daughter; though I was now, more frequently

than ever, at his house ; indeed, scarcely ever

apart from her society. But, the unseen storm

was impending ; and the catastrophe was silently

approaching. One day, one memorable day,
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that I visited her, the melancholy expression of

her countenance instantly struck me ; and, upon

observing her more closely, I discovered the

traces of tears.

" lanthe," I said eagerly, " what distresses

you?"

She regarded me sadly; but, made no re-

ply. I repeated my question with even greater

anxiety ; and she then, rejoined,

" My father has commanded me never again

o see you."

My passion fired at this announcement ; but,

in the next instant, I felt a thrill of pleasure.

" And you regret," I exclaimed tenderly, yet

exultingly, " this unjust and imperious man-

date?"

" I did not say so," she answered.

" No," I retorted, somewhat disappointed by

the brevity of her reply, and of her manner;

" no, you did not say so, but your aspect, and

the traces of tears upon your cheek, gave me

reason to suppose and to hope that you had

received this command with, at least, reluctance."

"Well," she replied after a moment's pause,

VOL. II. N
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" I know not why I should attempt to conceal

from you, my sorrow. I do grieve that we must

part."

" Part !" I cried, " you do not mean that you

purpose to submit to this barbarous decree ?"

" And what have you ever seen in me of

evil," she reproachfully rejoined, " to make you

think me capable of acting in open hostility to

a parent's solemn, and peremptory decision ?"

This reply, I confess, surprised me ; and I

added quickly,

"You will not surely sacrifice me, for the

sake of complying with this tyranny, simply be-

cause it emanates from a father ? Remember,

a parent may err as frequently and as gravely

as other men. I could, if I pleased, reveal to

you, a proof of the truth of my assertion."

" Speak not so unkindly to me," she replied
;

" I have enough of sorrow to endure without

the additional weight of your anger. How, am I

to act ? I have a father who has ever been to

me, the kindest of monitors, the best of friends

;

he has commanded me to separate from you

and never again"
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" And his reasons ?" I cried, interrupting her,

" what are his reasons ? Does he impugn my

character ?"

" My sense of duty," she rejoined, " would

not have permitted me to have demanded them ;

but, he spontaneously avowed them to me. He

said that neither his own pecuniary means, nor

yours, would ever admit the possibility of our

union. You see therefore, that he is only

actuated by paternal feelings; and I will not

repay him with a child's ingratitude. No ; we

must part, and for ever. He has placed inva-

riably unbounded confidence in me ; and I be-

lieve that the slightest breach of it, would break

his heart."

My anger was aroused ; almost as much per-

haps, by her praise of her father, as by her per-

sistance in her obedience to his injunction.

" You have shown me," I said, " that you

are equally ignorant of yourself, of those who

surround you, and of me. Your breach of duty

break your father's heart? Foolish girl ! I

could direct your attention to a heart that I

believe to be the perfection of egotism ; that

N 2
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solely occupiedj during a long series of years, in

the pursuit of its own gratifications, has at last

become so exquisitely hard, that it might serve

as an anvil for the hammer of the Giant of the

Northern Mythology. Yet, this, is the delicate

material, the gossamer thread, which you sup-

pose would break, were you to perpetrate the

slightest dereliction. Self-deluded being that

you are ! Some day perhaps, you may learn

to discern the difference between active bene-

volence and virtue, and those negative qualities

which protect a man alike from the commission

of either great good, or great evil. You are

familiar with sacred lore : do you remember the

message that John bears from heaven to the

church of Laodicea ? * I know thy works ; thou

art neither cold nor hot : / ivould that thou wert

cold, or hot."* And so, would I ; I would rather

that a man possessed vice and its corresponding

virtue, than be without both virtue, and vice.

These, are harsh truths ; but, I seek to show you

that, though I could admire in a daughter the

obedience and self-sacrifice which arise in a

principle of duty, I can see no merit in infatua-
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tion.—And now, fare you well—and for ever.

May you not live to regret that you have dis-

carded, and contemned one who would have

faithfully loved you ! May you never live to be

another's betrayed, and neglected wife !"

And as I thus spoke, I was procceeding to-

wards the door : I regarded her attentively ; she

seemed oppressed with sorrow ; but, she made

no effort to prevent my departure. I laid my

hand on the latch.

" Stay, stay !" cried a voice, " here is a wild

business ; why surely you must be both insane ?"

And as he uttered these words, her father en-

tered hastily from the adjoining apartment.

Ianthe started ; the little color that remained

in it, forsook her cheek ; and even I did not feel

altogether unapprehensive.

" What a singular pair !" he said, *' there is

no calculating upon your movements. One an-

ticipates a certain result, and the exact con-

trary ensues. Why are you going to separate ?

Do you not both love each other ? At least, I

am sure, I can answer for my daughter. Speak

lanthe, am I not proclaiming the truth ?"
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I thought my ears deceived me ; and so, evi-

dently did lanthe; for, she remained silently,

and wistfully gazing upon him, with a look of

mingled doubt, amazement and apprehension.

He repeated his question in a more exalted tone.

" Pardon me, father," she replied, " I am so

bewildered that I can scarcely muster sufficient

reason to give a coherent answer. Do you

really mean that I have your permission to ex-

press the genuine feelings of my heart ?"

" Certainly, I do, silly girl," he replied quickly,

" I was but in jest, solely in jest, when I told

you, that I desired your separation."

" TTie/z," she said eagerly; and, suddenly

pausing, all the blood that had forsaken her fair

cheek returned to it, until it became a glowing

crimson. She added not a w^ord; but, she cast

upon me a look that could not be misunderstood.

Hitherto, I had remained a silent, and amazed

auditor of this scarcely comprehensible conver-

sation ; patiently awaiting and prepared for, any

turn which the current of events might take.

But, when I heard lanthe's emphatic and eager

commencement of her reply, and the abrupt
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pause which ensued ; and observed her flushed

cheek, and passionate, and eloquent expression,

a sudden thrill of rapture, and of triumph darted

through my veins.

" It is quite true," said her father to me con-

firmatorily, in reply to the gaze of sudden hesi-

tation which I had fixed upon him ; and while

he spoke, his daughter's looks corroborated his

assertion.

" What ! lanthe," I cried in ecstacy, " do

you really, truly love me ? And will you be to

me a wife ? And can you indeed, look with love,

on such a maimed, mutilated, accursed wretch

as I?"

"/c«w;" she said in a low, but clear and

decided tone : and her father placed her hand

in mine. Its warm touch thrilled to my soul.

I grasped it—pressed it—and raising it to my

lips, kissed it fervently. That moment, was one

of exquisite, enviable, unalloyed rapture, and

exultation. But the next—
My object was secured, the termination of the

acclivitous path I had been so long ascending

was gained. I had emulated the youthful Sici-
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lian, I had obtained the affections of a beautiful

woman ; and my first impulse was naturally one

of intense satisfaction, and triumph. But, in

the ensuing instant, a torturing sense of the past,

the present, and the future, suddenly and pain-

fully, arose within me. I awoke electrically to

the knowledge of my true condition ; of the ban

1 was enduring ; and of the doom that was ine-

vitable. The possession of my suspended facul-

ties was suddenly restored to me; and I felt

acutely the impossibility of ever availing myself

of the victory I had so toilsomely achieved. The

light that had lured me seemed bright, and

cheerful, and strong, from the distant darkness

;

but, when I seized it, it expired in my grasp,

and I was stranded on the rocks. The moment

of reckoning had arrived ; my eyes were opened,

and I saw that while I had been obstinately

hoping I was obeying the dictates of my heart,

I had only been the wretched slave of the phan-

tasms of a morbid, and frivolously active mind.

Then too, with an ineffable agony of contrition

and dismay, 1 became conscious that body and

spirit were equally and eternally broken \ and
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that the one, was not more incapable of ever

again experiencing the impulses, than, the other,

ofsustaining the burthen, ofaffection ; that both,

in fine, were alike unfitted for the entertain-

ment, and for the offices of love. And, in that

poignant moment of unequalled retribution, I

again shudderingly acknowledged, that,—I was

an enervated, prostrated wretch ; the semblance of

passion had feverishly agitated my imagination,

but its soul lay utterly dead within me ; its fires

were eternally extinguished ; and, in lieu of a

heart, I possessed ashes.

These, were the thoughts that arrayed them-

selves before me, thrillingly, and startlingly, as

the spirits of the entombed may have appeared

to their conscience-stricken murderers. The

cup of my bitterness was too full ; it over-

flowed : and, for a single instant, I experienced

a slight alleviation.

These reflections, the description of which

has required so considerable a space, occupied

but few moments, in their occurrence. In my

hand still rested that of lanthe, though, during

my poignant introspection, my grasp had gra-

N 5
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duallyand insensiblybecome so relaxed, it seemed

to retain its situation less by my exertion, than

by her own. Her fath"er spoke ; and the first

tones of his voice instantly restored to me my

self-possession.

" Do you think, my lord," he said, " that

I have not known you, ever since you com-

menced your wooing incursion into my terri-

tories ? You may have thought yourself very

crafty, but you see, you have had to deal with

an older fox. Why, I discerned your inten-

tions and objects from the very beginning of

your visits hither. But, I would not declare

my approval of them, because I cunningly

thought that the necessity of disguise, and the

encounter of supposed opposition, would only

serve to strengthen your affection. And have

I not proved to be right ? Ha, ha, ha ! my

lord, you must have deemed me a blind,

stupid, neglectful old parent ; but, what did I,

the very second day, that you honored us with

a visit? Why I said to myself, ' Here is a

broken down outlaw'—begging your lordship's

pardon, for strange to say, I did not recollect
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you— * come into my forest, to poach my venison.

Judging by his own tale, he seems to have a

very imperfect, and perplexed knowledge of

himself, and his circumstances; so, as I am a

charitable man, I will see if I cannot aid him

in disentangling his own story; and, if he be

deficient in other goods and chattels, endow

him with the possession of a little self-know-

ledge.' Accordingly, as soon as you had

mounted your horse, I mounted mine, and fol-

lowed you, until you arrived at your house.

When I saw you enter the abode of our bene-

factress, I was astonished ; but, when I asked a

servant, who was the person who had just

entered, I was far more astonished by his an-

swer. Yes, lanthe," he added in reply to the

surprised, and inquiring gaze of his daughter,

" in your nameless, equivocal lover, you see our

noble benefactor, the brother of your gracious

friend. I need not now, I imagine, repeat that

I only pretended to oppose you, from the motives

I have mentioned. But wlien, after a time, I

saw that the passion had taken root, and yet

continued to lag upon the road, I diought that
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a little additional contrariety might peihaps

accelerate it; so, I gave lanthe the command

which has led to the present happy result.

Never indeed, could I have dreamed of the

arrival of this triumphant moment ! To see

the son of my former master, and lord, stand-

ing hand in hand with my daughter, a betrothed

bride-groom, and bride, is a spectacle of joy

and exultation, that might almost justify any

extravagance. Indeed, to own the truth, I do

at this moment, feel rather m.ad ; and when the

wedding occurs, I doubt not that my insanity

will be completed. I am without doubt, the

luckiest, gayest, most contented varlet in exist-

ence ; though certainly," he added mutteringly,

" I did not expect that my stratagem would

have proved the occasion of my overhearing so

flattering a picture of myself."

During this incomparably vulgar tirade, which

I record literally, in order that my sensations

may be fully conceived, I was a martyr to'my

passions. The sense of shame, indignation and

humiliation which the knowledge of having been

thus duped, biassed, swayed, and regulated, by
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an ignoble clown, was so strong, that, for a

moment, it almost superseded all my other feel-

ings. There was indeed no common bitterness

to a morbidly proud mind, in the idea that,

while I had been thinking I was pursuing my

own selfish purposes for my own selfish ends, I

had literally only been a puppet in the hands

of this clumsy, low-minded plebeian fabricator

ofvulgar artifice ; and that, according to his plea-

sure, he had checked or advanced my paces, re-

gulated my movements, and prompted and turned

me, as a mountebank exhibits his muzzled beast.

It was a memorable, and a bitter, but a useful

lesson to me; which impressed upon me indelibly,

the consciousness that he who walks in the path

of deceit, may chance to fall into another's gin ;

that he, who is the most artful captor, while

too intently bent on catching, may yet himself

be irretrievably caught.

Perhaps, this diversion of my sensations

enabled me to recover with greater speed

from that paralysis of my faculties, which tlie

sudden dispersion ofmy delirium had occasioned.

I regained my self-possession ; and instantly
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determined upon the course which I should

pursue. I pressed the gentle hand that I

still retained, fondly, and fervently, and then

relinquished it. Addressing the father, I told

him that, during the course of the morrow, his

daughter should receive from me a written

exposition of certain circumstances and feelings,

her knowledge of which was essential both to

her, and to me. Then, regarding him haughtily,

I left the room. But, on the face of lanthe, I

could not look.

I reached my home ; and was considering

the means of extricating myself from my pre-

sent difficulty, with the least possible degree of

pain and mortification to the luckless object of

my delusive attachment, when, I was intercepted

by my sister, who had received a letter from

OEnone. It recited various particulars regarding

her voyage, its extreme length, and other cir-

cumstanceswhich had prevented her from writing

sooner ; it revealed some of her present feelings

;

described,—what, even in that moment of bitter-

ness and difficulty, afforded me satisfaction,

—

her peace of mind ; and expressed a thousand
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kind wishes for the welfare of my sister, and

myself. But, in the termination, was a solitary

line, that instantly threw my whole being into

disorder. The few words that produced this

overwhelming effect were simply these :

—

" I suppose that of course you have heard

who is my neighbour ; but, in case he should

not have written to you, I will tell you. YoKr

father has returned to the mansion"

My temples throbbed : my heart beat ; I

could scarcely sustain myself. But, I soon con-

quered these corporeal indications of emotion

;

and my resolution was irrevocably formed. I

folded the letter, and returned it to my sister,

without any remark.

As soon as I could gain the privacy of my

own chamber, I proceeded to fulfil the sole duty

that intervened to prevent the immediate exe-

cution of the intention I had formed ; and thus,

I wrote to Ian the.

" I know not how to explain, or to palliate to

you, the weakness, and madness of my conduct

;

I fear that it is neither explicable, nor vcniablc.
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But, if sincere regret and contrition may prove

any atonement for the perpetration of a wanton

wrong, I may lay some slight claim to your

forgiveness. I do, with my whole soul, lament

the deceit I have practised upon you ; and from

the depth of my heart, humbly, prostrately,

remorsefully implore your forgiveness.

" How shall I make intelligible to you the na-

ture of the injury I have done you? the cause

of the separation that must now eternally exist

between us?—Your attractions fascinated my

eyes, excited my brain ; I thought my heart was

touched, and, I hoped, and tried to believe, that

I loved vou. I knew that if I could succeed in

entertaining this affection, I should be extricated

from the abyss of mental misery into which I

had fallen. This was the golden apple that

hung at the end of the path on which I had

entered ; and, supported by the many charms of

mind which our intercourse developed in you,

it lured me on from day to day. I searched

not narrowly into myself; I saw but you, and

the reward that success would obtain for me:

and I persuaded myself that I loved.
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" As long as apparent opposition, and a certain

degree of doubt, stood in my path, I was not

compelled to institute a more strict self-examina-

tion. I enjoyed your society; I derived con-

solation from your kindness ; sufficient to the

day is the evil thereof, was my unconscious code

;

and I continued to mistake the base metal for

the pure gold, the semblance for the reality.

At length, came the ordeal
; you were resigned

to me by a father. Then, my eyes were opened

by the awful importance of my situation ; and I

discerned, with what remorseful bitterness I will

not attempt to depict, that I had been the victim of

a self-delusion ; not only I became sensible that

I did not love, but I felt that the power of loving

had departed from me, for ever. A fearful

responsibleness was therefore suddenly imposed

upon me : and, with a poignant sense of self-

upbraiding that might almost have expiated any

less crime, I found that I was subjected to the

necessity of immediately determining whether,

by tacitly suffering myself to be united to you,

1 would entail upon you a life of endless misery

and regret ; or, whedier, by exposing you to a
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temporary pain, and vexation, I would preserve

you for, I devoutly trust, a long career of un-

alloyed happiness.

" These were my thoughts during our last ill-

fated interview ; what have been my subsequent

resolutions this letter intimates. Forget me, 1

implore you ! and instead of mourning, rejoice !

rejoice, that I have had the courage to adopt

the course which I now premeditatedly take.

We shall never meet again, in this world.

But rejoice ! I say. You know not the danger

to which you have been exposed
; you cannot

dream of the desolation which you have escaped.

You have been tottering on the brink ofa moral

precipice
; you have been within a hairbreadth

of earthly perdition. My life has been a com-

bat. Fate has met me as an adversary armed

with sword, and knife, and left upon my outer

being some ugly scars ; but, the hideousness of

the wounds within, surpasses the conception,

even the understanding, of the virtuous. Yet,

you have fancied that you knew me ; but, I tell

you, that there exists not the mortal, who is

less strange to my real nature than you ; for the
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many can but be in ignorance of it, while you

have formed and fostered an opinion which is

the exact antithesis of the truth. You have

deemed me, a gentle invalid; a placid entity

with human affections disciplined and subdued by

bodily affliction ; a plaintive melody, not the less

interesting and manageable^ because set an oc-

tave lower than the vulgar pitch. Now, mark

the contrast. I am a withered husk, a broken

shell, a tiger-skin without even a stuffing of

straw : I present to the eye the ruined surface

of manhood, but the entire core is wanting. I

no longer possess one passion, one tie, one link,

one sympathy which connects me with humanity.

The flame of life, of love, of mortal good and

ill has departed from my heart for ever ; but,

in its place, burn steadily and solitarily the fires

of hell. This, is its only inmate ; every feehng,

whether of blame, or praise, which once existed

to unite me to my race, has perished, never to

revive. Foe, or friend, may attach to me any

epithet of reprobation which the animosity of

the one, or the stern justice of the odicr, may

conceive my crimes, and character, deserve;
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they may proclaim me, savage, bestial, wolfish ',

stigmatize me as a monster, denounce me as a

fiend; but they cannot call me, that perhaps,

worst of all opprobious distinctions, Man !

" Instead, then, of lamenting the course which

I have selected, rather consider it, as some faint

atonement for the wrongs I have previously done

you. As happily might you be united with one

of the wandering demons of the East, as with

me ; he could not prey more mortally upon your

blood, than / should, upon your heart. You

would find in me a ceaseless source of disap-

pointment, inquietude, and terror; my life, I

repeat, has been one long combat, and in strife,

it will conclude : even now, I am going upon a

mission of deadly retribution ; and, were we to

wed, in the same hour, I might prove both a

bridegroom, and a corse.

" It is not in my power, to measure the extent

of your attachment to me ; but, I firmly hope,

it is not so deeply planted, that it may not be

eradicated, without any very violent pang. Such

is my trust ; my prayers would be, could Ipray^

that our separation should not occasion you
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even one instant's regret. I cannot think that

a being so worthless as I, can have excited in

you, any permanent feelings of affection ; and,

therefore, for the sake of my own consolation, I

will continue to believe that you will forget me

as speedily as I desire. Farewell, lanthe ; pity

me; and forgive me."

As I never saw her again, nor my sister, nor

any one, from whom I could learn the effects

produced by this letter, I can only conjecture

them. I may, however, as well state here, as I

shall have no fitter opportunity of pursuing this

theme, that, two years subsequently, I acci-

dentally learned, and with much satisfaction,

that lanthe. was married; and perhaps, I will

hope, partially, through my means : for, though

I was compelled to abandon her, I did not for-

get to secure to her father, in trust for her, the

possession of such a sum as would enable her to

follow her own inclinations, in the choice of a

partner in that perilous bond, which either

makes or mars two human lives.

The evening of the day on which I disniLssed
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my epistle to lanthe, found me commencing a

long journey. The following week, I was again

pacing the deck of a vessel; and after a pros-

perous voyage, arrived safely in my native land.

The ensuing morn, I reached the mansion of

my birth : the memorable scene of my direst

calamities. I shuddered when I first saw its old

black walls, and towers ; but I paused not. The

draw-bridge was down ; and rapidly crossing it,

I entered the fatal abode. I chanced to en-

counter none of the domestics, though numerous

indications of habitation met my eye ; and pro-

ceeded straight to the apartment, my father was

wont most frequently to occupy. In an agony

of apprehension, lest the dearest and only wish

of my heart, should incur disappointment, I

softly raised the latch ; and, with a ferine ex-

ultation, a thrill of ferocious joy, which are in-

effable, discovered the ruthless object of my in-

vincible and immortal hate.

I entered the room ; and again I was once

more in his detested presence. He held a mag-

nificent and glittering stalactite, which he was

contemplating so profoundly, that he neither
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heard nor observed me. I advanced rapidly;

and suddenly confronting him, in the same mo-

ment, sternly and invectively addressed him.

" Father," I said, " you have rendered me a

very, and an eternal wretch, the most miserable,

and degraded being that breathes; and I have

come to thank you condignly for your just and

righteous deed."

He did not start, or by any change of aspect,

or of hue, evince the least emotion ; but, tran-

quilly raising his head, he regarded me, for an

instant, deliberately, and scrutinizingly. Then,

resuming the inspection of his fragment of

quartz, he replied, in his accustomed tone, and

manner of diabolical sarcasm,

" You mistake, my son; I found you the

thing you pronounce yourself, ready made to

my hands by those, of nature. But, you are

still unaltered, I perceive ; at least, in spirit, for

the external tenement is a little dilapidated;

yet, I dare say you can ruffle as bravely as

ever."

Long had I known too well, both the species,

and the power, of the provocations to which I
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should inevitably be exposed in this interview

with my inhuman, and opprobrious parent ; and

I had resolutely endeavoured to prepare myself

for the patient endurance of the most elaborate

efforts of his fluent rancour. But, the very first

instant wherein it was tried, all my fancied self-

control deserted me; and, when he presented

to me the poisoned chalice of his malignity,

again, as ever, I seized, and drank it, with in-

sane avidity, until my whole nature was con-

verted into venom.

Beneath the stinging malice of his savage

reply, delivered in those tones of mockery, and

insult, which an eternity of existence could not

have effaced from my memory, my wrath arose

with a suddenness, and a violence, that mo-

mentarily impeded my respiration.

" Father," at length, I hoarsely cried, " be-

ware !—I have come hither, to seek atonement,

to inflict retribution; not to sustain additional

injury."

" Atonement?" he repeated, disdainfully;

" for what?—Have you not already received

it ?—Have I not left you, for years, in peace,
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and in the possession of a princely revenue?

thereby spontaneously crippling many of my

own sources of enjoyment, in order to promote

yours. Yet, you now ungratefully come, and

shamelessly tell me, that I still owe you atone-

ment. Churlish boy ! it is you^ who are my

debtor."

I drew from beneath my cloak, a human

hand.

" You say, truly," I rejoined ; " I ctw your

debtor: and behold, I present to you, one of

my heaviest debts. See you this withered limb ?

remember you to whose frame it once belonged ?

and do you deem, that this deed requires no ex-

piation?"

I advanced the ghastly object to him ; he re-

garded it composedly.

'« Well," he replied, " then, I am to under-

stand that this is a gift to me. It is neither the

most splendid, nor the most valuable, I imagine,

that you might have procured in the orient land

wherein I am told you have dwelt. But, I

thank you; it is skilfully preserved, and you

VOL. II. o
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may place it yourself in the adjoining room,

among the other anatomical preparations."

" Cruel, ruthless, unnatural being
!

" I ex-

claimed, in a transport of indignation, " will

nothing excite you to compunction, or commise-

ration ? Oh, that I had the power of wTeaking

upon you my vengeance, as I desire ! slowly,

deliberately,, progressively ! How long, think

you, wolfish, and obdurate, as you are, that your

devilry would sustain contumaciously, the in-

fliction of a mortal agony ? Would that I could

try ! would that I could learn, whether remorse-

less, pitiless to others, you are yet self-regard-

less—whether you could sneer and scoff beneath

such tortures as I could impose upon you ! Oh,

that I had you, where I could execute my will,

I would make you eat your own heart, but I

would lower you, from your towering altitude

of demoniac pride and scorn, into the craving,

cringing, weeping, abject supplicant
!

"

And as I gazed upon him, my whole soul

overflowing with malice, and wrath, the painful

conviction of my utter inability of personally
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contending with him, could scarcely prevent me

from again engaging with him in a mortal strife.

My father regarded me grimly, and lower-

ingly.

" Do not exasperate me," he said ; " though

not very choleric, you know that I may be ex-

cited into a flame. But, you are not worthy

to effect my discomposure. Tell me, and tell

me calmly, why have you sought the lion in

his den ? With a sorry effeminacy of feeling,

which I now heartily repent, I was w^eak enough

to entertain a sort of regret for some of the

passages which have occurred between us; and

consequently, in the possession of the chief por-

tion of my wealth, you might have lived, and

died, unmolested by me. Why then, I repeat,

have you come hither to beard, and insult me ?"

My wrath was somewhat mitigated by his

tone ; and I replied more tranquilly,

" Your equivalent, weighty and omnipotent

as it may seem to you, is but dross to me. What

avails the beauty of the prism, to the blind ^ or

the sweetness of the lute, to the deaf? Enter a

rudderless bark in the midst of the vast desert

o2
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of waters, and offer to the wretched mariner

who is perishing beneath his thirst, your lumps

of gold: would he thank you? would he not

rather raise his dying hand in menace against

you? One single drop of pure water were, in

that moment, more prized by him, than all the

diamonds in Golconda ; yet, once, perchance, he

would have preferred the smallest gem it yields,

to all the crystal lakes, the universe contains.

This, is ?72j/ condition. There was a time, when,

your sanction to my union with my cousin, and

tlie tithe of that, which you have recently be-

stowed upon me, might have procured me unal-

loyed happiness. But noic, I am like the ma-

riner; your gold, yourjewels, all the pomp, and

circumstance, which riches can obtain, are to

me, but even as the dross ; they have arrived

too late. You had previously been to me, that

which the Prophet entitles the Roman army,

' the abomination of desolation ;' you had ra-

vaged, devastated my heart, you had laid waste

its fair fruits, you had converted it into a char-

nel-house. And now, therefore, I too, am

ivrithing, perishing beneath my thirst; my mouth
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is parched ; my tongue is fevered ; my heart

burns : but, unlike the mariner, my agony can

only be slaked by hlood. Now, you know the

object of my presence."

Suddenly I produced a pair of pistols, the

handles whereof I turned towards him.

" Choose one of these," 1 said, " for I have

lived to learn that spacious as is this globe, it is

not large enough to hold us both : one of us

twain must perish to preserve the existence of

the other. The purest breeze that bears the

fragrance of the South, were, for me, but poison,

while I retained the consciousness that you sur-

vived to contaminate even the minutest portion

of the vast atmosphere. One therefore, I re-

peat, of us twain, must perish : choose then,

your weapon."

During this speech, my father's slight dis-

composure had entirely disappeared ; and he

replied to my injunction, with his wonted air

and tone of irony

;

" Choose one of those weapons ? Impossible !

my son. Should 1 be mad enough to consent

to your proposal, I should be eternally ruined
;
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for, every estimable man on earth, would shun

me, were it ever discovered that I had once so

derogated from my good name and station, as

to deign to fight so notorious, ruffling a caitiff

as you."

At these words, every portion ofmybeing again

yielded to and trembled beneath the pernicious

influence of the fiery passions, which, the fierce,

and inhuman author of my existence ever pos-

sessed the dangerous power of exciting by his

malignant sarcasms, in the furnace of my breast.

" Father, father," I cried, " these gibes will

drive me into madness. I have a dark, and

desperate soul, and again I bid you, beware !"

" Son, son," he rejoined, " a man can but

speak according to his natural gifts ; and per-

chance, I should be as much justified in com-

plaining ofyour violence, as you are, in storming

at my apathy, which / denominate serenity.

But, you are an ungrateful knave, and I never

see you, that I do not admire the wisdom of

those Thracians, who mourned when a child

was born, and rejoiced when it died."

" I came not here," I sternly replied, " to
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bandy words with you, to incur fresh contumely,

or to suffer myself to be the butt ofyour ignoble

raillery. I stand before you, a broken, despe-

rate, and evil man ; and you^ my parent^ have

been the wilful, and the wanton author of my

ruin. And do you think that you shall escape

repayment for your deed ? Fool !—hither, have

I journeyed to demand atonement, and to in-

flict retribution ; and man, nor devil, shall baffle

the fulfilment of my soul's desire ! Choose then,

your weapon ; or, by the heaven that is above

me, if you are coward enough to refuse, I will

butcher you on the spot whereon you stand;

with as little thought of mercy, as little sense of

remorse, as though I were one of the rabblement

in the shambles, smiting an ox !"

" Coward? fool?" repeated my father, " I

thank you ; as well as for your proposition of

despatching me, in a manner so compassionate

to mc^ and so satisfactory to yourself. I do not

doubt your affection, and that you would alacri-

ously fulfil your threat, if—I would permit you.

But, I promise you that my concurrence you

will never have ; and without it, you may as well
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raise your puny arm against a mountain rock,

or, in the Persian fashion, lash the ocean. Sorry

knave ! learn that I contemn you, far more than

I hate you—learn that I laugh at your impo-

tent, ignoble wrath ! But, even the wasp may

sting the lion, and a thorn may torment the side

of a giant : such to me has often been the effect

of your uninjurious, but vexatious malice. I

know not therefore, why I should not comply

with your most characteristic, and filial pro-

posal. I shall at once confer a boon upon a

grateful son, and rid myself of a fretful insect,

which has obstinately buzzed in my ear, until

the sound has become detestable. It is written

that a man may cut off even his own right hand,

if it offend him ; hitherto, I have only partially

availed myself of this permission, by practising

upon your left. But now"

" Impious perverter !" I exclaimed, vehe-

mently interrupting him, again excited, by this

inhuman sneer of triumphant malice, into a

sudden paroxysm of wrath ; " blasphemer ! evil

as you are, dare not to distort the scripture into

a justification of your atrocities ! Yet, say your
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worst—wherefore should I heed you ? * Do

men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of this-

tles ? "

" How little do we know ourselves !" cried

my father emphatically; " with what daring,

with what stupendous effrontery, do we censure

in others, the very faults which we ourselves

most eminently possess ! There is a word whicli

possesses a respondent sound to ' evil,'' that I

could name, which might perchance apply to

you, when you are quoting the scripture, even

far more fidy than your epithet to me.— It

mi<jht raise the ire of a saint to see the blind-

ness of the world !—But come ; I will no longer

oppose your desire : let me examine the weapons,

for, to confess the truth, I have no reason to

place any very great reliance upon your Punic

notions of either equity, or honor."

I was too eager to attain my object, to resent

this imputation ; and I therefore, tacitly placed

the pistols in his hands. He searched them

minutely ; and then, having made his choice,

returned the other to me.

" Now," he said, " we will descend to the
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court ; and there, we will see whether we cannot

satisfy our mutual antipathy."

He made me precede him; and thus, we

arrived at the yard at the back of the mansion,

which was entirely protected from observation

;

except from the windows ofthe apartments, which

belonged exclusively to him, and which were

consequently, secure from all menial intrusion.

We then deliberately arranged the forms of

our combat. Our agreement was, that we should

advance from one stipulated point, to another,

and fire from any portion of the interval be-

tween the two. According to this compact, we

were at first, nearly thirty paces asunder, but we

might approach as near as ten. If the bullets

of both should fail in their sanguinary mission,

we were to re-load, and renew the fight; but

we were equally sensible that such an event was

little likely to occur. All this preliminary pro-

ceeding, was settled as tranquilly, and formally,

as though neither possessed a consciousness of

the execrable nature of his intentions.

We took our ground; and two stern, bad

men were, then, grimly confronted ! In tliat
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moment, I felt exultingly, that I had attained a

portion of my object ; the pistols of sire, and son

were at lenoth leveled at each other's breast.

But, my satisfaction was not without alloy. I

knew him to be perilously skilled in the use of

his weapon; and was sensible that if I failed

to wound him mortally by my first fire, all my

hopes of vengeance were finally frustrated ; for,

I was well assured that he would hit, and either

kill, or utterly incapacitate me.

For some moments, we remained stationarily,

in this deadly opposition : then, according to

the forms we had arranged, slowly and mutually

approached ; eye intently riveted upon eye, and

each glaring into the countenance of the other,

watching every, the minutest, motion, with a

vigilance, an avidity of scrutiny, which only our

fell passions, and our relative positions, could have

inspired. Both equally knew the importance

attached to the act of firing first; both equally

felt its advantages, and disadvantages; for, if

the bullet of either should miss its object, the

other was left utterly at the mercy of his ad-

versary ; who, no longer being himself exposed
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to the risk, or disturbed by the sense, of any

personal peril, might then take his aim as de-

liberately, and steadily, as though its object

were a target. Each was aware of this danger

;

and consequently entertained an almost equal

reluctance to discharge his weapon.

But, at last, my antipathy being the stronger,

my patience was the first to fail. Making a

preternatural effort to steady my hand, I sum-

moned all my energies, and slightly shifted the

level of my pistol. My father's quick eye in-

stantly discovered this change.

" By heaven," he exclaimed, " I believe the

sanguinary knave is really attempting to take

my life !"

How could he have doubted my intention !

—

Scarcely had his words concluded, when I pulled

the trigger; the bullet sped; but, it was not

laden with death : it had however wounded him.

He raised his hand to his temple : and withdrew

it covered with blood. Instantly his counte-

nance assumetl the grim, ghastly expression it

had worn, in the memorable moment when he

had ruthlessly robbed me of a hand. Fire
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flashed from his eyes ; and his face was swoln

beneath the fierce tempest of his sanguinary

wrath.

" Hell-hound !" he cried, " accursed mis-

creant ! have I not solemnly warned you that

earth contains not the weapon with which you

shall ever injure me? Fool! I tell you again,

you may as well assail a mountain rock, as raise

your sorry arm against .my life. Worm ! I

laugh at, scorn, defy your puny, fruitless efforts !

But, you have displayed a murderous, though an

impotent malice ; and now, therefore," he added

pointing to his bleeding temple, " receive a

parent's reward for this filial proof of your black

heart, and unskilful hand !"

He raised the pistol; and leveled it at me,

but too accurately. In the next moment, how-

ever, he lowered it; and again the whole ex-

pression of his countenance rapidly changed.

" No," he said, " instant death were flir too

slight a punishment for such iniquities as yours
;

you shall therefore, previously enjoy some of the

sweets of apprehension."

Again he aimed his weapon at me.
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" We will now," he continued " resume our

advance; and, in the moment wherein we arrive

at the extreme verge of our boundary, you shall

receive the degree of retribution you merit."

Slowly we re-commenced our mutual ap-

proach; all the while, the deadly implement

leveled so accurately at my head, that I could

almost discern the termination of the interior of

its infernal barrel. I felt that my life was in

the power of an evil, and remorseless man ; and

I experienced a transitory impulse to attempt to

preserve myself by flight. Not, that, in that mo-

ment, I dreaded death ; in the wild excitement

of feeling which I then possessed, I disdained it,

laughed at it; but, I did dread, with an agony

that is ineffable, the anticipated loss of my re-

venge. Strong however, as was my desire to

reserve myself for the chance of some future

hour of retribution ; despite too, of the morally

enervating influence of the evil sentiments I had

so long entertained, that invincible delusion,

which is denominated worldly honor, still re-

tained so firm a hold upon me, still clung so

tenaciously to the ruins of my heart, that I
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continued doggedly fixed to my path ; though I

knew that I adhered to it, in defiance of the

certainty of being butchered.

At length, we arrived at the boundary of our

career ; then, my father said,

" What I have once before told you, I now

repeat ; death is too mild a punishment for you

:

you shall therefore, live yet a little longer to en-

joy the pleasures of an approving conscience.

But, do not think that your body shall escape

scathless ; hope it not, my ruthless son : for

every aggression upon me, I will ever have a

limb in atonement. Continue then, your hos-

tility, if it please you ; we will see which will

the sooner tire, you, of assaulting, or I, of be-

reaving; for, by all tlie bloodthirsty feelings

which you have engendered in me, I swear, that

I will lop you, branch by branch, until no more

than a mere trunk remains ; with, to use your

own foul expressions, as little thought of mercy,

as little sense of remorse, as though I were one

of the rabblement in the forest, hacking the

worthless timber of a blasted oak !"

He paused for a moment, evidently seeking
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to check the growth of his returning ire ; and

then, added more passively,

"Take good heed therefore, that the next

time you attempt my destruction, you succeed ;

or, you shall live to rue bitterly your bungling

malice. And now, to treat you, as the Spartans

treated their children
;
punish you not for your

misdeed, but, for its failure. I cannot label my

bullet, as Aster did his arrow ; and therefore, in

a sorry emulation of his dexterity, I will orally

acquaint you, that, it bears from me, a stern and

retributive message to the hone of my son's left

arm, beneath the shoulder joint.^^

He pulled the trigger ; and too accurately did

the accursed implement of his foul cruelty, fulfil

his sanguinary intention. My arm was shat-

tered ; and hung uselessly by my side. For a

moment, I gazed piteously, and in dismay, upon

this additional mutilation of the fated limb;

then, turned my looks upon the calm, cold,

grimly exulting countenance of my relentless

foe. Instandy, my mind received a new im-

pulse. Suffering the pistol which I still retained

in my right hand, to slip quickly in my grasp, I
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at last firmly seized it by the end of the barrel;

and raising the heavy handle in the air, rushed

wolfishly upon my implacable parent, exclaiming

" And this, is Philip's vengeance !"

But, he intercepted the murderous blow which

I aimed at him ; and dealt me with his own wea-

pon, so fierce a stroke, that I was instantly

stretched senselessly on the earth.

When I returned to the possession of my

faculties, I found myself in my own chamber, on

the very bed which had once before been

drenched in my blood. It was still mid-day

;

the rays of the sun descended almost perpendi-

cularly through the casement. I gazed around

me : and slowly arranged my thoughts. A rough

bandage had been secured upon my wounded

arm, which lay numbly, and uselessly, but not

painfully, at my side. A domestic was in the

room ; I invented some mission which procured

for me, his absence. The instant, the door

closed upon liim, I arose, and descending from

my couch, advanced slowly, and feebly towards

the armoury.

At last, I entered the well remembered apart-
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ment; where, in its wonted place, lay the for-

midable axe which had robbed me of a hand.

I examined the edge ; it possessed all its former

keenness; but, the brilliancy of the blade was

destroyed by the traces of my blood. Raising

this deadly w^eapon, and supporting it, upon my

shoulder, I resumed my course.

I approached my father's chamber; not a

sound met my ear. The door was only partially

closed : I opened it gently, and beheld him sit-

ting with his back towards me. I entered ; and,

after a few stealthy paces, discerned that he was

asleep. In the next moment, I stood by his

side. As he slumbered beneath me, I looked

down upon him with feelings of exultation

which I dare not attempt to pourtray. I raised

the keen axe above his head : yet, I hesitated to

strike : I had not sated myself with the con-

sciousness of possessing the power of vengeance.

But, the duration of this fiendlike gratification

wfis curtailed by the apprehension of his awa-

king ; or of any other accident which might baffle

my revenge even in the very moment of its

apparent fulfilment.
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" Then, now," I thought, " to strike for the

attainment of that vengeance, which would be

perfect, save for the knowledge that he has but

one life wherewith to sate it
!"

I raised the deadly weapon still higher : in

the next moment, impelled by all the fell energy

that still remained to me, the trenchant blade

descended ; and my victim passed instantly from

the sleep of life, into that, of death.

The butchery was done: the struggle was

concluded : the ceaseless thought, the all absorb-

ing project, at once the cherished hope and

the prime terror ot the chief portion of my

existence, which had been alternately fostered

and discouraged, loathed and beloved, was at

hist fulfilled ! My oppressor was slaughtered

;

the work of carnage was completed ; and / was

avenged : the tongue that had scoffed me was

silent, and the hand that had maimed me was

still for evermore.

" I have obeyed you," I said huskily, and

hissingly between my clenched teeth ;
"- I have

adopted your own counsel ; and, like the

Spartan child, I shall not noic^ be punished for

my failure.^'
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Again I gazed intently on the senseless body

;

and then, I repeated, with a hellish exultation,

the very words which once he had addressed to

me, in his hour of sanguinary triumph :

^' But you do not deign to reply ? You are

as mute to me, as was the concubine,— * who was

fallen down at the door of the house, and whose

hands were on the threshold,'—to her master.

Yet, now, I say to you, in the Levite's words,

* Up ! and let us be going !'
"

For an instant, I paused that I might glory

in the silence which followed this bitter burst

of diabolical exultation ; then, I added em-

phatically with a heart-glowing thrill of ferocious

rapture,

" But, none answered P^

I resumed my tacit contemplation of the deed

I had wrought; yet, such was the immortal

nature of my fiendlike wrath, that, even the

bloody spectacle before me, and the conscious-

ness of being its author, could not wholly glut

it. A sense of thirst, an unappeased mysterious

craving, were still within me; I looked, and

looked, and looked, but could not sate them

:
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ghastly as was the object that met my glaring

eye, it seemed scarcely an equivalent for the

wrongs I had sustained; with every faculty

of my being I strove to drink it all ; but still,

I felt that it did not thoroughly slake the fiery

fever of my arid heart.

How long a period might have elapsed, ere

I should have spontaneously abandoned the

gaze and the reflections which were instigated

by exhaustless malice, remorseless hatred, and

the sense of injuries irremediable, I know not;

for, an accident abruptly terminated them.

The surface of the floor of the apartment was

extremely unequal; and beneath the chair on

which my father's body still remained, was a

considerable indentation, wherein the life-blood

poured, and accumulated, until a large pool

was formed. Suddenly it overflowed; and I

observed hurrying towards me, a quick, and

winding stream of the dark, sanguine fluid. I

started from its path, as though I had dis-

covered a tiger in the act of springing upon me !

I advanced to the door, locked it, and re-

tained the key. Then, hastening from the
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room, I descended to one of those outer build-

ings, where I had left the servants who had

accompanied me, on my journey. The child

of one of the domestics intercepted my passage.

It tottered towards me ; and, catching me by my

garment, for an instant impeded my progress, as

looking up into my face, with a countenance

beaming with the confidence, happiness, and in-

nocence of its age, it said,

" Where is my father—I want my father

—

Have you a father ?"

I pushed the brat rudely aside : but, I never

forgot these words ! I then summoned mv

attendants, and left the mansion. A pursuit

after me, was subsequently commenced. Never-

theless in spite of my wound, by the power of

gold, I succeeded in baffling it, and finally, in

escaping to a foreign land : nor did I ever again

return to my own.

THE END OF THE PARRICIDE's MEMOIR.
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Many years had elapsed since the occurrence

of the concluding event of the Parricide's

tragical and remarkable narration ; when, dur-

ing an early hour on a fine summer's morn, a

stranger costlily appareled, and accompanied by

two mounted domestics, galloped violently, into

a frontier town. As he advanced through its

streets, he was compelled to diminish his pace

;

for, though the sun had but just risen, many

of the inhabitants were already abroad. All

were hurrying in one common direction ; and

their countenances, and the words which occa-

sionally fell from them, equally denoted that they

were assembled by some cause of general, and

anxious interest.

One of the stranger's attendants, loitering

for a moment in the rear, demanded of an in-

dividual in the crowd, the cause of this com-

motion.

" We are proceeding," replied the man, " to

witness the punishment of the wheel, inflicted

on a Parricide."
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The attendant then resumed his place by the

side of his companion. As they continued to

advance, the throng increased. At last, they

arrived in the large open space which was

selected for the execution; and where, all the

preparations for it had been already completed.

The stranger stationed himself in the imme-

diate vicinity of the track by which, he was

told, the criminal must pass to the scaffold. He

then addressed various questions to the by-

standers ; and thus learned several singular par-

ticulars relative to the wretched being who was

sentenced to undergo this most terrific expia-

tion of his crimes.

Many, very many years had elapsed since

the commission of the murder ; and though the

assassin was generally supposed to be known,

his capture might never have occurred, had he

not spontaneously delivered himself into the

hands of justice. As however, he was a fo-

reigner, and the parricide was perpetrated in

another country, the proofs too of his guilt being

difficult of acquisition, even if they could be

acquired at all, after several examinations, the
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authorities would have emancipated him, if he

would have retracted his self-inculpation. Yet,

he not only resolutely maintained it, but, volun-

teered to procure at his own charge, from his

own land, indisputable evidence of its truth.

When questioned why he did not resign him-

self to the retribution of the laws of his native

place, his answer was remarkable. He stated

that the penal code of his own country com-

prised but two modes of execution, hanging,

and decollation ; and he desired to perish on the

wheel: the reward assigned by almost every

other nation, to the perpetrator of that most

unnatural and heinous of oiFenfces, Parricide.

Subsequently, to this singular declaration, he

had not only secured sufficient proofs of his

guilt, but, had obtained from his own govern-

ment, its concurrence in his sentence, and in

his unwonted, and terrible species of punition.

These strange particulars, which were widely

known, had excited an extent of interest in the

fate of this extraordinary criminal, that was

unparalleled : and consequently, not only the

entire male population of the town had asscm-

VOL. II. p
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bled, but many residents of the surrounding

district, and strangers from more distant parts,

had arrived to witness his fearful death.

The individual who had elicited this singular

detail, listened to it with evident and intense

anxiety and pain. He then asked whether they

could acquaint him with the name of the mur-

derer. The reply was, that he was unknown

;

but, many supposed that he had once possessed

both station and rank, in his own land.

In a short time, after the conclusion of this

conversation, the melancholy procession com-

menced; and, at last, the malefactor himself

advanced into sight, followed by two execu-

tioners ; one of whom bore upon his shoulder,

a large and heavy bar of iron. The usual in-

tense silence which accompanies, even in the

most turbulent rabble, the entertainment of any

powerful emotion, instantly ensued. Two dense,

and seemingly endless lines of pallid counte-

nances indicated both the spectators* own feel-

ings, and the general and terrific interest of the

scene ; and every eye was strainingly bent upon

the chief actor in that savage tragedy, which,
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pandering at once, to some of the weakest and

many of the worst feehngs in the human heart,

had first attracted, and now threatened to com-

pel the spell-bound presence of the stupid and

half affrighted, yet still half ferocious and blood-

thirsty multitude.

The object of all this barbarous, almostferine,

interest, was a tall, emaciated man; who, in

spite of his broken and decrepit frame, had once

probably been both vigorous, and comely. His

eyes were sunken, and a deathlike ghastliness

was on his features; a tangled mass of thick

grizzled hair partiallyshaded a forehead on which

were several scars ; and his general aspect con-

tained that fierceness, wildness, and gloom

which are considered characteristic of insanity.

He did not walk firmly ; but, his unsteadiness

arose evidently in no moral apprehension, but

in physical debihty.

He passed close to the stranger ; who ap-

peared incHned to address him. Once, with a

violent effort, he did succeed in uttering some

few hesitating words; but, they were too im-

peded, and confused, to be audible to the cri-
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minal, who silently and unconsciously continued

his path. As he approached the scaffold, and

the fearful wheel became manifest to him, he

evidently strove to summon all his bodily ener-

gies to his aid. From that moment, his paces

were more steady ; but, the struggle by which

he effected this change, seemed to be the last

desperate endeavour of a man who was sensibly

dying.

He stepped upon the scaffold; and gazed

upon the infernal altar of his coming torture,

without any indication of emotion. A catholic

priest presented to him the cross, and proposed

to assist him with spiritual consolation : but, he

declined the offer coldly, though not repulsively

;

as also, the permission of addressing the mul-

titude. He merely stated to those that stood

around him, that he perished a guilty man ; and

that he wished all to understand that he was

conscious he was only doomed to incur the just,

and desired reward of his crimes.

Having been deprived of his apparel, a linen

cloth was tied around his loins; then, he was

placed upon the wheel, and securely fettered to
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it. During all this lingering process, this fear-

ful prelude to the final and horrific strife of mind

and matter, of the strength of the spirit, and the

weakness of the physical man, the criminal still

retained a calm, and resolute aspect ; and fixed

a steady gaze upon the executioner, wherein

mingled no trace of apprehension.

The signal, which was to authorize the com-

mencement ofthe slow and abhorrent destruction

of a human life, was then given ; and the grisly

and callous ruffian, who was to inflict the atro-

cious sentence of hellish but legitimated cruelty,

raising his ponderous bar, impelled it with all

his brute energy upon the upper bone of the

wretched victim's only remaining arm. It yielded

a dull, and heavy sound ; and was literally crushed

beneath the blow. Nevertheless, no shriek, or

even groan broke from the sufferer. Those who

were near him.might have seen the big drops of

his mortal agony gush from his forehead ; but

the keenest eye could have detected no other

indication of the torture he endured.

Three more blows fell ; one, upon the lower

bone of the arm; and the others, upon the two
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bones of the leg. Twice more, the accursed

weapon descended ; and his last limb was shat-

tered, and mangled, like its fellows. Then, the

voice of the sufferer was heard.

" My destiny is fulfilled !" he faintly said

:

and added, with more vigor, " Lying fiend ! I

have defeated you !—I die fearlessly—I have

not blenched."

Again the executioner raised his arm; and

this time, he dealt the coup de grace. But, it

was useless : the wretched culprit was already

dead.

The crowd dispersed ;
gloomy, depressed, and

at once, tortured, glutted, and delighted by that

species of horror, which arises in the contempla-

tion of the mortal agony of a fellow being : an

emotion incomparably dear to vulgar minds.

But, the stranger was of another mould ; he

had quitted the town, before the cruel immola-

tion had commenced ; leaving behind him one

of his domestics to gather the particulars.

Without the gates, he awaited this man's ar-

rival ; and the moment it occurred, he resumed

his journey. All day, he rode without re-
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laxing his speed; and, in the evening, arrived

at the magnificent edifice which owned him for

its lord.

Into a chamber, he hastened wherein were

several inmates. One of tliem was a lady who

had passed the prime of life ; but, her features

still indicated that she had been beautiful. The

second was in the very zenith of her per-

sonal attractions ; and was a lovely and graceful

dame. Two children were their companions

;

the elder of which was perhaps about ten years

old; and its sister somewhat less. Both the

ladies were clothed in black ; and their counte-

nances expressed gloom and anxiety.

The younger lady threw herself into the arms

of the stranger, when he entered the apartment

;

and they tenderly embraced. For a moment,

neither spoke ; at length, she said,

" Are our suspicions true ?"

" Dear Marion," he replied, " I fear that

they are."

Again there was a sad and solemn pause ; and

then, the stranger recounted several particulars

relative to the criminal whose execution has just
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been described. However, he did not commu-

nicate the mode of his punishment; and his

auditors were evidently ignorant that he had

undergone so merciless a death.

" Yes, CEnone," said Marion, turning to her

companion, "yes, it must be he. His speech

alone would prove it. During our long residence

together on the shores of the Mediterranean,

scarcely a day elapsed that I did not hear him,

either during his siesta, or during his intense, and

frequent fits of abstraction, allude to some fiend

whom he supposed to be pursuing him. Unhappy

being! even at that time, he experienced occa-

sional aberrations of intellect. What extent of

insanity then, must not his subsequent crimes

and sufferings have entailed upon him !"

The countenance of her, she called CEnone,

exhibited an expression of speechless grief and

horror. She made no attempt to reply ; seem-

ing both incapable, and conscious of her inca-

pacity.

" Alas ! alas ! my brother," resumed Marion,

" what wretchedness have you again brought

upon your ill-fated sister !—But, for you, my
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husband," she added, turning to the stranger,

" you, my children, and you, CEnone, you, alike

the witnesses, and the causes of it, I should now

once more believe my recent happiness, a dream."

Her husband fondly attempted to console her

;

then said

—

" For your brother's, own sake, you should cease

to regret his death. From that strange record of

his life, which though it reached us anony-

mously, I feel assured that he alone could have

sent to us, none can fail to infer that he was,

and ever must have been, utterly, inexpressibly

wretched. Nature seems to have combined in

him, all those discrepant, and incongruous qua-

lities, which are most sure to entail upon their

possessor unmitigated misery. What a melan-

choly, what a terrific, yet what an instructive

picture of the consequences of self-indulgence

does his stormy narrative reveal
!"

CEnone, who had somewhat withdrawn, now

advanced, and said, with great emotion ;

" The present, is the first time, during many

years, that this unhappy theme has been recurred

to by us— let me now implore you to suffer it to

be the last!''
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" So, be it," rejoined Marion, with eqiial

fervor, and almost equal pathos ; " for the sake

of my own peace, I will strive to forget that I

ever had either father, or brother !"

Her husband tenderly embraced her; then,

turning to her cousin, said

" You were a bright example to him, CEnone

;

you were both exposed to the same ordeal, yet,

in that crisis of your lives, you obeyed the dictates

ofyour duty, he abandoned himself to the impulses

of his passion. You may have been slightly

scathed by the struggle you then endured, you

may not have escaped wholly without a scar, but,

your course has, at least, secured for you, serenity

and self-satisfaction : while the thorny path he

then entered, has gradually conducted him from

outrage to outrage, from tempest to tempest,

through endless misery and remorse, to ulti-

mately, a father's murder, and a felon's death."

THE END.



NOTE.

Page 304, line 10.

As Aster did his arrow.

Though unwilling to imply a disrespect to his reader's

erudition by the introduction of notes, yet, as a recollec-

tion of the anecdote to which the above and an ensuing

passage refers is essentially necessary to their comprehen-

sion, the author transcribes it

:

During the siege of Methone by Philip of Macedon,

Aster, an archer, shot an arrow from the walls, bearing on

it, the inscription. To Philip's right eye, which accurately

fulfilled its errand. To this fatally convincing proof of

his enemy's skill, the monarch replied in a similar spirit,

by returning the same arrow with a label appended to it,

on which was written, 1/ Philip takes the town he will

hang Aster.—The town was taken ; and the victor ful-

filled his threat.

There may be one or two other historic allusions in

these pages : if therefore, the reader should ever chance

to have forgotten the themes upon which they are founded,

the author hopes that his foregoing remark will be ac-

cepted as a just plea for the omission of any additional

citations.

Owing to the haste, with which the previous pages



passed through the press^ a number of superfluous dashes

at the terminations of paragraphs, and in other inappro-

priate situations, escaped observation until too late for

correction. Whenever they occur, the reader is requested

to disregard them.
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